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Chapterr 1 
Introduction n 
Thiss thesis studies, from a mathematical point of view, a number of transformations that map 
functionss ƒ € L2(R), i.e., square integrable functions on J2, to functions ƒ € L2(R2). In 
particularr we study transformations that are related to the Fourier transform in the following 
sense. . 
Thee Fourier transform maps a function ƒ to a function ƒ. For a function of time (a signal), 
ƒƒ represents the intensity of the fluctuations (frequencies) in the signal ƒ. Analysing a signal 
inn this way is called spectral analysis. Besides the representation in time ƒ and the repre-
sentationn in frequency ƒ, there exists transformations ƒ t-> ƒ to represent a signal both in 
timee and in frequency. Some of these transformations are discussed extensively in this thesis, 
namelyy the windowed Fourier transform, the Wigner distribution, the Rihaczek distribution, 
thee fractional Fourier transform and the wavelet transform. In this introduction we will briefly 
introducee these transformations. 
Thiss introduction also considers applications of the wavelet transform in the field of signal 
andd image processing. We show, that the wavelet transform can be a very useful tool for 
denoisingg algorithms, data compression techniques, and numerical analysis. 
Finally,, this introductory chapter summarizes the contents of this thesis. 
1.11 Time-Frequency Methods 
Inn 1822 Fourier published his famous work Theorie analytique de la Chaleur, see [31] for an 
Englishh translation. In this work he stated that a periodic function ƒ could be expressed as 
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Figuree 1.1: Approximation of a discontinuous function by a Fourier series 
thee sum of trigonometric functions 
oo o 
ƒƒ (x) = oo + 5 2 (a* cos(AwoaO + 6* sin(fcw0x)), (1.1) 
fc=i fc=i 
forr some ao, a*, 6* e -K. Here u>0 = 2ir/T, with T the period of ƒ. The series in (1.1) is 
calledd the Fourier series of ƒ. In the literature the Fourier series of ƒ is mostly given by 
f(x)f(x) = '£ckeik"°*. (1.2) 
feez feez 
Nott only periodic functions can be expressed in terms of their Fourier series. Also compactly 
supportedd functions can be written in this way. To do this, we extend such a function ƒ to a 
periodicc function and compute its Fourier series. This Fourier series, regarded on the support 
of/,, is then said to be the Fourier series of/. 
Fourier'ss idea was that also a discontinuous function ƒ could be expressed in this way, namely 
ass the sum of continuous function. Later, Dirichlet formulated necessary and sufficient con-
ditionss such that (1.1) holds pointwise. In Figure 1.1, an example of a discontinuous function 
andd its Fourier series is depicted. As an example we have taken 
/ W
- \\ 0, x = 0, 
andd with ƒ (x + 2n) = f(x), for all I É I Its Fourier series is given by 
oo o 
f(x)f(x) = ^2 sm(kx)/k. 
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Wee observe, that the coefficients ak in (1.1) all vanish in this example, since ƒ is an odd 
function.. A good approximation of ƒ is already established by a partial sum 
N N 
SSNN = ^2sin(kx)/k, 
*=i i 
withh N > 0 relatively small. In fact, Figure 1.1 shows ƒ and its approximation by means of 
thee partial sum Sg. 
Analysingg signals by means of Fourier series, called spectral analysis, is nowadays a standard 
techniquee to obtain additional information of a signal. However, in our era, signals we want 
too analyse are often not continuous in time. These discrete-time signals are mostly the result 
off a sampling procedure built into the measurement equipment, that measures an incoming 
physicall signal. To deal with these signals, we can use the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
insteadd of the Fourier series. The DFT is given by a discretisation (1.2). Particularly, if the 
signall has been measured during a finite time interval, the number of samples of such a signal 
iss finite and its DFT simplifies to a polynomial on the unit circle. 
Inn this particular case, the DFT can be computed in a fast way by means of the butterfly al-
gorithm,, see [19]. This algorithm arranges the Fourier coefficients in such a way, that they 
cann be computed recursively. The complexity of this algorithm is given by 0(N log N), with 
NN the number of samples in the signal. Computing the DFT in this manner is called the fast 
Fourierr transform (FFT). The existence of such a fast algorithm is an important reason why 
Fourierr analysis has become a standard tool in signal analysis. 
Forr non-periodic functions the Fourier transform provides a tool for spectral analysis. This 
transformm is given by 
R R 
Thee Fourier transform ƒ of ƒ can be considered intially for functions that belong to a class 
off rapidly decreasing functions, called the Schwartz class S(R), see [88, 89]. Each function 
ƒƒ € S{]R) can also be recovered from its Fourier transform ƒ. This means that the Fourier 
transformm indeed offers an alternative way for representing a function ƒ € S(R). The Fourier 
transformm can be extended to functions in Lx{Si), i.e., absolutely integrable functions on M, 
orr functions in L2(M). A unique reconstruction of the original function in L1 (M) or L2{R) 
fromm its Fourier transform is also possible. 
Afterr taking the Fourier transform of ƒ, the value ƒ (o;0) represents the complex-valued am-
plitudee by which a frequency u>0 appears in the signal ƒ. However, we cannot read off from 
/(CJO)) at which time intervals the frequency Ü>0 appears in ƒ. So, ƒ is not localized both in 
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timee and in frequency. 
Forr localizing a signal simultaneously in time and frequency we cann use transforms , 
withh ƒ € L2{R) and ƒ G L2(JR2), representing the signal both in time and in frequency. 
However,, although such a transform can improve localization compared to the Fourier trans-
form,, we are not able to localize time and frequency arbitrarily well. The limitations on 
simultaneouss time-frequency analysis are given by the time-frequency equivalent of Heisen-
berg'ss uncertainty relation 
ff x2\f(x)\2dx- Ju2\f{u)\2<L;> H/llJ/4. (1.3) 
Equalityy in (1.3) is established only for the constant multiples of f(x) = e - " 2 , fore > 0. 
Originallyy Heisenberg presented relation (1.3) in quantum mechanics as a relation between 
thee standard deviation of position and the standard deviation of momentum. In his famous 
paperr [34], Gabor translated this relation in terms of time-frequency analysis. 
AA natural starting point for an overview of time-frequency transformations is the windowed 
Fourierr transform (WFT). The idea of the WFT is to multiply a signal ƒ by a window function 
hh and then to take the Fourier transform of the product function. By translating such a well 
localizedd window h along the signal, the WFT is able to analyse the frequency behavior of ƒ 
duringg the time interval for which h is localized. Translated into a representation formula the 
WFTT reads 
**[ƒ](*,«)) = ^JmW^e-^dy. (1.4) 
Sincee Th ƒ can assume complex values, mostly the spectrogram of a signal is used to analyse 
thee signal's behavior in time and frequency. The spectrogram of ƒ is given by | Th[f](x, w)\2. 
Itt follows from (1.4), that h(x) should be more or less concentrated around x = 0. Further-
more,, the behavior oiFhf in both time and frequency is strongly influenced by the window 
functionn h. This suggests that we have to deal with the problem of finding a window function 
h,h, that is both well localized and for which Th ƒ is a good reproduction of the time-frequency 
behaviorr of/. 
Sincee no information of a signal ƒ is thrown away by representing it by means of the WFT, 
ƒƒ can also be reconstructed from Fj. We observe, that ƒ (xo) contributes to Fh(x, u), for all 
xx £ M, for which 
f(xo)h{xf(xo)h{x00-x)-x) £ 0. 
Consequently,, ƒ is represented redundantly by Th-, which means that no unique reconstruc-
tionn formula exists to recover ƒ from its WFT, like we have for the Fourier transform. 
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Figuree 1.2: Time-frequency representations of a quadratic chirp: fig. a) the original signal, 
fig.fig. b, c, d) its time-frequency representation by means of the WFT, the Wigner distribution 
andd the Rihaczek distribution respectively. 
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AA window function, that is optimal in the sense, that it gives the best localization of the 
WFTT in time and frequency will strongly depend on the signal ƒ. In 1946, Gabor suggested 
inn his paper [34] to use a window function, that is optimal in the sense that equality in the 
Heisenbergg relation is established. Such a window function is given by 
M*)) = (™2)-1 /4e-*2 /2*3 , 
wheree a > 0. The constant (na2)-1/4 is chosen such that HM2 = 1 for all a > 0. The 
WFTT that corresponds to this choice for h is given by the Gabor transform 
&[ƒ](*,«)) = (to)-*'**-1* f Me-t'-'f'^e-^dy. (1.5) 
R R 
Inn Figure 1.2.b, the spectrogram of the function sin(?rx2) is depicted. In this picture, the dark 
greyy values indicated high amplitudes of the spectrogram at that particular time-frequency 
point.. The function itself is depicted in Figure 1.2.a. For the spectrogram a Gaussian func-
tionn is used. Obviously, the spectrogram provides information about the signal's behavior 
bothh in time and localization. However, energy is spread instead of being perfectly localized. 
Choosingg an appropriate window is not the only difficulty we have to deal with, when we use 
thee WFT to analyse a signal. An other problem is to choose the 'width' of the window, i.e., 
itss support for compactly supported windows or the parameter a for the Gaussian function 
hhffff.. If the signal ƒ contains a frequency component with in a very small time interval, the 
chosenn window width can be too large to detect the localization of such a component with 
highh precision. On the other hand, if the window 'width' is chosen too small, the WFT will 
nott detect very low frequency components in ƒ. 
AA time-frequency representation that only takes the behavior of the signal itself into account 
iss the Wigner distribution 
WV[/](*,u)) = ^ ffiz + tfflfiz-tffle-^dt. (1.6) 
Thiss representation was already introduced in 1932 by Wigner in his paper f 104]. He pre-
sentedd this representation in the field of quantum mechanics. In 1948, Ville introduced the 
representationn in the fields of signal analysis in [99]. Therefore, this representation is also 
knownn in the literature as the Wigner-Ville distribution. A comprehensive approach of the 
Wignerr distribution as a tool for time-frequency analysis is provided by a paper by Claasen 
andd Mecklenbrauker [15]. 
Wee observe, that the Wigner distribution is in fact the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
functionn RffX, given by 
RfAt)RfAt) = ƒ(* + */2) ƒ(* - i/2)/V5r". 
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Thiss means that the Fourier transform is taken of the product of a signal with a translated 
versionn of itself. Consequently, the Wigner distribution is non-linear and it also represents a 
signall redundantly in time and frequency. Therefore, a signal can be reconstructed from its 
Wignerr distribution, but this cannot be done in a unique way. 
Thee quadratic character of the Wigner distribution is a problem when analysing a sum of sig-
nals.. Then interference of the two signals appears in the time-frequency analysis. As a result 
off this interference it can happen that WV[f](x, u) ^ 0, while ƒ (x) = 0 for a fixed x e R. 
Thiss is the case if ƒ (x) = 0 for x in a finite interval. 
Inn Figure 1.2.c, the Wigner distribution of the function sin(?rx2) is depicted. We observe, 
thatt this function behaves linearly in the Wigner plane. Since we only computed the Wigner 
distributionn for a finite part of the signal, the edges of this time interval cause distortions, that 
aree visualized between the two lines. 
Inn [17], Leon Cohen presented a general class of time-frequency transformations. A general 
formulaa for the transformations in his class is given by 
ƒ(*,«)) = ^ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ( « +1/2) ƒ (« - t/2)^(v, t)e-'<"+w*—> dudtdv. (1.7) 
MiMi Mi. Mt 
Startingg from this representation formula, all known time-frequency distributions can be de-
rivedd by choosing an appropriate kernel function 0. In his paper, Cohen also showed that 
propertiess of the time-frequency representations are reflected by relatively simple constraints 
onn the kernel function <f>. 
Relationn (1.7) turns into the Wigner distribution for <f> = 1 and it turns into the spectrogram 
for r 
<(>(v,<(>(v, t)= f h{u + t/2) h(u - t/2)e~iuv du. 
R R 
Inn both cases, Fourier integrals have to be computed for obtaining the Wigner distribution 
andd the spectrogram from (1.7). A third time-frequency representation, that will be used in 
thee sequel of this thesis, is the Rihaczek distribution. This representation is given by 
K[f)(xK[f)(xyyuj)uj) = f{x)W)e-^/V2^. (1.8) 
Itt can be obtained from (1.7) by taking <f>{v, t) = eivt/2. For a comprehensive list of time-
frequencyy distributions and its corresponding kernel functions, we refer to [18]. In Fig-
uree 1.2.d, the Rihaczek distribution of the function sin(7rx2) is depicted. We observe, that for 
thiss particular signal the localization in the phase plane is poor. 
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33 4 5 
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Figuree 1.3: The fractional Fourier transform of a quadratic chirp in the Wigner plane: fig. a) 
aa = 0, b) a = TT/8, C) a = n/4 and d) a = 3n/8. 
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AA representation of a signal in a domain other than the time or frequency domain is given by 
thee fractional Fourier transform (FRFT). This transform is given by 
TTaa[f]{x)[f]{x) = . °a /V(«)e*«" ,+x>H^a>'a-~~a)*i, (1.9) 
^27r|sina|| J 
forr some parameter a G It and a constant Ca. This transform was introduced by Namias in 
1980.. He defined this transform as a fractional power of the Fourier transform, 
TTaa = . T \ (1-10) 
wheree T denotes the Fourier transform. Namias derived formula (1.9) starting from his defi-
nitionn (1.10) and using generating functions for Hermite functions, which are eigenfunctions 
off the Fourier transform. In 1987 Kerr and McBride provided a rigorous mathematical frame-
workk for the fractional Fourier transform on L2(R), see [53, 61]. 
Inn 1992 the FRFT became interesting for signal analysis by a paper of Almeida [4]. He 
showed,, that taking the Wigner distribution of Taj corresponds to the Wigner distribution of 
thee function ƒ followed by a rotation over an angle a in the Wigner plane, the time-frequency 
planee that corresponds to the Wigner distribution. In Figure 1.3, this phenomenon is illus-
tratedd by taking the FRFT of the signal sin(7rx2) for four different values of a and taking their 
Wignerr distributions. We observe, that Figure 1.3.b, c, d are rotated versions of Figure 1.3.a. 
Thee rotation property of the FRFT inspired mathematicians in the past to study also other 
transformationss in the Wigner plane, that correspond to linear operators on L2(R). Already 
beforee the introduction of the FRFT De Bruijn proposed in [9] a class of operators that are 
relatedd to linear operators in the Wigner plane. Also we study this problem in this thesis. 
Thee last representation of a signal, that is briefly discussed in this introduction, is the wavelet 
transform.. This transform was introduced in 1984 by Morlet and co-workers, who wanted to 
analysee geophysical signals with some kind of an adaptive WFT. However, in mathematical 
circless this transform was not new. It was already know as Caldéron's reproducing formula 
[10]. . 
Thee WFT analyses a signal by multiplying it with a sliding window function and then by 
takingg the Fourier transform of this product function. The wavelet transform makes use of 
thee same principle, however the Fourier transform is replaced by a dilation of the window 
functionn in L2(R). In this way the window function can be adapted in a better way to the 
signal.. This transform reads 
W** [ƒ](<*, 6) = ^ ƒ f(x)rl> ( ^ ) dx, (1.11) 
R R 
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Figuree 1.4: Four well-known wavelets: fig. a) the Haar wavelet, b) the Daubechies-4 wavelet, 
c)) the Meyer wavelet, d) the Mexican hat. 
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timee axis 
Figuree 1.5: The continuous wavelet transform of sin(7ra;2). 
forr some tp 6 L2(M) and a € M+ and b £ R. The window function ip is called a wavelet if 
itt satisfies the additional condition 
00 < C*,A = 2TT 
|^(aw)|5 5 daa < oo, 
H+ + 
forr almost all ui E 1R. This condition guarantees the existence of a unique reconstruction 
formula. . 
Too give an impression, what kind of functions are wavelets, four-well known wavelets are de-
pictedd in Figure 1.4. The first wavelet we see (fig. a) is the Haar wavelet, which is probably 
alsoo the oldest known wavelet. In 1910 already Haar used this function for constructing an 
orfhonormall basis in L2 (M) by means of dilations and integer translations of a mother func-
tion.. We shall recognize this idea later as the discrete wavelet transform. The second wavelet, 
thatt is depicted (fig. b), is the Daubechies-4 wavelet. Generally, the Daubechies-iV wavelet 
belongss to a class of wavelets that posses some desirable properties for signal analysis. Also 
thesee properties are discussed when we come to the discrete wavelet transform. The index 
numberr N denotes the order of regularity of the particular wavelet. We observe, that the Haar 
wavelett is also a Daubechies wavelet, namely the Daubechies-1 wavelet. 
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Thee wavelet in Figure 1.4.c is named after Meyer, who created this Meyer wavelet by starting 
fromm some necessary condition on the Fourier transform of the wavelet, e.g. compact support 
off the Fourier transform. The fourth wavelet (fig. d) is called the Mexican hat, since it looks 
likee a sombrero. In fact, the Mexican hat is the second derivative of the Gaussian function, 
thatt is used for the Gabor transform. This wavelet is often used for applying the CWT in 
physics.. In choosing a wavelet for analysing a signal, we are led by the shape of the signal 
andd the aim of the analysis. Of course we want the wavelet to match with the signal, that 
hass to be analysed. However, if the aim of the analysis is to give a time-scale representation 
withh only a few wavelet coefficients W^(a, 6), then a compactly supported wavelet can be 
appropriate. . 
Thee wavelet transform analyses a signal in time and scaling behavior, since it is based on a 
scaledd window function, instead of a frequency representation of the product of the signal 
andd the window function. Therefore, we say that the wavelet transform is a time-scale trans-
formation. . 
Ass an example, we analysed the behavior of the quadratic chirp ƒ (x) = sin(7nr2) in time and 
scale.. For this we computed the wavelet transform of this function using the Daubechies-4 
wavelet.. In Figure 1.5 we have depicted the scalogram |W^[/](a, &)| for the time period 
66 € [0,5] and the scales a G (0,128]. As in Figure 1.2, the dark grey values indicated high 
amplitudess of \ W^ [ƒ] (a, ft) | at that particular time-scale point. By comparing the plots of the 
spectrogramm and the Wigner distribution of this function in Figure 1.2 and the scalogram in 
Figuree 1.5 it is obvious, that scale and frequency are reciprocal concepts. 
Formulaa (1.11) is mostly called the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), since there also 
existss a discrete version of this transform. This discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be 
obtainedd by computing the CWT on a lattice 
{(2m ,n2m)) | n , m € Z } . 
Thenn the DWT of a function ƒ is given by 
ooo oo 
ƒ == £ £ ( / >m , n ) ^m , n , (1.12) 
m=—ooo n= —oo 
withh if>m,n(x) = if>(2mx - n) and with (/,t/>m,n) denoting the inner product in L2{M) of ƒ 
andd tpm,n- The breakthrough of the (discrete) wavelet transformation was set by two impor-
tantt contributions by Daubechies and Mallat. 
Inn 1988 Daubechies introduced a method to construct wavelets rp that are compactly sup-
portedd and for which ipmtn, m,n € Z form an orthonormal basis in L2{R). Since rp is 
compactlyy supported, also V>TO,n is compactly supported for all m,n € Z . Consequently, a 
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compactlyy supported function ƒ can be written as a finite sum of mutually orthonormal func-
tionss with compact support. As we shall see, this property is of great importance if we want 
too represent a signal ór an image by a few coefficients. 
Ann other important contribution for the DWT was given by Mallat in 1989. In his paper [60] 
hee related the DWT to a concept called multiresolution analysis (MRA). This MRA provides 
ann algorithm of complexity O(N), with N proportional to the number of inner products 
(ƒ»» VVn.n) that are not zero. This algorithm, called the pyramid algorithm, relates the inner 
productss (ƒ, VVn.n) for different values of m and n to each other. In this way only a few inner 
productss have to be computed explicitly. The other ones follow from the computed inner 
productss by means of the algorithm. Computing the DWT in this way is mostly referred to as 
thee fast wavelet transform. 
1.22 Applications of the Wavelet Transform 
Inn the past decade the wavelet transform has become of great value not only for signal and im-
agee analysis, but also for signal and image processing. Even outside these fields the wavelet 
transformm has shown to be a useful in mathematics, e.g. in the field of numerical analysis. 
Here,, we briefly discuss the advantages of using a wavelet transform for these applications. 
1.2.11 Denoising 
Thee idea behind denoising signals using a wavelet transform is as follows. Given a measured 
signall ƒ, that consists of a signal g and some undesired noise signal h, linearity of the wavelet 
transformm yields 
W*[fl(a,, 6) = WM(a, b) + W,[*l(«, 6). 
Then,, by choosing an appropriate orthogonal wavelet, we expect the wavelet coefficients 
W [^<7](a,, b) to be concentrated within a small set of time-scale points (a, b). Since the energy 
off g is then spread over a small set in the time-scale plane, the wavelet coefficients will attain 
relativelyy large values at these points. The wavelet coefficients of the noise, W^[/i](a, b), are 
expectedd to be spread out over the whole time-scale plane, since in general we cannot indicate 
dominatingg frequencies in a noise signal h. Consequently, the wavelet coefficients related to 
thee noise signal h will attain relatively small values at all points in the time-scale plane. 
Followingg these considerations, a natural way to come to a wavelet based denoising algo-
rithmrithm is given by thresholding the wavelet coefficients, i.e., |W^[/](a, b)\ is set to be zero, if 
|W^[/](o,, 6)| < M, with M the chosen threshold value. After this thresholding procedure 
thee inverse wavelet transform reconstructs the signal g. 
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Thee problem of this method is how to find an appropriate threshold value M. In a series 
off papers Donoho and co-workers have dealt with this wavelet denoising method if h is a 
whitee noise signal, see e.g. [24]. For white noise signals they derived an expression for the 
thresholdd value M as a function of the standard deviation a of the noise. In Chapter 7 we use 
thee same technique for denoising seismic signals. For this application the threshold value is 
determinedd by computing the wavelet coefficients of noisy reference signal. 
1.2.22 Compression 
Usingg the wavelet transform for analysing signals, we are able to represent fluctuations in a 
signall with wavelet coefficients at a low scale. If a signal does not fluctuate during a time 
interval,, we can represent the signal on this time interval by a small number coefficients at 
largerr scales. Combining these observations yields that a signal can be represented in a sparse 
way.. This is done by throwing away the wavelet coefficients at high scales if fluctuations in 
aa signal can be observed in the corresponding time interval. Furthermore, the wavelet coef-
ficientss at low scales can be put to zero, if the signal only contains low frequencies in the 
correspondingg time interval. This compression procedure is mostly applied to the DWT. We 
observe,, that this compression technique is based on the adaptive character of the wavelet 
transform,, that the WFT does not posses. 
Forr images the same procedure can be applied. The wavelet transform is then replaced by a 
two-dimensionall wavelet transform. For this transform the wavelet is replaced by a wavelet 
V>> € L2(IR?), the scaling parameter o is replaced by a matrix A e M2x2 and the translation 
overr b is changed into translation over a two-dimensional lattice. Finally, fluctuations in a 
signall are translated into edges in an image. 
Dataa compression is an important issue for multimedia applications, where one wants to store 
aa huge set of images in a database or wants to send images to a receiver by the internet in 
aa fast way. In the field of image compression, the JPEG standard does not use the wavelet 
transformm yet, however the new JPEG-2OO0 standard will be fitted with a wavelet compression 
techniquee for data compression. 
1.2.33 Wavelet-Galerkin methods 
Wee consider a boundary value problem 
(£ / ) (x)) = g{x), xe [xux2], 
withh ƒ (xi) = 0, f(x2) = 0, ƒ € C2(R), g € C(M) and C a second order linear differential 
operatorr with continuous coefficients. The differential equation can also be given in a weak 
formulation,, i.e., 
(Cf,<j>)(Cf,<j>) = (g,<f>), 
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withh f(xi) = f(x2) - 0, for all 0 € C([x0,xi]), that satisfy <f>(x0) = 0, <f>(xi) = 0 and <f>' 
piecewisee continuous and bounded on [xo, xi]. The space of such functions 4> is denoted by 
V. V. 
Galerkin'ss method consists of approximating ƒ and <f> by functions in a finite dimensional 
subspacee VQ of V, see e.g. [49]. By choosing a set of basis functions ^*, k — 1 , . . . , dim(Vo), 
thee weak formulation can then be written as a linear system of equations 
AZAZ = b, 
with h 
MhJ)MhJ) = (&,£0i)i Hi) = (9,<f>i), h3 = 1, • • •,dim(Vo)-
Lett /o denote the approximation of ƒ in VQ, then f is related to /o by 
dim(Vo) ) 
i= l l 
Now,, assume that C = — ^ j , then 
A(t,i)) = ( £ ^ , ^ ) = (^ ,^ . ) . 
Thee wavelet-Galerkin method uses a wavelet bases for VQ. If such a wavelet bases is com-
pactlyy supported, then the stiffness matrix A becomes a sparse matrix. We observe, that if <j> 
iss a wavelet, then <fi' is also a wavelet. Mostly, semi-orthogonal wavelet bases with compact 
supportt are used to create a sparse stiffness matrix. We observe, that solving the linear system 
off equations can be established in a fast numerical way if A is sparse. Another way of looking 
att the wavelet-Galerkin method is to consider the wavelet approach as a pre-conditioning of 
thee matrix A. 
AA comprehensive view of wavelet based methods in scientific computing is given by a series 
off papers by Beylkin et al., see e.g. [8]. 
1.33 Some Main Results 
Thee following chapters can be divided into three parts, with each part consisting of two chap-
ters.. The first part consists of two chapters that introduce the Fourier transform, the win-
dowedd Fourier transform, the Wigner distribution and the wavelet transform in a rigorous 
mathematicall way. Properties of these transformations and their mutual relations are exten-
sivelyy discussed. Furthermore, we study the relation of the introduced transformation to Lie 
groups.. It is well known, that the wavelet transform is a unitary representation of the linear 
affinee group, see e.g. [55, 62], and that the introduced time-frequency transformations are all 
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relatedd to a unitary representation of the Heisenberg group, see e.g. [29]. 
Inn Chapters 4 and 5 we study two theoretical topics in the fields of the wavelet transform and 
thee Wigner distribution respectively. In relation to the discrete wavelet transform we study 
thee concept of an multiresolution analysis for arbitrary separable Hilbert spaces. By doing 
thiss we obtain a functional analytical framework in which the concept of an MRA can be 
studied.. This framework relates the problem of finding wavelet bases in L2(M) to the prob-
lemm of finding semi-orthogonal bases in Z2(Z). By means of a discrete Fourier transform 
thee latter problem is translated into the problem of finding invertible matrix functions on the 
n-foldd unit circle. This theoretical approach of the concept of an MRA is illustrated by the 
examplee of constructing a spline wavelets, that generate a semi-orthogonal basis in L2(JR). 
Thiss topic can be found in Chapter 4 and is mainly based on 
[75]] P.J. Oonincx and S.J.L. Van Eijndhoven, "Frames, Riesz systems and MRA in 
Hilbertt spaces", Indag. Math., 10 (3), 369-382,1999. 
Chapterr 5 concerns affine transformations in then-dimensional Wigner plane. This topic was 
inspiredd by the study of the fractional Fourier transform. This transformation was recently 
introducedd for analysing signals in the Wigner plane, since it acts like a rotation in this plane. 
Wee show with relatively elementary results from Lie group theory, that the fractional Fourier 
transformm on L2(JT1) can be embedded in a group of unitary operators. Each element in 
thiss group corresponds to a symplectic transformation in the Wigner plane. Moreover, linear 
transformationss in the Wigner plane that are related to unitary transformations on L2(Mn) 
cann only be symplectic. 
Wee show that the FRFT is a special element of this group, since it is the only transformation 
thatt corresponds to an orthogonal symplectic transformation in the one-dimensional case. For 
thee multi-dimensional case we also present other transformations that correspond to orthog-
onall symplectic transformations. Finally, a representation formula is given for all unitary 
transformationss that correspond to symplectic transformations in the Wigner plane. This 
topicc is mainly based on 
[63]] H.G. ter Morsche and RJ. Oonincx, "The fractional Fourier transform and the 
integrall representations of affine transformations in phase space", to appear. 
Thee last two chapters of this thesis deal with applications of the studied transformations. The 
firstt application deals with energy localization problems and is based on a generalization of 
thee FRFT. Two well-known problems are discussed rigorously, namely maximalization of 
thee energy of time-limited signal within a compact frequency interval and maximalization of 
aa signal's energy within a disc in the Wigner plane. Both problems are already extensively 
studiedd in the literature, see [57, 80, 92] and [20,28, 29,46]. In this chapter, we give a rigor-
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ouss proof of Slepian's conjecture, that shows how the eigenvalues of an energy localization 
operatorr behave asymptotically. Furthermore, an alternative proof is given for showing that 
Hermitee functions are optimally localized on a disc in the Wigner plane. This proof is based 
onn an argument, that uses the rotation property of the FRFT. 
Inn the second part of Chapter 6 we show how the generalized FRFT can be used to solve a 
classs of localization problems in the phase plane, if the solution of one problem in such a class 
iss known. This procedure is illustrated by using it for the classical localization problems, that 
wee discussed in the first part of this chapter. These problems and their solutions can be found 
inn Chapter 6. This chapter is mainly based on 
[73]] P.J. Oonincx, "On time-frequency analysis and time-limitedness", 
CWI-Reportt PNA-R9720,1997. 
[?]] P.J. Oonincx and H.G. ter Morsche, "The fractional Fourier transform and its 
applicationn to energy localisation problems", to appear. 
Chapterr 7 is devoted to an application of the discrete wavelet transform in the field of seismol-
ogy.. Seismic data that are measured when an earthquake has taken place consist of several 
waves.. These waves travel at different velocities from the epicenter of the earthquake to-
wardss the earth's surface, where they are measured. Consequently, they do not appear at the 
samee time in a seismogram. Moreover, the several waves are overlapping and are also em-
beddedd in different kinds of noise. By detecting the arrival time of the so-called S-waves in 
aa seismogram and relating this arrival time to the first time sample that the earthquake was 
recognized,, an estimate of the distance towards the epicenter can be given. This is done by 
relatingg the difference in time between the two measured time samples to the difference in 
velocityy between the S-wave and the P-wave, the first wave to arrive. 
Wee developed an algorithm to detect automatically S-wave arrival times in seismograms. This 
algorithmm is based both on physical properties of the waves and on separation of the waves 
byy means of the discrete wavelet transform. Moreover, the DWT is used to reduce the noise 
inn the waves. By doing this, a better estimate of the S-wave arrival time is established. This 
researchh has been done in strong collaboration with the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute 
(KNMI).. At KNMI the algorithm has been tested for a large set of seismic events. The results 
off this test are also included in Chapter 7. The mathematical concept of the algorithm has 
beenn published in 
[70]] P.J. Oonincx, "A Wavelet Method for Detecting S-Waves in Seismic Data", 
ComputationalComputational Geosciences, 3,111-134,1999. 
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Chapterr 2 
Time-Frequencyy Analysis 
Inn this chapter we study the Fourier transform for functions in L1 and L2. Using this trans-
formm on a signal one obtains information about its frequency behaviour. To obtain informa-
tionn about a signal's behaviour in both time and frequency we consider the windowed Fourier 
transform.. This transform computes the Fourier transform of a signal within a sliding win-
dow.. The last transform we discuss in this chapter is the Wigner distribution of a signal. This 
iss a non-linear transform that also gives information about a signal's behaviour in both the 
timee and frequency domain. 
Inn the last section of this chapter we relate the discussed time-frequency representations to 
thee Heisenberg group. Therefore an introduction in Lie group theory is presented. The group 
theoreticall approach will play an important role in Chapter 5. 
Thee contents of this chapter are based on existing literature on Fourier transforms [11,35,93, 
108],, on time-frequency transforms [18, 44] and Lie group theory [97,101 J. 
2.11 The Fourier Transform 
Too obtain information on the frequency behaviour of a function we can consider its Fourier 
transform.. This transform computes the frequency spectrum of a given function. However, 
thee Fourier transform neglects information about the function itself. We discuss the Fourier 
transformm first for functions in ^ (R) and next for functions in L2(R). 
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2.1.11 The Fourier Transform on L1 
Inn dealing with a function ƒ 6 L1(MUl)y one can consider the spectrum ƒ of ƒ given by its 
Fourierr transform 
ƒ(«)) = (2ff)"n/2 ƒ ƒ(x)e-^ '*> da:, (2.1) 
withh (-, •) the inner product in .Rn. 
InIn this section, we present some useful properties of the Fourier transform on L1 (Ml), which 
cann all be generalized straightforwardly to properties for functions in L1 {Mn). A fundamen-
tall property of Fourier transforms on L1 (R) is given by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, see 
e.g.. [11]. 
Theoremm 2.1.1 (Riemann-Lebesgue) Let f G L1{R) and f be its Fourier transform. Then 
l /MII -> o (M -  oo). 
Alsoo the following fundamental result on ƒ can be proved for ƒ G L1 (M). 
Lemmaa 2.1.2 Let ƒ G Ll{R), then f G C{R) andWfW^ < | | / | | i / v ^ r . 
Proof f 
L e t / G L 1 ^ ) .. Then 
\/M-fM\\/M-fM\ = l ff(x)(e'^ff(x)(e'^xx -e~^x)dx 
R R 
R R 
== )/l ƒ I ƒ (*)| • I ain((wi - tJ»)x/2)| «fa. 
R R 
Applyingg the dominated convergence theorem on the latter result yields 
I/(<*>i)) - fM\ -> 0 (wi -> w*), 
whichh shows that ƒ is continuous. Furthermore, we have 
| / » || < - - L ƒ | / (x )e -^ l< fa = - ^ ƒ | / (x ) | efa = ||ƒIK/V55F. 
Takingg the supremum over a; establishes the proof. 
Combiningg Theorem 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2, we arrive at the following corollary. 
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Corollaryy 2.13 Let f G L1(JR), then f 6 Co(R), the supremum-normedBanach space of 
allall complex continuous functions on R that vanish at infinity. Furthermore, 
|i/VSr. . 
AA useful property of the Fourier transform is its action on the convolution product ƒ * g of 
twoo function ƒ and g in L1 (R), given by 
(ƒƒ * g)(x) = ƒ ƒ (x - u)s(u) du. (2.2) 
Byy Young's inequality [108], we have | | / *g\\i < ||/||i • ||p||i. Since ƒ *g G 1^(12), we can 
computee its Fourier transform 
U*9ÏX")U*9ÏX") = -j=l Jnx-u)g(u)due-^dx 
MlMl Ml 
== - - L f f f(x- ti)c-*w<*-u) p(«)e-^u du dx 
MlMl Ml 
== - -L ff{x)e~iwxdx fgi^e-^du 
MlMl Ml 
== VS7(w)$(w), (2.3) 
usingg Fubini's theorem. We observe that the iterated integral in the second last line is abso-
lutelyy convergent, which justifies the change of integration. 
Att the end of this subsection we study the inverse Fourier transform on Ll(R). Formally, an 
inversee Fourier transform exists and is given by 
f(x)=-j=Jf(u>)ef(x)=-j=Jf(u>)eii*»du>.*»du>. (2.4) 
R R 
Thee following example shows that ƒ is not necessarily in L1 (R) if ƒ € L1 (R). 
Examplee 2.1.4 Let ƒ G L1 (R) be given by 
fMfM _ ƒ V^Fe-*, x > 0, IKX)IKX)
~~ \ 0, i < 0 . 
Thenn its Fourier transform is given by 
whichh is not in LX{R). Note that ƒ G C0{R), cf. Corollary 2.1.3. 
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Followingg [11, 35], we present additional conditions on ƒ and f, that are necessary for a 
well-definedd inversion formula. 
Theoremm 2.1.5 Let ƒ € L1(R) and f e Ll(R). Then 
f{x)f{x) = - J = f f{u))eix»dw a.e. x e R. 
Ml Ml 
Moreover,Moreover, the latter results holds for every x € R if also f G C(R). 
2.1.22 The Fourier Transform on L2 
Forr ƒ € L2{R) we want to define its Fourier transform also by (2.1). However, this can 
onlyy be done if ƒ € L1(R) D L2(R), since the Fourier transform of ƒ € L2{R) may not 
bee defined everywhere. To come to a definition of the Fourier transform on L2(R) we will 
definee the Fourier transform first on a dense subspace of both Ll{R) and L2(R) and then 
extendd it uniquely to L2(R). 
AA dense subspace of both L 1 (U) and L2(M) is given by the Schwartz class S(R), see 
[89,, 90]. 
Definitionn 2.1.6 The Schwartz class S(Rn) is the space of rapidly decreasing C°° -functions 
onon Rn, Le., for each k,l G IV 
supp ixf1.• .x*r%;  < oo v / e s ( R - , . 
\a\<k,\0\<l,xeWl\a\<k,\0\<l,xeWln n 
Itt can be shown that the Fourier transform T, given by T\f\ = ƒ for ƒ (E S(R), is a bounded 
linearr mapping on S(R) as a subspace of L2{R). Moreover, T is an isometry on S(R), 
withh respect to the inner product in L2(R), see [35, 94]. So, we have Parseval's formula 
( / , 0 ) = W , J * ) , , 
withh (•, -)2 the inner product in L2(R). 
Sincee S(R) is dense in L2(R), T can be uniquely extended to a Hubert space isometry of 
LL22(R),(R), which yields the definition of the Fourier transform on L2(R). 
Definitionn 2.1.7 Let f € L2(R). Then its Fourier transform f = Tf is given by 
N N 
T[f](u)T[f](u) = LLm.N^co -Tg= ƒ ƒ(x)e-^ x dx, (2.5) 
-N -N 
wherewhere l.i.m. stands for limit in L2 mean. 
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Remark,, that this definition coincides with (2.1) if ƒ € ^(R) D L2{Ml). Also we observe 
thatt by this definition Tf is a function, defined almost everywhere on R and belonging to 
LL22(R).(R). Moreover, with this construction ParsevaFs formula can be extended to L2(R) 
JJ f(x)gjx)dx = ƒ/(w)555<fc/ f (2.6) 
RR R 
forr all ƒ,£ € £2(J2). As a result we also have Plancherel's formula 
J\f(x)\J\f(x)\22dxdx = J\f(u)\2duJ, (2.7) 
RR R 
forr all ƒ e L2(JZ). The two equal sides of (2.7) give the energy of ƒ € L2(R). 
Propertyy (2.3) on convolution products of functions in Ll can also be proved for ƒ € L2(R) 
andd g € Ll(R). Since | | / * g\\i < \\f\\2 \\g\\i by Young's inequality we can follow (2.3). 
Thiss yields straightforwardly 
(ƒƒ * gTXv) = >/2TTf(u) g(u) a.e. Vf£L*{R) V f l€ ii(ji). 
AA similar result on convolution products in the Fourier domain can be derived by taking 
g(x)g(x) = h(x)e*x 
inn (2.6), with h G L2{R). This yields 
yfaF[fyfaF[f  h\d) = [ f{x)h(x)e-*x dx = f f{x)gjx)dx 
RR R 
== J ƒ M£M du 
R R 
== ƒƒ(«)&«-«)<L; = (/*A)(0. (2.8) 
R R 
Wee summarize these results in the following lemma. 
Lemmaa 2.1.8 Convolution products and the Fourier transform are related by 
1.1. {f*9YXv) = y/**f(u)-§{u), for f 6 L1(R)UL2(R) andg € L\R), 
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2.2. sfc(ƒ •
 9r\u) = ( / * $)(«). forf,9 € L2(R). 
Sincee ƒ € £2(-R) for ƒ G -R, we can derive an inversion formula using the same construction 
ass for (2.5), i.e., 
N N 
f(x)f(x) = Li.rn.N_oo - ^ J f(u)e™ *J. (2.9) 
-N -N 
AA subspace of L2(R), which is of special interest in signal analysis is Llomp(R), i.e., the 
spacee of all functions in L2 (R) with compact support. Related to this space we can define 
twoo types of signals. 
Definitionn 2.1.9 A signal ƒ G L2(R) is called time-limited iff G Llomp(R). 
IfIf f E L2omp(R), then ƒ is called band-limited. 
Anotherr special class of functions in L2(M) is the class of functions of exponential type. 
Definitionn 2.1.10 A function f G L2(R) is called of exponential type if it extends to a holo-
morphicmorphic function on € and if there are two positive constants C and H such that 
| / ( 2 ) | <Ce " | l m 2 1 ,, VzeC. 
Functionss of exponential type can be related to band-limited functions by means of the fol-
lowingg lemma. 
Lemmaa 2.1.11 fff G L2(R) is band-limited, then f is of exponential type. 
Proof f 
Assumee ƒ (a?) = 0 for \u\ > O, with ft > 0. Then 
u u 
fix)fix) =^J f^)e^xdw, 
- n n 
initiallyy defined for x G R, remains well-defined for x G €, and yields a holomorphic 
functionn ƒ on C Furthermore, we derive 
- n n 
°°
 9{]|lm«| ° 11 /" -
 c i i | im*| r A 
- nn -n 
cïï|lm*| | 
y/2n y/2n 
ff \f(u)\*du • ƒ du = y § S c « l i - M , Vz G €.D 
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Lemmaa 2.1.11 can be extended to the Paley-Wiener theorem, a well-known result in Fourier 
theory;; for a proof, see [107]. 
Theoremm 2.1.12 (Paley-Wiener) Iff € L2(R) is holomorphic and of exponential type, 
thenthen f is band-limited. Conversely, iff is band-limited, then f is holomorphic and of expo-
nentialnential type. 
Sincee a holomorphic function ƒ € L2{M), vanishing at a certain interval, has to be identically 
zero,, the Paley-Wiener theorem immediately yields 
Corollaryy 2.1.13 Iff € L2(]R) is both time-limited and band-limited, then ƒ = 0. 
Thee previous corollary states that there does not exist a non-trivial band-limited signal ƒ, 
whosee energy is contained within a finite interval in the frequency domain, say [-ft, ft]. In 
Sectionn 6.1 we will deal with this phenomenon. There, we will consider the problem of max-
imizingg the energy of a band-limited signal within a finite interval [-ft, ft] in the frequency 
domain. . 
Itt is clear, that, when using the Fourier transform to analyse a signal, we hide all information 
off the signal's behaviour in the time domain. In order to obtain information about a signal 
simultaneouslyy in the frequency domain and the time domain, we may replace the Fourier 
transformm by one of the integral transforms that we discuss in the following sections. 
2.22 The Windowed Fourier Transform 
AA strategy to obtain information about the frequency contents of a signal ƒ e L2(R) locally 
inn time is to first multiply ƒ with a window function h G L2(M) and then take its Fourier 
transform,, i.e., 
ƒ*[ƒ](*,«)) - ^ = ƒ f(y)W^x)e-^dy. (2.10) 
Thiss formula is called the windowed Fourier transform (WFT) or also sometimes in literature 
[18]] the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). 
Thee multi-dimensional WFT is defined as a straightforward generalization of (2.10) by 
TThh[f]{x,w)[f]{x,w) = (27T)-"/2 ƒ mW^xje-^rt dy, (2.U) 
ft--
Propertiess and results that we derive in this section for the one-dimensional WFT can all be 
generalizedd in a direct way for functions in L2(JR"). 
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Byy introducing the shift operator % on L2(M) by 
W l t oo =ƒ (* -&) , (2.12) 
forr some b € It and the frequency shift operator operator Mu on L2(H) by 
**„[ƒ](*)) = e***f(x) (2.13) 
forr some u 6 JR, we can write (2.10) also as 
^h[f]{x^h[f]{xttuj)uj) = (f,Mu%h)2. (2.14) 
Thiss notation immediately yields by Schwarz's inequality 
l^*W(*.w)|<||/| |a. | |fc||aa V^g j , . 
Soo Thf € L°°(JZ2), for all / ,Ae L2{JR). 
AA desirable property of the WFT is its invariance under the action of a frequency modulation 
M.M.uu and its invariance up to a phase factor under the action of a translation 7&. Indeed, a 
straightforwardd calculation shows 
FhlTiflfau)FhlTiflfau) = e"*"* ƒ*[ƒ](* - &,w) and ^ [A 'Uf l fow) = ƒ),[ƒ](ar,a; -wo). 
Wee can also write (2.10) by means of a Fourier transform on L1 (R), namely 
^^hh[f\(x[f\(x11u)u) = yy-ZE\{u)t (2.i5) 
whichh can be rewritten as 
TThh[f)(x,u)[f)(x,u) = (ƒ•[ƒ] * T[%h))(<j)/Vtor, (2.16) 
usingg Lemma 2.1,8. Using Lemma 2.1.2 on (2.15) immediately yields that Thj is continuous 
inn u) for fixed x € St. Moreover, we have 
l^[/](*.w)) " **W(V. ")l = W  (Txh-Tyh)](u)\ < \\fh\\Txh - Tyh\\2/V2Ï, 
usingg that the mapping x •-> Txh is continuous for all /i € L2(M). This inequality shows 
thatt Thf is also continuous in x for uniform u € M. Combining this with the fact that T^ ƒ 
iss continuous in u for fixed x € IS, we have ^h[/] € C(St2) for all ƒ, /i G .R2. 
Inn the following example we consider a widely used window function h to compute the WFT 
off a given function. 
Examplee 2.2.1 We take for h the Gaussian function 
M*)) = (™2)-1/4e-*3/2*2, 
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Figuree 2.1: A composition of two different oscillations with finite duration. 
wheree a > 0. Note that ||/iCT||2 = 1 for all a > 0. The corresponding WFT is given by the 
Gaborr transform [34] 
gg00[f](x,u)[f](x,u) = (27T)-3/4*-1/2 ƒ ftoe-b-f'^e-^dy. (2.17) 
R R 
Ass an example we use the Gabor transform to obtain both time and frequency information 
aboutt the function 
i sin(27rx),, ï 6 [1,2), sin(87ra;),, x G [2,3), (2.18) 
0,, otherwise, 
whichh is depicted in Figure 2.1. 
Forr the parameter a three different values have been taken, namely o1 = 1/8, a2 = 1/32 
andd <T2 = 1/200. Figure 2.2 shows the amplitude of |S<r[/](x, w)| for these three choices for 
a.a. We see that in Figure 2.2.a the two frequency components of ƒ are clearly visible and well 
localizedd in time. Here maxima of löj/2^1 can be observed around w = r for x 6 [1,2] 
andd around a; = r for a; 6 [2,3], 
Whenn decreasing the value of a to l /4\ /2 only maxima are attained around u = 0 for 
xx = 1.25 and x = 1.75, which is depicted in Figure 2.2.b. This means that only information 
aboutt the function's behavior in time is visible during the interval [1,2]. For x € [2,3] the 
situationn remains the same. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the 'width' of the 
Gaussiann function becomes too small to recognize low frequency behavior. 
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Byy decreasing the value of a even more also higher frequency components are neglected and 
onlyy maximum amplitudes are measured by the Gabor transform. This situation is visualized 
inn Figure 2.2.c where a = l/10\/2 has been chosen. 
Parseval'ss formula (2.6) and notation (2.15) are used to prove a counterpart of ParsevaFs 
formulaa for the WFT. 
Theoremm 2.2.2 Let f,g € L2(R) and h e L2{R), with h / 0 on a set in R with positive 
measure.measure. Then Fh[f\, Fh\g] € L2{R2) and 
jj f{x)j{x)dx= j J jp ƒ fh[f](x,u;)rh[g](x,w)dw<tx. (2.19) 
Proof f 
Usingg notation (2.15) in the right-hand side of (2.19) yields 
rjpp ƒ Th[f](x,uj)rh[g](x,u)dwdx = Jjg- ƒ FJ • 7^)(w)^fo • %h\{u))du>dx. 
K 22 « a 
Now,, Parseval's formula (2.6) gives 
Ml* Ml* 
== p p / f(y)M\h(y-x)\2dydx 
j ? 3 3 
== pjjj /'/(v)55) f\h(y-x)\2dxdy = Jf(y)Mdy, 
usingg Fubini's theorem. Since ƒ• J £ Z f^-R) t n e ^ast iterated integral is absolutely conver-
gent,, which justifies the change of integration. O 
Ass a result we have Plancherel's formula for the WFT 
J\f(x)\J\f(x)\22dx=dx= J j j j ƒ \Th[f](x,u>)\2dwdx, (2.20) 
AA Jt3 
forr ƒ, /i G L2(R), with /i ^ 0 on a set in 12 with positive measure. This shows that the oper-
atorr Th : L2(R) -¥ L2(R2) is an isometry up to a constant ||h|j2. The term l-FkLfKz, w)|2 
inn (2.20) is usually called spectrogram [18]. Refering to (2.20), the spectrogram is a mea-
suree for the energy density in the time-frequency plane. Note that the spectrogram of a given 
functionn ƒ € L2(R) strongly depends on the window function h € L2(R). 
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Figuree 2.2: A contour plot of the amplitude of a Gabor transform with a) <r2 = 1/8, b) 
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 = 1/32 and c)cr2 = 1/200. 
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Fromm Parsevai's formula (2.19) we derive 
22B? B? 
== ƒ ( ^i\hu2 ƒ ?h\f\MK* - yy^dudy j g(x) dx, (2.21) 
whichh yields the following formal inversion formula. 
Theoremm 2.2 3 Let f,he L2(R), with h^Oonaset in R with positive measure. 
f(x)f(x) = ^ - 3 J Th[f](y,uj)h(x-y)eiwxawdy, weakly in L2(R). (2.22) 
Relationn (2.22) should be interpreted by means of (2.21). A stronger result holds if additional 
conditionss on ƒ and h apply. 
Theoremm 2.2.4 Let f,h £ L2 (R), with h^ 0 on a set in R with positive measure. Further-
more,more, letT[f  h] e L^R). Then 
FIN!! / (ƒ ƒ ( * ) == ^ | | f t | | ? / I / -?7.[/](9,w)/i(i-!/)e '"*dw| dy, pointwise. (2.23) 
ForFor each x G R, both the inner and the outer integral are absolutely convergent, but possibly 
notnot the double integral. 
Proof f 
Fixx x E R. Then from (2.15) we have 
Sincee ƒ • h <E L1(R) and T[f • h] e L^R) yields ƒ"[ƒ • Tpi] 6 L1{R), we can take the 
inversee Fourier transform as given in Theorem 2.1.5. This gives us 
f(x)h{x-^)f(x)h{x-^) = - - L yV f c[/](y,w)e*~dw. 
Multiplyingg both sides of this equation by h(x — y) followed by integration over y establishes 
thee proof. D 
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Wee observe that a sufficient condition on ƒ and h such that (2.23) holds is given by ƒ, h e 
LLXX(R).(R). This follows from Lemma 2.1.8 and Young's inequality. 
Wee have shown that, for a given h G L2(R), Th maps all ƒ e L2{R) to ?hf G L2(R2). 
Moreover,, we have proven that ƒ can be recovered from Thf, if /i # 0 on a set with positive 
measure.. However not every element in L2{R2) is the image of an ƒ G L2{R) by means 
off the WFT, since the range of Th, Ran(^7») is only a subset of L2(R2), see [51]. To 
characterizee Ranf^X) we derive from (2.14) and (2.19) 
**[ƒ](*,«)) = (f,MuT,h)a 
== p p ƒ **[ƒ](«, v)Th[MuT.h\{u, v) du dv 
«
2 2 
MP MP 
with h 
== I kh(x,u\u,v)?h[f\{u>v)dudv, 
kkhh(x,oj;u,v)(x,oj;u,v) = rh[MuT,h](v,v) = JKTuh)-(Tah)](u-v) 
== - j= f h{y - u) SS^öe-*^-)» <fy, 
v27TT y 
thee reproducing kernel. Note that by definition fcft(i,w; -, •) G L2(R2) for all x,u> € R. 
Fromm this derivation it follows that 0 € L2(,R2) should necessarily satisfy 
0{x,u)0{x,u) = kh{x,u}iuyv)B{u,v)dvdu, (2.24) 
inn order to be an element of Ran(^X). Note that (2.24) is well denned, since Thf is continu-
ouss for all ƒ, h G L2{R). 
Wee can also show that (2.24) is a sufficient condition on 0 to be in Ran(Jft). This is shown by 
constructingg an ƒ 6 L2(R) such that Thf = 0, for some h G If2(U) and with 8 satisfying 
(2.24).. Before constructing such a function ƒ, we observe that 9 G L2(JR2). As a result of 
Fubini'ss theorem, we thus have 0( ,u) G L2(R) for fixed v G J? and 0(u, •) G L2(J2) for 
fixedfixed u€ R. 
Wee take 
ƒ(y)) = yfht f ê(t, -yfiWe*' <%y weakly in L2(R). 
MP MP 
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Thiss means that 
ƒƒ ƒ (y) 9(y) dy = j <?(£, -y)h(Z)g(y)e** d£ dy, 
forr all 5 € L2(R). Consequently, we have 
// ƒ(y) 9(y) dy 
ft ft 
<V^F||tf||aWa||p||a, , 
forr all g e L2(1R). To show that Th ƒ = 9, we derive for h 6 S(M) and 0 G 5( J*2) 
// fc,,(x,£i;;u, t>)0(u,u)dudi; 
== -^= f 9(u, v) I f h(y - v)h{y - x)e~iv^-v) dy J du dv 
B?B? \R / 
== ^ f l f 6(% v)eivv f f hide**-"* (% J du dv \ h{y - x)e~iv" dy 
== è- [ [ I [ 0(w> v)e~iuieivv du dv J h(£)h{y - x ) e ^ e ~ ^ w dy d£ 
== ƒ §(w, -y)h(t)h(y - x)e^e~^ dy d£ 
Wee observe, that 
II kh{x,u;u,v)0(u,v)dudv 
R2 2 
<< ||Ö||2 | |* fc(x lW;v)l|2 
== \\0hmMuTxh\\2 = \\e\\2\\h\\22 
and d 
ff f 9(w, -y)h{w)h(y - x)eiwye-iyu dy dw 
|R33 R 2 
<< U'lhH 
Wee conclude, that the previous derivation also holds for 9 € L2(R2) and h € L2(M). From 
(2.24)) and the definition of ƒ it follows directly, that 
FFhh[f\[x,u)[f\[x,u) = 9(x,u). 
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Wee summarize the previous result in the following theorem. 
Theoremm 2.2.5 For h £ L2(R), the range ofTh, Ran(^fc), is given by 
Ran(^)) = {9 e L2{R2) | ${x,u) = Jkh{x,w,u7v)0(u,v)dvdu}. 
MI* MI* 
Fromm Plancherel's formula (2.20) it follows that Ran(^)») is closed and that the transform 
ƒƒ >-» Fhf/\\h\\2 is a Hubert space isometry from L2(R) onto R a n ^ ) as given in Theo-
remm 2.2.5. 
2.33 The Wigner Distribution 
Too obtain both time and frequency information of a signal ƒ € L2(R) we may also use the 
Wignerr distribution.. This is a bilinear time-frequency representation given by 
WV[/1(*,«)) = ^ ƒ ƒ (x + t/2)f(x-t/2)e-itu dt, (2.25) 
R R 
forr all ƒ € L2(R). In the sequel we will refer to the domain of the Wigner distribution as the 
Wignerr plane. 
Inn the sequel we will also use the mixed Wigner distribution given by 
WV[/,, g](x, ")=^Jf(x + t/2)g(x-t/2)e-^ dt, (2.26) 
JR R 
forr all f,g € L2(R). Obviously, this representation coincides with the Wigner distribution 
i f / == 5-
Thee mixed Wigner distribution can also be written as a windowed Fourier transform. We 
derive e 
WV[/,0](*,w)) = l-jf(x + t)g{x-t)e-2it"dt, 
Jf(y)g(2x-y)e-Jf(y)g(2x-y)e-2i2i^dy, ^dy, 
R R 
Jlixui Jlixui 
R R 
y|e2tów^ (_.)[/](2a;,2a;).. (2.27) 
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Particularly,, we have 
WV[/](x,u>)) = yj*-e2™ *> (-.,[/](2*, 2w). (2.28) 
Thee relation between the WFT and the Wigner distribution will be used to derive elementary 
propertiess of the Wigner distribution, that also hold for the WFT. 
Thee multi-dimensional Wigner distribution is defined from a straightforward generalization 
off (2.25) by 
WV[f](x,WV[f](x, u) = (2TT)-" ƒ ƒ (x +1/2)ƒ (x - t/2)e-^'^ dt, (2.29) 
forr all ƒ € L2{Mn) and with (-, •) the inner product in Rn. As for the Fourier transform and 
thee WFT we only discuss properties of the Wigner distribution for ƒ € L2(M). Generaliza-
tionss of these results for functions in L2(Rn) can be made in a rather direct way. 
Thee Wigner distribution is, like the WFT, invariant under the action of both translation % and 
frequencyy modulation MUo. A straightforward calculation shows 
WV[TWV[Tbbf]{x,u)f]{x,u) = WV[f]{x - b,u) and WV[MUof](x,u;) = WV[f](x,u) - u>0). 
Furthermore,, by a change of variables in (2.25) it follows immediately that the Wigner distri-
butionn is real-valued, i.e., WV[/] = WV[/], and that 
WVff\(x,u)WVff\(x,u) = WV[/](x, -w) , (2.30) 
forr all ƒ G L2(R), In particular (2.30) yields WV[/](i,w) = WV[/](x, -u) for all real-
valuedd ƒ € L2 (JR.). Rewriting (2.25) enables us to derive more useful properties of the 
Wignerr distribution. 
Byy defining hx^{t) = f(x + t/2)e~itu^/y/2ir, for ƒ G L2{R), we can also write (2.25) as 
WV[/)(i,w)) = ƒ hx,„(t)hx,u(-t)dt. 
Now,, Parseval's formula (2.6) yields 
WV[/](*,u)) = fhx,u{0)hXtW{-9)dd 
Ml Ml 
== ^j hu+mhv-ome"*^ (2.31) 
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forr all ƒ € L2(R). Relation (2.31) shows that WV[/](-,u;) is the Fourier transform of 
aa function in LX{R). So, Lemma 2.1.2 can be applied. This yields that WV[/](-,u;) is 
boundedd and continuous for fixed u) G R. In the same manner it follows from (2.25) that 
WV[[ ƒ](:», •) is bounded and continuous for fixed x £ Ml. Continuity of the Wigner distri-
butionn in both variables follows immediately from (2.28) and the fact that Th[f] G C(R2), 
forr all f,h G L2(R). Concluding, we have WV[/] G L°°(R2)nC(R2), for all ƒ G L2{R). 
Alsoo Relation (2.31) yields immediately 
WV[?f){x,WV[?f){x, u) = WVf/K-w, *), (2.32) 
forr all ƒ £L2{R). 
Ass we have seen in Example 2.2.1, the energy of a time-limited signal ƒ is spread by means 
off the WFT over a larger interval than supp(/), the support of ƒ. An advantage of the Wigner 
distributionn is that this phenomenon does not appear for the Wigner distribution. In fact, the 
followingg properties hold 
f(x)f(x) = 0, x $ [TUT2] = > WV[/](ar,w) = 0, x ? [TUT2], u G R, (2.33) 
ƒ(w)) = 0, u # [fli, tt2] => WV[/](ar,u) = 0, w £ [Jli, n 2 ] , x G JR, (2.34) 
forr ƒ G Z,2(.R) and Ti,T2 , fli, ft2 G 52. Property (2.33) states that the energy of a time-
limitedd signal is not spread over a larger interval than its support. Furthermore, (2.34) states 
thatt the energy of a band-limited signal is not spread over a larger interval than the support of 
itss Fourier transform. We observe, that the WFT does not have these properties. 
Propertiess (2.33) and (2.34) follow straightforwardly from (2.25) and (2.31). The converse 
off (2.33) and (2.34) also holds for ƒ G Ll{R) and ƒ G LX{R) respectively. This is shown 
inn the sequel of this section. 
Byy rewriting the integrand in (2.31) we get 
/(ww + 0 / 2 ) / (w - 0 / 2 ) 
== J_ ƒ ƒ ƒ (s) 7 5 )
 c-«.<«+»/a) jv("~*M dx dy 
RR R 
== J_ J f f (u + t/2) f{u-t/2)e-iu9 e~iu> dudt 
RR R 
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with h 
M[f](0,M[f](0, t) = -^Jf{u +t/2) f(u-t/2)eiu6 du. (2.35) 
R R 
Thee function M[ƒ] is called the characteristic function of the Wigner distribution, see e.g. 
[18].. Note that M[f){--,t) is the Fourier transform of ƒ(• + t/2) ƒ(• - t/2), which is in 
LL11 (M) for all t G JR. Using this characteristic function we obtain 
WV[f](x,WV[f](x, co) = (2TT)- 3 / 2 ƒ ƒ M[/](Ö, t ) e - i ö xe - i t w dB dt. (2.36) 
AA JR 
Introducingg the autocorrelation function ü/ ,x of ƒ € L2(M) by 
il/,«(*)) = ƒ (x + t /2) ƒ (x - t/2)/y/2^ 
givess the last representation of the Wigner distribution which we discuss here. We have 
)W [ / ] ( z 1 « ) = 7 [ f l , I J ( « ) .. (2.37) 
Inn the following example we compute the Wigner distribution of two signals and of their sum. 
Examplee 2.3.1 We introduce the function 
{ psin(27ra;),, x G [1,2), gsin(87rz),, x G [2,3), (2.38) 
0,, otherwise. 
Notee that /i ,i coincides with (2.18). Furthermore, fp>q is the sum of two waves with finite 
durationn and different frequencies if p • q / 0. 
Wee compute the Wigner distribution for /i,o, /o,i and / i , i . Contour plots of these distribu-
tionss are depicted in Figure 2.3.a, 2.3.b and 2.3.c respectively. 
Sincee fp,q is time-limited for all p,q G R, Relation (2.33) holds for all fPtQ. This is also 
clearlyy visible in the Figure 2.3. Besides, in Figure 2.3.a and 2.3.b maxima of WV[/P)g] 
appearr around frequency u = 0 and extremal points of fp,q. Minima of >VV[fPiq] appear in 
thesee figures around u = 0 and extremal points of f'pq. Moreover, at these points we have 
WV[/p,g]] < 0. Also maxima of WV[/Piff] appear around the characteristic frequencies of the 
twoo waves. 
Comparingg Figure 2.3.c with Figure 2.3.a and 2.3.b, it is clear that WV is a non-linear trans-
formation.. This non-linearity introduces cross-terms in the computation of the Wigner distri-
butionn of a sum of functions. The cross-terms are clearly visible in the time interval [1.5,2.5]. 
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Figuree 2.3: A contour plot of the amplitude of the Wigner distribution of the function a) ƒ1,0, 
b)) ƒ0,1 and c) ƒ1,1. 
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Figuree 2.4: The Wigner distribution WV[fiA] plotted for frequency u) = 0. 
AA more detailed discussion on these cross-terms and their effect on time-frequency analysis 
cann be found in e.g. [18]. 
Inn Figure 2.4, WV[/i,i](z, 0) is plotted as a function of x. As we observed before local max-
imaa and minima can be noticed for this frequency at the values for which respectively / i , i and 
f{f{tltl attain their extremal values. It is also visible that the minimal values of WV[/i,i](x, 0) 
aree indeed negative. 
Wee proceed our discussion of the Wigner distribution with a counterpart of Plancherel's for-
mula.. To deduce such a formula for the Wigner distribution we use relation (2.37). 
Lemmaa 2.3.2 Let ƒ G L2{R). Then 
II j\f{x)\2dx\ =2* f f \WV[f](x,u;)\2dcodx. 
\R\R / « K 
Proof f 
Wee derive 
U\f(x)\U\f(x)\22dx)dx) = f\f(u)\2du J\f(v)\2dv 
\RR J Mi R 
-II -II 
RR R 
\f{x\f{x + t/2)\2\f(x-t/2)\2dtdx 
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== f f\f(x + t/2)f(x-t/2)\2dtdx 
R R 
JJ f\R/At)\: 
RR  
== 2TT / I \Rf_Jt)\*dtdx. 
RR R 
Applyingg Plancherel's formula on the inner integral of the latter result yields 
2 2 
(ƒ ƒ |/(ar)|2dxx J = 2nJ J\F[Rf,x](u,)\2(kjdx // R R 
== 2* f [\WV[f](x,üj)\2(kjdx, 
RR R 
whichh follows from (2.37). • 
Lemmaa 2.3.2 also follow from combining (2.20) and (2.28). We observe that this lemma also 
yieldss WV[ƒ] € L2(Sl2) for all ƒ € L2(M). A counterpart of Parseval's formula also exists. 
Thiss is given by Moyal's formula, which is derived in the following theorem. 
Theoremm 2.3.3 (Moyal) Letf,g£ L2{M). Then 
l(/,, 9)\2 = 2TT ƒ ƒ WV[/](z, w) WV[g](x,u) dudx. 
RR R 
Proof f 
Firstt we observe that WV[f](x,u)WV[g](x,u}) e L 1 ^ 2 ) . This follows from Schwarz's 
inequalityy and Lemma 2.3.2 
JJ f\m>\f\{xtu)VW\g](x,u>)\du>dx < ||WV[/]||2||WVfo]||a 
RR R 
== ii/ii? yg/2ir. 
Wee derive as a corollary of Fubini's theorem 
JyVV[f](x,u>)WV[g](x,uj)(L,JyVV[f](x,u>)WV[g](x,uj)(L, = f T[RftX\{u)T[R9,x}{u)<Lj 
RR R 
== j RfiX{t)Rg,X{t)dt, 
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usingg Parseval's formula. Integrating the latter result over x yields 
2TTT f fwVWix^WVlgKx^dujdx 
RR R 
-- f f ƒ (x + t/2)g(x +t/2) f{x - t/2)g{x - t/2) dt dx 
RR R 
== J Jf(u)gjüjf(v)g~(v)dudv = \(f,g)\2. 
RR R 
D D 
AA further desirable property of the Wigner distribution is given in the following theorem. 
Theoremm 23.4 Let f G L2(R). Then 
\f(x)\\f(x)\22 = JwV[f]{x,u>)dw,ifjzLl{R) (2.39) 
R R 
|/(o;)|22 = jwV[f]{x,u)dx,iffeLl(]Ry (2.40) 
R R 
Proof f 
Wee derive from (2.31) 
J\WV[f)(x,u)\du>J\WV[f)(x,u)\du> <  + 9/2)\\f{u>-9/2)\d0du> 
RR R R 
== ~J f\f(u)\\Hv)\dudv = ||/||;/2ir. 
RR R 
Fixxx G R. Then WV[/](i,-) G L^M) if ƒ G ^(R). Equivalently, TRf,x G Ll{R) 
iff ƒ G L1(Jï), cf. (2.37). Also i2/(I £ C(R), since ƒ is continuous, which follows from 
applyingg Theorem 2.1.2 on ƒ. Finally, Rf>x E I^CR) since ƒ G L2(R). Now, we can apply 
Theoremm 2.1.5, which yields 
|/(x)|22 = y/2^Rf,x(0) = J T[Rf>x\(u))<L> = ƒ WV[/](x,u;)du>. 
JÏÏ R 
Thiss proves (2.39). Relation (2.40) is proved in the same manner by replacing ƒ by ƒ. • 
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Relationss (2.39) and (2.40) are called the time-frequency marginals, see also [18]. As a 
corollaryy of Theorem 2.3.4 we have for ƒ € L1 {R) n L2(R) 
VW[/](*,w)) = 0, x £ [TUT2], u G R = • f{x) =Q,x# [TUT2] 
andforandfor f e L1{R)r\L2{R) 
wv[/](x,w)) = o, u>i [ni,n2], xeR=>/V) = o, w£[fti,n2], 
withh 7\ , T2, f)i, 1^ 2 G ^2. 
AA last result on the energy density of the Wigner distribution is obtained by integrating (2.40) 
overu>.. This yields 
| | / |gg = JwV[f){x,u>)dxduy (2.41) 
forr ƒ 6 Ll{R) H L2(R) or ƒ G L x ( « ) n L2(R). 
Forr a comprehensive list of other properties of the one-dimensional Wigner distribution we 
referr to [15, 44]. 
Att the end of this discussion of the Wigner distribution, we consider its range. We have 
alreadyy observed that the range of the Wigner distribution, Ran(WV), is in L2{R2). How-
ever,, WV : L2{R) -> L2{R2) is not surjective. So Ran(WV) ^ L2{R2). Moreover, in 
[105]] Wigner showed that a bilinear time-frequency distribution satisfying time-frequency 
marginalss as in Theorem 2.3.4 cannot be non-negative everywhere in the time-frequency 
plane.. In [47], Janssen showed that for one class of signals and one class of signals only, the 
Wignerr distribution is positive, namely for 
ƒ(3.))
 = (*\1/4 e-ax*/2+ibx*/2+ixu0 
wee obtain 
WV[/](*,w)) = ic-«Va-(«-te-<"o)»/<S 
7T T 
withh a, 6, (Jo G R. 
2.44 Lie Group Theory and the Heisenberg Group 
Inn this section we will discuss the Heisenberg group and its relation to the multi-dimensional 
WFTT and mainly to the multi-dimensional Wigner distribution. In Chapter 5 we will recall 
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thesee properties to construct time-frequency operators using a group theoretical approach. 
Wee start with some standard definitions on Lie group theory, that can be found in e.g. [98, 
102]. . 
Definitionn 2.4.1 A set G with both a topological and a group structure is called a topological 
groupgroup if the mapping 
(x,, y) ^ xy~l (2.42) 
isis a continuous mapping from G x G onto G. A topological group G is called a Lie group 
ifif there is a differentiable structure on G, compatible with its topology, such that G converts 
intointo a C°°-manifold and for which the mapping (2,42) is C°°. 
Relatedd to a Lie group G we can also look for a Lie subgroup G' defined as a Lie group that 
iss a subgroup of the group G and a C°°-submanifold of the C°°-manifold G. In the following 
examplee we shall consider a well-known Lie group and some of its Lie subgroups. 
Examplee 2.4.2 Consider the group GL(n) = {M € jR n x n | det M ^ 0}. It can be verified 
ratherr easily that GL(n) is a Lie group using the fact that the mapping M *-+ det M is 
continuous.. Some well-known Lie subgroups of GL(n) are given by 
1.. SL(n) = {M£ GL{n) j detM = 1}, 
2.. 0(n) = {Me GL{n) | MTM = I}, 
3.. SO(n) = {ME 0{n) \ det M = 1}. 
Anotherr example of a well-known Lie group is the Heisenberg group, which is defined as 
follows. . 
Definitionn 2.4.3 The 2n+l-dimensional Heisenberg group Hn is identified with Mnx]Rnx 
MM with the multiplication law 
(Pi,0ii*i)) (P2,q2,t2) = (pi +P2,7i + ?2,<i + 1 2 + ((qi,P2) - (Pi,92))/2). (2.43) 
Too relate a topological group to an operator on a separable Hilbert space, we use the concept 
off topological group representations. 
Definitionn 2.4.4 Let G be a topological group, H be a Hilbert space and B{H) be the space 
ofof all bounded operators on H. Then a representation ofG in H is a mapping fi:G -¥ B(H) 
forfor which 
1.1. /i(x)/x(j/) = fi(xy),forallx,y 6 G, 
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2.2. p(e) = I, with e the identity ofG andl the identity operator on H, 
3.. x >-> p(x)f is a continuous mapping from G to H, for all ƒ € H. 
Note,, that Definition 2.4.4 yields that p is a group homomorphism, which is continuous in 
thee strong operator topology of B(H). 
Topologicall group representations may satisfy several important properties. A first desirable 
propertyy of a representation is that it is unitary, i.e., p(x) € U{H), for all x € G, where 
U(H)U(H) denotes the space of all unitary operators on H. Furthermore, p is said to be irreducible 
iff {0} and H are the only closed subspaces of H that are invariant under the action of p{x), for 
alll x € G. A last property concerns the equivalence of two representations. A representation 
pp is said to be equivalent with a representation p : G -+ B(H) if there exists an operator 
VeU(H),VeU(H), such that 
pp = V>V. (2.44) 
Notee that a unitary representation p is a group homomorphism, which is continuous in the 
strongg operator topology of U(H). Also we observe, that for unitary representations it can 
bee proved, see e.g. [54], that p is irreducible if and only if for p = p, (2.44) only holds for 
VV = CZ, with |C| = 1. 
Ann irreducible unitary representation of Hn in the space L2(Mn) is given by the Schrödinger 
representation n 
A*(P,, Q, t)[f]{x) = c*<**>e'e+<M>/a>
 f{x + q)m (2.45) 
Inn the sequel of this section the representation p will denote the Schrödinger representation. 
Thee WFT of a function ƒ G L2{Mn) can be given in terms of this representation. According 
too (2.11) we have 
ƒ*[ƒ](*,«)) = ( 2 7 r ) - " / 2e^w^ / 2 ( / , / i (w , -M) f c ) 2 l (2-46) 
forr all ƒ, h e L2{Mn). The spectrogram \Th{f]{x,u)\2 can be given by 
m[ / ] ( * ,w ) | aa = (2ir)-B |(/,/i(«,-*.*)fc)a|2 V4€R. (2.47) 
AA relation between the Heisenberg group and the Wigner distribution can be derived using 
thee characteristic function M[ƒ] for the multi-dimensional Wigner distribution. We derive 
M\f\<p,q)M\f\<p,q) = (2TT)-" / 2 ƒ ƒ(u + q/2) ƒ(ti - g/2)e*<*"> d« 
== (27r)-n/V<p'^2 ƒ ƒ(« + «) 7Re^p'u) du 
== (27r)- n / 2( / i (p j g ,0) / , / ) 2 . (2.48) 
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Thiss yields 
WV[/](ar,a/)) = (2TT)-"/2^[Af [ƒ]](*,
 W ) = f»"»^ [ ( /x ( - , -,0)ƒ, /)a](x,u»), (2.49) 
withh WV the multi-dimensional Wigner distribution and T the n-dimensional Fourier trans-
form.. By polarization, we get that (2.49) also holds for the mixed Wigner distribution, i.e., 
WV[/ ff d(* ,w) = (27r)-^[(/x(., t0)f,g)2](x,u). (2.50) 
Sincee \i is irreducible, we have for unitary operators V, as a corollary of (2.52), 
WV[f)WV[f) = WV[Vf] <^> V = C1, |(7| = 1. (2.51) 
Wee have seen that the Wigner distribution is related to the Schrödinger representation by 
meanss of the characteristic function. Assume that there exists a unitary representation p of 
HHnn in U(L2(Rn)), for which fi = V*pV, for some V G £/(L2(2Rn)). Then 
WV[V/](X,UJ)WV[V/](X,UJ) = (2ir)-nF[(!i(;;0)Vf,Vfh](x,u,) 
== (2Tr)-nT[(V*ti{;<,0)Vf,f)2)(x,u;) 
== ( 27 r ) - " ^ [ (p ( v , 0 ) / , / ) 2 ] ( x , ^ , 
forr all ƒ € L2{Mn). This yields 
WV[V/](x,u,)) = (27r)-2" J Jip&q^fJhe-^e-^Mdv. (2.52) 
Wee will return to these results in Chapter 5. 
Chapterr 3 
Thee Wavelet Transform 
Inn this chapter we study a transform that analyses signals in time/space and scale, the wavelet 
transform.. In the first section we introduce the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) on 
LL22(M(Mnn),), particularly on L2(R). Definitions and properties of this transform are given. Fur-
thermore,, we discuss a group theoretical approach for the CWT. In the second section we 
considerr the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). After an introduction by means of a sampled 
CWT,, we consider its relation with the concepts of Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) and filter 
bankk theory. A fast algorithm to compute the DWT and its use on discrete-time functions in 
Z2(Z)) are discussed. 
Thiss chapter is mainly based on existing literature on the Wavelet transform [23, 45, 51, 55, 
59,, 62] and its relation to filter banks by means of an MRA [16, 43, 60, 94]. Therefore, we 
willl refer several times to the existing literature throughout this chapter. However, we also 
addd some new ideas. 
3.11 The Continuous Wavelet Transform 
Thee CWT of ƒ € L2(M) is a linear operator defined by 
HV[ƒ](<*,, 6) = - ^ ƒ f(x)4> ^-J^ dx, (3.1) 
forr some if) € L2(R) and o € Sl+ and b € R. By introducing the dilation operator 7>a on 
LL22{M){M) by 
vv
''
mx)mx) =
 7®f®' (3-2) 
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forr some o € R we can write (3.1) also as 
W*[/](<i,*)) = (/,7ï2>.tf), (3.3) 
withh Tb the shift operator as introduced in (2.12). Using this notation we prove that W^[/] is 
continuouss on H for all ƒ € L2(R), with H = R+ x R. 
Lemmaa 3.1.1 )%,[ƒ] is continuous on H for all ƒ G L2{R). 
Proof f 
Usingg the notation Vo.t = TbT>aip, with V e L2(R), we prove this lemma in two parts. 
Firstt we give a proof for continuous functions tp with compact support and next for arbitrary 
ipip 6 L2(R). Assume V' € I-compC^)» tnen ^ is uniformly continuous. So 
||0o,6-^a',fc'| |22 - • 0, (a,6)-> (a',&')-
Now,, choose e > 0 and take p 6 L2(,R) such that \\g - ip\\ < e /3, with xf) continuous and 
compactlyy supported. Then 
\\9a,b\\9a,b - 9a>,V lb = \\9a,b ~ *i>a,b + *Pa,b ~ Vfe',6' + 1pa',b' - 9a',b' \\2 
<< llffa.6 - ll>a,bh + Ha,b ~ Tpa',b'h + \\ga>,b> ~ 4>a>,b'\\2 
Too establish the proof, we take (a, b) - (a', b') small such that \\ipa,b - ipa',b' lb < e/3. • 
Furthermore,, from (3.3) we obtain by Schwarz's inequality 
|V^[/](a,6)|<||/||2.|M|22 VaG«+V66jR, 
whichh yields W$f 6 L°°{M), for all ƒ € L2(R). Later on we shall show that under certain 
conditionss on V, WV : L2(R) - • L2(M,a~2dbda) is an isometry up to a constant that 
dependss on ip. Here L2(JH,a~2dbda) denotes the space of all Euclidean square integrable 
functionss on L2{H) with respect to the measure a~2dbda. Besides, by Parseval's theorem 
wee can write (3.3) in terms of the Fourier transforms of ƒ and ip 
WWKM)) = {Tf,TTbD<rf) 
== y/a f f(uj)ip(au)eibw dw. (3.4) 
R R 
AA third way to write (3.1) is given by means of a convolution product. Take V>(x) = ip(-x), 
then n 
W*[/](«,&)) = ( / * ^ ) ( 6 ) . (3.5) 
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Figuree 3.1: Two admissible wavelets: a) the Haar wavelet, b) the Mexican hat. 
Thee CWT can be generalized into a transform on L2(Rn) by replacing the scalar a by a 
non-singularr matrix A £ Mnxn and the scalar 6 by a vector b £ Mn, i.e., 
W*[s](A,b)W*[s](A,b) = * , , „ f s(x)ï>(A-i(x-b))dx. 
V|det(A)|| J 
Inn the literature mostly A = al is taken, see e.g. [23, 59]. For this choice, properties for 
thee multi-dimensional CWT can be proved in a rather straightforward way using properties 
off the one-dimensional CWT. Murenzi followed a different approach in [66]. He introduced 
aa multi-dimensional CWT based on a dilation operator that involves a non-singular matrix 
AA £ Mnxn, translations in Mn and a rotation operator. Also properties of this CWT resemble 
thee properties we will deduce for the one dimensional CWT in the sequel of this chapter. 
Definitionn 3.1.2 A function ip £ L2(M) which satisfies the admissibility condition 
$(awy$(awy2 2 
o<a o<a == 2 v r
| h K ^ 
-da-da < oo, (3.6) ) 
forfor almost allw € M is called an (admissible) wavelet. 
Notee that all V 6 L2(R) are admissible wavelets if tp ^ 0, tp differentiate in 0 and 
VKO)) = 0. Furthermore, the set of admissible wavelets is dense in L2(R), which is not 
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veryy hard to prove, see e.g. [59], 
Wee introduce two functions that satisfy the admissibility condition, namely the Haar wavelet 
andd the Mexican hat. 
Examplee 3.1.3 The Haar wavelet is defined by 
ff 1, a ; 6 [0 , l / 2 ) , 
V(*)) = < - 1 , x€ [1/2,1), (3.7) 
(( 0, otherwise. 
Thee Haar wavelet is depicted in Figure 3.1.a. Later we will see that the Haar wavelet is 
admissible,, since it is compactly supported and / tp(x) dx = 0. These two conditions are 
sufficientt to guarantee that ip is admissible. However, here we show that the Haar wavelet is 
ann admissible wavelet by computing ( 1/22 i \ 
00 1/2 / 
andd so 
\tp(auj)\\tp(auj)\22 _ \l + e~iau - 2e" i ow /2 |2 _ \e~iauf2f  \eiaw/4 - e" iaw/4 |4 
aa o3u?2 a3u»2 
sin4(aü;/4) ) 
== 16 «-J—-. 
Integratingg by parts yields 
Nu/A Nu/A 
sin4(x) ) 
N-foo N-foo 
0 0 
JVw/4 4 
22 sin(2x) — sin(4x) 
CUU = lim / =—dx 
== lim 
—— sin \x) 
JV-K»» 2x 2 
/ / 
1/44 ƒ 
] ] 
I I .... sin(4a:) — 2 sin(2x == lim 
++ lim 1/4 / —'—^ — -dx 
Nw/i Nw/i 
N-+oo N-+oo 
0 0 
N-*x>N-*x> 4x 
Nu/Nu/
** ,. f cos(2x) - cos(4x) _, 
++ lim / —-— '— -—-dx 
—— " - " 0 
JVw/44 NLJ/2 
== lim I ƒ " < ? * > ~ 1 dx - ƒ C0S(4I) " * dx 
JV-+00 0 
== lira Ci{Nu/4) - ln(JVw/4) - Ci{Nu)/2) + \n(Nu>/2) = In 2, 
JV-K» » 
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(b)) x-axis 
Figuree 3.2: The CWT using the Haar wavelet: a) a contour plot of yV^[f](a, b) with i/> the 
Haarr wavelet, b) the original signal ƒ. 
wheree Ci denotes the cosine integral, see [95]. 
Wee used the Haar wavelet to compute the CWT of the function ƒ as given in (2.18). In 
Figuree 3.2.a the contour plot of this CWT is depicted. In this plot maxima of W$[f] can be 
observedd around scale a = 80 for b e [1,2] and around scale a = 20 for b € [2,3]. This 
differencee in scaling behaviour is due to the difference in frequency at the corresponding 
intervalss x e [1,2] and x € [2,3]. Note that the frequency of ƒ increases by a factor of 4 
goingg from one interval to the other and that the scale corresponds to reciprocal values in 
frequency.. Finally, we observe that the energy is also spread outside the interval b € [1,3]. 
Moreover,, energy is spread more widely for increasing scales, which is due to the convolution 
productt (3.5). 
Examplee 3.1.4 The Mexican hat ip is denned by 
1>(x)1>(x) = - ^ « - " / a - (1 - x2)e-**/2. (3.8) 
Thee Mexican hat is depicted in Figure 3.1.b. Since T\f']{u) = iuf(u) and 
I'I' e-**l2e-ix"du=e-"*l\ 
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Figuree 3.3: The CWT using the Mexican hat: a) a contour plot of W^[/](a, b) with tp the 
Mexicann hat, b) the original signal ƒ. 
wee get ip(u}) = —j=u>2e~" '2. So 
CipCip = 27T f ^~^-da = ƒ aV e - * 2 " 2 da = 1/2 ƒ ye-" dy = 1/2. 
Alsoo with the Mexican hat we have computed the CWT of ƒ, as defined in (2.18). A contour 
plott of this CWT is shown in Figure 3.3.a. As in Figure 3.2.a maxima of ^ [ / ] can be 
observed.. However, here maxima are located around scale a = 20 for b E [1,2] and around 
scalee a = 5 for b £ [2,3]. The difference in scaling behaviour compared to the CWT using 
thee Haar wavelet is due to a difference in frequency behaviour of both wavelets. It can be 
seenn in Figure 3.1 that frequencies of the Haar wavelet that contain most energy are located 
aroundd frequencies that are about 4 times higher than the corresponding frequencies of the 
Mexicann hat. 
Too understand the admissibility condition we give some necessary and sufficient conditions 
onn if) such that it is a wavelet. A necessary condition on ip £ L1(J2) n L2{M) such that 
itt satisfies (3.6) can be derived by applying Lemma 2.1.2 on C^. Since ip € Ll{M) this 
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theoremm yields 4> G C(R), particularly \j) is continuous in 0, which yields with (3.6) 
fil>(x)dxfil>(x)dx = ip(Q)=0. 
R R 
AA sufficient condition on tp € L1 (R) n L2(R) such that it is a wavelet is given by 
fip(x)dxfip(x)dx = 0 and f \xf\if>(x)\dx < oo, (3.9) 
R R 
forr I > 1/2. A proof of this result can be found in e.g. [59]. From this sufficiënt condition 
itt follows immediately that a compactly supported if) 6 L2(R) is a wavelet if and only if 
// ij){x)dx = 0, since / Ixl'lVKz)!^ < oo, for / > 0 if ^ is compactly supported. For 
RR R 
moree sufficient conditions on V such that it satisfies the admissibility condition the reader 
mayy consult [23, 45, 55]. 
Thee following theorem shows that for admissible tp, W^ : L2(R) -> L2(SI, a~2dbda) is an 
isometryy up to the constanty/C^. 
Theoremm 3.1.5 Let f € L2(R) and let tp G L2{R) be an admissible wavelet. Then 
JJ \f(x)\2 dx = 1/C* ƒ |W,[/](a, 6)|2 db ^ . (3.10) 
RR Mi 
Proof f 
Fromm (3.5) we get 
l^[/](a,&)|22 = K/*2?aVi)(&)|2. 
Wee integrate both the left-hand side and the right-hand side of this relation over M and apply 
Plancherel'ss formula (2.7) on the right-hand side. Now, we arrive cf. [55] at 
ƒƒ IHWKa,6)|2db^ = 2TT ƒ | ƒMlVMI 2da ; ^ \f[u)\'mau)\'du \f[u)\'mau)\'du 
itit R 
So o 
RR \ R+ I 
== C v , | | /M| 2da; = Cv>||/||2, 
RR  \  
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usingg Fubini 's theorem and Plancherel 's formula. D 
Relationn (3.10) can be seen as Plancherel's formula for the CWT. As a result of this relation 
wee get 
ƒƒ G L2{R) => W^f G L2(H, a~2dbda), 
forr any if) for which C^ < oo. Moreover, by polarization, (3.10) yields immediately Parse-
val'ss formula for the CWT 
Jf(x)gjx)dxJf(x)gjx)dx = J - ƒ Wi,[f](a,b)WM(a,b)db~, (3.11) 
HH H 
forr ƒ, g G L2 (R), if >^ is admissible. Formula (3.11) gives 
Jf(x)gjx)dxJf(x)gjx)dx = ^ | w v , [ / ] ( a , & ) | l / v ^ ^ ) ^ ( ^ f r ) dxdb£, 
RR \ H / 
forr all g G L2(R). This proves the following formal reconstruction theorem. 
Theoremm 3.1.6 Let f G I 2 (52) and let tp G £2(£2) be an admissible wavelet. Then 
f(x)f(x) = l/C* J W+\f\(a,b)il> (X^) MJ^' weakly in L2(M). (3.12) 
ti ti 
Relationn (3.12) should be interpreted by means of the first identity derived above before The-
oremm 3.1.6. A stronger result holds for ƒ G Ll{R) n L2(R) and ƒ G L 1 ^ ) . With these 
assumptionss on ƒ it can be proved, see e.g. [55], that (3.12) holds pointwise. Furthermore, 
underr these assumptions, for each x G JR, both the inner integral (over ft) and the outer inte-
grall (over a) are necessarily absolutely convergent, while the double integral in (3.12) is not t 
necessarilyy absolutely convergent. Note that f(x) is well-defined for all x G R, since ƒ is 
continuouss due to Lemma 2.1.2. 
Wee have shown that W^ maps all ƒ G L2(R) into some W^/ G L2(H,a~2dbda). More-
over,, we have shown that we can reconstruct ƒ from )%, ƒ, if rp is an admissible wavelet. 
Howeverr the range of W ,^, Ran(W^) is only a subset of L2(JH, a~2dbda). To characterize 
Ran(PV )^) for admissible wavelets if) we derive from (3.11) using Fubini's theorem 
w** [ƒ](<*, 6) = (/,rb2?aV) 
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^ / / ^ K ^ ( ^ H ^ ) ^ ^ C$y/a C$y/a 
HH « 
/
du du 
*V,(a,, 6;«, v)WV[/](u, v) dv ^ , 
withh Aty (a, 6; u, u) = (TvT>uijj,Tb'Da'i}})/C^ the reproducing kernel. Remark, that 
fc^(o,6;u,u)fc^(o,6;u,u) = Wt/tlTbVaipKu^v). 
Therefore,, /ty(a, b; u,v) € L2(H,u~2dvdu), for all (a, 6) G £T. A necessary condition on 
/ii € L2(H, a~2dbda) such that it is in Ran(Wv>) is given by 
fc^,(a,fc^,(a, 6; u, v)h(u, v) dv - ^ . (3.13) 
Notee that h is continuous on .fff by Lemma 3.1.1. Therefore (3.13) is well defined. 
Moreover,, it can be shown [51], that (3.13) is also a sufficient condition on h to be in 
Ran(W^).. Resuming, 
Ran(WV)) = {he L2(H,a~2dbda) \ h(a,b) = f k1p{a,b;u,v)h(u,v)dv ^ } . 
Obviously,, Ran(W^,) is closed due to Theorem 3.1.5. Combining this result with Theo-
remm 3.1.5 yields that the transform ƒ *-t W^f/y/C^p is a Hubert space isometry from L2(BVj 
ontoo Ran(W^) as given above. 
Wee observe that the results on the reproducing kernel and the range of VV^  as presented here 
aree similar to the results we presented in Section 2.2, where we considered the WFT. 
Inn Chapter 2 we have seen that the WFT and the Wigner distribution are related to the Heisen-
bergg group by means of the Schrödinger representation. Also the CWT is related to a group, 
namelyy the Lie group G, which is identified with M with the multiplication law 
(oi,6i)(o2,&2)) = (aia2,ai&2 + M - (3.14) 
Wee observe that the affine-linear group Gaf identified with R2 with multiplication law 
(3.14)) is isomorphic to Z2 K G. The left and right Haar measures (fit and /XR) of G are 
Borell measures for which PL(gE) = 1*L(E) and fm(Eg) = HR{E) for all g € G and 
alll Borel sets E C G. A straightforward calculation yields d/j£,(a, b) = a~2dbda and 
dfiR(a,b)dfiR(a,b) = a~ldbda. 
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Wee introduce a representation of G in U(L2(R)) by 
ir{a,b)=TbDir{a,b)=TbDaa,, V(a,b)eG-
Obviouslyy n is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, it is continuous in the strong operator 
topologyy of U(L2(H)) and 7r(a,6) is unitary for all (a,ö) G G. In this setting a function 
hh G £ 2 (52) is called an admissible vector if 
(a,b)(a,b) ^ (/,7r(o,6)/i)2 G L2(M}fiL) V / 6 L 2 ( R ) . (3.15) 
Sincee (ƒ, 7r(a, 6)/i) = Wft[/](a, 6) Theorem 3.1.5 states that h is an admissible vector if and 
onlyy if Ch < oo. We already observed that the set of admissible wavelets is dense in L2{M) 
andd therefore the set of all h G L2(M) that satisfy (3.15) is dense in L2(R) as well. The 
followingg theorem shows that n is irreducible. 
Theoremm 3.1.7 Let IT be the unitary representation ofG in U(L2(M)) by 
7r(o,6)) =TbT>a, V(0,ft)eG. 
ThenThen it is irreducible. 
Proof f 
Wee assume IT is reducible. Then there exists a closed linear subspace V C L2(M), with 
VV # {0} and V ^ L2(M), such that 
Tr(a,b)VTr(a,b)V CV for all (a, 6) G G. 
Thenn there exists non-trivial vectors g G V and ƒ G V1- such that (ƒ, 7r(a, 6)0)2 = 0 for all 
(a,, 6) G G. Now 
imiiCs=(/,7r(a,%)2=0, , 
yieldss ƒ = 0 or g = 0, which is in contradiction with ƒ ^ 0 and g ^ 0. D 
Too conclude, the continuous wavelet transform with a wavelet V> is a unitary irreducible rep-
resentationn of the Lie group G with admissible vector V*. More detailed studies on the wavelet 
transformm and group theory can be found in [38, 39, 66]. 
3.22 The Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Inn the previous section we considered the CWT. We showed that this integral transform is 
ablee to analyse signals both in time/space and scale. Moreover, it turned out that such signals 
cann be recovered from their CWT. In this section we consider the problem of calculating effi-
cientlyy the wavelet transform of a function and reconstructing it efficiently from its transform. 
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AA first approach is to compute the wavelet transform only for a discrete subset L C Jf, e.g. 
LL = {W , n f t o O | n , m e Z } , 
forr some OQ > 1 and &o > 0 and to replace the double integral in (3.12) by a double sum 
overr L. Using such an approach we have to show that the integral can indeed be replaced 
byy a double sum without loss of information. Furthermore, reconstruction of a function 
ƒƒ G L2(JR) by means of this double sum should depend continuously on ƒ. This kind of 
stabilityy is guaranteed if the tuple (ip, OQ, bo) generates a wavelet frame, i.e., 
mjp||/||JJ < J ] \WAf)(*M2 < MF\\f\\l, V,€L.(Jl) (3.16) 
(a,b)EL (a,b)EL 
forr some constants TJÏF, M> > 0 called the frame bounds. We observe that if (V', ao, &o) 
generatess a wavelet frame with rriF = Mp = 1 and if HVII2 = 1 then 
{TnboafVazip{TnboafVazip I n,m e Z} (3.17) 
iss an orthonormal basis in L2(H) and conversely. In that case we can transform and recon-
structt any ƒ € L2(R) with respect to the lattice L using a transformation called the discrete 
wavelett transform (DWT). This DWT provides an efficient algorithm, that does not need to 
computee yVr/,[f](a, b) for all (a, b) € L by means of inner products. In Section 3.2.2 we will 
discusss this algorithm, called the pyramid algorithm. 
Inn [22] Daubechies has given necessary and sufficient conditions on (t/>, ao,&o) such that 
(3.17)) is a wavelet frame. We summarize some of these conditions in the following theorem. 
Theoremm 3.2.1 Assume that 
1.1. ess, irif £ $ «w ) | a > 0 , 
2.. ess sup £ I^W^)! 2 < 00, 
\w\€[l,a\w\€[l,a00]meZ ]meZ 
3.3. sup (1 + x2Y1+ó^2h(x) < 00, for some 6>Q with 
x€R x€R 
h(x)h(x) = sup 5 3 rê«w)|rê(aSlw + *)|. 
M€[l,a0]] m e Z 
T/renn /Ziereerisls anN > 0 such that 
a.a. (V'JQOJ &o) generates a wavelet frame for rp € L2{M), OQ > 1 a/u/0 < 60 < N, 
b.b. Ve>o3(,oG[jv,jv+£] : {$,0®,bo) does not generate a wavelet frame. 
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Moreover,Moreover, if(rptao,bo) generates a wavelet frame, then 
mmFF <
 C
* < MF. (3.18) 
Zoomao Zoomao 
Proof f 
Cf.. [22]. ü 
Fromm (3.18) it follows immediately that ij> is an admissible wavelet if (Vs ao, &o) generates a 
wavelett frame or an orthonormal basis in L2{R). A more elegant and fast way to come to 
aa DWT by means of orthonormal wavelet bases in L2(H) is given by the concept of a mul-
tiresolutionn analysis (MRA), which is considered in the sequel of this section. In Chapter 4 
wee shall return to the notion of frames related to MRA. 
3.2.11 Multiresolution Analysis in L2(IR) 
Thee concept of an MRA is due to Mallat [60] and Meyer [62] and was originally used as 
aa signal processing tool by means of perfect reconstruction filter banks [43, 95], which is 
discussedd in Section 3.2.2. We start with the definition of an MRA, following [16, 23, 60]. 
Definitionn 3.2.2 An MRA in L2(M) is an increasing sequence of closed subspaces Vj, j G 
Z ,, inL2(R), 
•• • • C V2 C Vi C V0 C K-i C V-2  -, 
suchsuch that 
1.1. [J Vj isdenseinL2(M), 
2.. PI ^ = {0}, 
3.3. f e Vj <F^ v~lf e Vj-U VjGZ , 
4.4. 30
€
£2(fj) : {Tk<j> | k 6 2 } is an orthonormal basis for VQ, 
withVwithV := T>i andT := 71 and<p real-valued. 
Forr a more general concept of an MRA we can replace Condition 4 by 
3^,€L2(fl)) : {Tk<fr | * € Z} is a Riesz basis for Vo-
Characterizationss of a Riesz basis are given in [108]. Also the concept of an MRA for 
LL22{R{Rnn)) has been described in the literature thoroughly, see [23, 62]. In Chapter 4 we con-
siderr this general concept of an MRA in a functional analytical setting. Here we stick at 
Definitionn 3.2.2. 
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Byy Definition 3.2.2 an orthonormal basis for Vj, with j G Z fixed, is given by 
{D{DiiTTkk4>4> | k G Z}, 
oncee such function 0 has been found. Such <f> is called scaling function. Since V is a unitary 
operatorr on L2(R) and Vo is invariant under the action of T, the collection 
{p- xrVV I * € Z} 
iss an orthonormal basis for V-\. As we also have 0 G V_i, we get 
<l>='£<l>='£//p(k)V-p(k)V-11TTkk<t>,<t>, (3.19) 
Jtez z 
forr some real-valued p G /2(Z). In Section 3.2.2 we also want p to generate a bounded con-
volutionn operator on Z2(Z). Therefore we require p € ^(Z). Relation (3.19) is referred to as 
scalee relation and p as scale sequence. 
Wee consider again the inclusion Vo C V_i. Obviously we can define a subspace Wo such that 
Woo — VLI/VQ. For a unique definition of Wb, we take W0 - V-IVLVQ-. Using the invariance 
off the subspaces Vj under the action of the unitary operator 2? -1 we arrive in a natural way at 
thee definition of the closed subspaces W, C L2(R) by putting Wj = Vj-iDV/-. Recursively 
repeatingg the orthonormal decomposition of some VLj into V_j+i and W_j+i yields 
V-jj = vij+i e W-j+i = v_ j+2 e w_J+2 © w_ J+1 
- J + I I 
== ••• = v J e ( © w J ) . 
Takingg J —• oo and applying Conditions 1 and 2 from Definition 3.2.2 leads to 
0W}=La(K). . 
J€Z Z 
Noww assume that we can find a real-valued function ip € V-i, such that {Tkrp \ k € Z} is an 
orthonormall basis for W0. Then {Z>JT*^ | fc G Z} is an orthonormal basis for Wj,j G Z. 
Sincee the subspaces Wj are chosen to be mutually orthogonal, we then have an orthonormal 
basiss in L2(R) given by {VjTkip \j,ke Z}. By (3.18) the function $ is a wavelet and 
{TPTH{TPTH I fee Z} 
iss a wavelet basis for Wj, for fixed j G Z. So, using these wavelet bases we are able to 
decomposee any ƒ G L2(R) into functions at several scales. 
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Sincee the wavelet function ip should be in V_i, there exists also a scale relation for ip 
^^ = ^9(A:)2?-1rV, (3.20) 
Jk€Z Z 
forr some real-valued q G i 2(Z) , the scaling sequence for ip. As in (3.19) we will also require 
qq G ^ ( Z ) . By this relation, the problem of finding \p can be replaced by the problem of 
findingg q if <j>, and therefore also p, is known. A well-known choice [23] for q is given by 
q(k)q(k) = (-l)kp(l-k). (3.21) 
Notee that we have introduced the concept of an MRA for L2(M) to constitute orthonormal 
wavelett bases in L2(JR) by means of dilations and translations. These bases are equal to the 
wavelett frames (3.17) denned on the lattice 
LLdd = {(2m ,n2m ) | m ,n G Z} (3.22) 
withh frame boundsmp = Mp = 1 and ||V>||2 = 1-
Ann MRA for L2(JT') can be defined in a similar way, see e.g. [23, 62]. In Chapter 4 we 
alsoo consider a framework of such an MRA as well as a setting for an MRA which generates 
wavelett bases defined on other lattices than (3.22). 
3.2.22 MRA and Filter Banks 
Ann MRA can be related to filter banks by looking at a one-level decomposition and recon-
structionn Vj-i = Vj 0 Wj. At the same time this relation yields a scheme to calculate the 
wavelett transform of a function in L2(1R) and to reconstruct it from its transform on La in a 
fastt way. For this decomposition and reconstruction we introduce the orthoprojectors Vj and 
QjQj on Vj and Wj respectively. By definition we have 
VJ-I=VJVJ-I=VJ + QJ, (3.23) 
forr all j G Z. Note that Conditions 1 and 2 from Definition 3.2.2 yield 
and d 
.limm Vjf = f, (3.24) 
limm Vjf = 0, (3.25) 
j-»oo o 
forr all ƒ 6 L 2 (Ü ) . 
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Thee decomposition algorithm: 
Wee assume Vj-if € Vj_i is known for a certain j G Z. Consequently there exists a 
sequencee Cj_i 6 /2(Z) such that 
JbEZ Z 
Moreover,, the sequence Cj_i isgivenbycj-i(fc) = (Xtf_1T*0,7)2. Following decomposi-
tionn (3.23) we have 
?,_!ƒƒ = £ cj(k)Tyrk4> + £ djW&T"^ (3.26) 
fc€2fc€2 JbEZ 
withh the sequence (2j given by 
JfcGZ Z 
Notee that the sequences Cj and d,- can be calculated respectively by Cj(k) — {V*Tk<j>i ƒ)? 
andand dj(k) = (T>iTkip, f)2- However with the known sequence Cj-\ we can also derive using 
(3.19)) and (3.26) 
r»ez z 
== £ c i_ 1Mp(n) (2^ - 1 r r o^2V- 1 r 2* + n0) 2 
m,n€Z Z 
== E ^ p f c + nMn^KJ^fo-l *#)(*), (3-27) 
nez z 
withh (cj_i *p)(fc) = ^2 c i - i ( n - fc)p(k)> P(n) = P ( - n ) and with ( | 2) the downsam-
*ez z 
plingg operator given by 
(U2)[u])(*)) = «(2*), 
forr all u € J2(Z). In the same manner we get 
djdj = (X2)(cj-x*q). (3.28) 
Soo Cj and dj are obtained from Cj_i by taking c,_i as input for the linear time-invariant 
filterss p and q respectively. After this filtering operation the sequences are downsampled by 
aa factor 2. This can be visualized by means of an analysis part of a two channel filter bank as 
depictedd in Figure 3.4. 
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Cj-l Cj-l 
P P 
Cj-l Cj-l 
Figuree 3.4: A two channel filter bank related to the wavelet filters p and q 
Recursivelyy we get expressions for Cj+n and dj+n for n > 1, namely 
ccj+nj+n = ((+ 2)Cp)nCj and dj+n = ( | 2)C,(( | 2)Cj5)"~1cJ-, (3.29) 
wheree C„ denotes convolution with u € l1^), i.e. 
Cu[c](n)) = ^2 u(n - fc)c(fc), 
forr all c € £2(Z). In terms of filter banks we can say that Cj+n and d J+„ are obtained by 
iterativee use of the analysis part of two channel filter bank of Figure 3.4. 
Thee reconstruction algorithm: 
Oncee we have computed a decomposition of Vj-if into Vjf and Qjf by means of the 
coefficientss Cj and dj, we can also recover Cj_i out of Cj and dj in an efficient way. In 
orderr to come to such a reconstruction formula we will represent Vjf and Qjf in terms of 
V^~V^~11TTkk<t>,<t>, k e TL, the basis functions of Vj-\. For this we introduce for ƒ £ L2(]R) the 
II22 -sequences 
o„,ra(fc)) = (Pnf,VmT*4>) and A,,M(*) = ( Q „ / , P m r ^ ) 
Sincee T5, ƒ 6 V,-_i, we can write 
Vjf=Y,^,i-i(k)-DVjf=Y,^,i-i(k)-Djj--11TThh<p. <p. 
kez kez 
(3.30) ) 
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Ann expression for a^ j - i is found by taking the inner product with I**"1 T V in both the 
left-handd side and the right-hand side of this equation. This yields in combination with (3.26) 
andd (3.19) 
aw-i(*)) = (Vjf,V*-1Tk<f>)2 = Y,cj(n)(&^<i>>&~1Tk<f>h 
n€Z n€Z 
== £ c J ( n )p (m) (^ - 1 r T n + 2> ,^ - 1 r *^ )2 
m,n€Z Z 
== £ C » P < * - 2 n ) = ( « t 2)cj) *P)(*). (3.31) 
nez z 
withh ( t 2) the upsampling operator given by 
(T2)[«](*)) = | u (*/2)' Jfcmod22 = 0, 
otherwise, , 
forr all u e / 2 (Z) . We observe that ( | 2 ) ( | 2) = J and ( | 2)* = ( t 2). In the same manner 
wee have 
tez. tez. 
with h 
A j - ii = ((t2)d,-)*9. (3.32) 
Soo we derived the reconstruction formula 
Cj-iCj-i = ajj-i + 0jtj_i = ((t 2)c>) * p + ((t 2)rfy) * 9. 
Hence,, Cj_i can be recovered from <*j,j-i and /fyj-i. Here o^-j-i and fe-i can be seen 
ass the output sequences of the linear time-invariant filters p and q respectively with input 
sequencess Cj and dj upsampled by a factor 2. This can be visualized by means of a synthesis 
partt of a two channel filter bank as has been depicted also in Figure 3.4. 
Recursivelyy we get expressions for atj+n,j and 0j+n,j for n > 1, namely 
<*j+n,j<*j+n,j = (Cp(t 2 ) ) nc i + n and 0J+nJ = (Cp(t 2))""1C f ( t 2)e*i+n. (3.33) 
Inn terms of filter banks we can say that cij+nj and Pj+n,j are obtained by iterative use of 
thee synthesis part of two channel filter bank of Figure 3.4. This recursive approach to obtain 
QQj+n,jj+n,j a n^ Pj+nj is depicted in Figure 3.5 for n = 2. 
Thee algorithm of decomposing and reconstructing functions by means of filter banks related 
too an MRA is known as the pyramid algorithm. 
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jy@-jy@-
KZH^^HHZHHz z 
K^^^HïKHZ Z 
<D-@-- »j+i i -©-{ -©-{ 
aa3+2,j 3+2,j 
#7+2, , 
#7+lJ J 
Figuree 3.5: Decomposition and reconstruction by means of a filter bank at one resolution 
level l 
3.2.33 Implementation of the DWT and its Use for I2 (Z) 
AA problem that appears in decomposing a function ƒ e L2(]R) at several scales by means 
off the pyramid algorithm is that the coefficients Cj should be known in order to compute 
Vj+mf,Vj+mf, m- G W, in a fast way. Computing Cj does not only slow down the algorithm, it can 
alsoo be impossible if only samples of ƒ are given. The last problem appears if ƒ is given by 
discrete-timee measurements. 
Ann approximation of c,- can be given by 
CjCj(k)=f(Vk). (k)=f(Vk). 
Notee that if only measurements of ƒ are available, we can identify these measurements with 
CjCj assuming that the samples are taken from some ƒ G L2{]R) at sampling rate 2 J . The 
followingg theorem, which is a generalization of an exercise in [59], shows that this is a good 
approximation,, under certain conditions on ƒ and the scaling function <j>. 
Theoremm 3.2.3 Let f G L2(M) be Holder continuous of order a G (0,1], i.e., 
\f(x)\f(x) - f(y)\ <C-\x- y\a, Vx,y6«, (3.34) ) 
forfor a constant C > 0 and let Sj (k) = ƒ (2Jfe) for some j G Z. Let the scaling function <f> be 
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continuouscontinuous in 2 and let tf> satisfy 
'%2<f>(x-k)'%2<f>(x-k) = l a.e. xeR, (3.35) 
*€Z Z 
wherewhere the sum converges absolutely almost everywhere, and 
££ |*n*(*)| < ex. (3.36) 
*€Z Z 
Then Then 
V£>oo 3JGZ V,<j Vn€2 \Vj[f}{2in) - Sj[f]&n)\ < e, 
withwith Sj : L2(JR) -• V)- given by 
*GZ Z 
Proof f 
Forr all j e Z w e can write 
l^[/](s)-^[/](*) || = \VJ\f\(x)-f(x)-SJ{f\(x)-^f(x)\ 
<< \VM*) - m\ + www - /(«)|. 
Fromm the Holder continuity of ƒ and Jackson's inequality, see e.g. [105], it follows that 
mf-f\\oomf-f\\oo < C SUp II ƒ - 7Ü ƒ Hoo 
0<|A|<2' ' 
<< C02aj -• 0 Ü-+-00) , 
forr some positive constants C and C0. The proof is established by showing that 
fil/K^n)fil/K^n) - ƒ (2>n)l -4 0 Ü - » -00). 
Wee derive 
\Sj[f](2\Sj[f](2jjn)-f(Vn)\n)-f(Vn)\ = | £ •,(*)*(» - Jb) -
 Sj{n)\ 
*€Z Z 
*€Z Z 
<< Ei/(2J")-/(2J'("-*))ii^)i 
*ez z 
<< C#-5>H*(*)|-> oo'->-»). 
*ez z 
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Inn the previous theorem we used two conditions on 0, which might seem strong and a bit 
unfamiliarr as well. However, Condition (3.36) is already satisfied if <f> is compactly sup-
ported,, which is the case for the well-known Daubechies functions [23] and the spline scal-
ingg functions, i.e. B-splines [12]. For ^ continuous in Z , sufficiënt conditions on <f> such that 
Conditionn (3.35) is satisfied are given in the following lemma. 
Lemmaa 3.2.4 Let <j> G Ll(R) n L2{R) such that {Tk(j> j k € Z} is an orthonormal set in 
LL22(R)(R) andj>{0) = l/V^. Then 
^2(j>(x-k)^2(j>(x-k) = l a.e. xeR, 
wherewhere the sum converges absolutely almost everywhere. 
Proof f 
Takee g{u) = £ \<j>(u + 2irl)\2. Thenff is 2n-periodic and Ll. Its Fourier coefficients are 
givenn by 
lez z 
cckk = 1/VSr" fg(u)e-™kdu = l / ^ ^ f m " + M)\2e~"kfa 
oo 'GZo 
== 1/V2ÏT [\4(u)\2e-™k<fa = l/y/2i;{(f>,T-k<p) = l/^So,k. 
Thiss yields g{uj) = 1/V^ïr for all u> € R, since i is continuous. In particular we have 
g(0)g(0) = l/y/5rr, which leads in combination with <j>(0) = l/y/Tn to <j>{2-nl) = 0 for all 
II € Z \{0} . Now, put h{x) = £ <KX ~ k)- s i n c e ^ e ^(R) this sum converges abso-
lutely.. This means that h is well defined. Furthermore, h is 1-periodic and L1 . Its Fourier 
coefficientss can be computed in the same manner as for g. We get c\ = v/27r^(27rf) = <50,/-
Writingg down the Fourier series of h establishes the proof. D 
Thee property of <j> as considered in Lemma 3.2.4 is called the partition of the unity. If <f> is 
alsoo continuous in k e Z , then the preceding lemma gives sufficient conditions on <f> such 
thatt (3.35) holds. The conditions on $ such that this partition is guaranteed are quite natural. 
Inn fact, Wojtaszczyk showed in [106] that every scaling function </> € Ll(R) n L2{R) of an 
MRAA as defined in Definition 3.2.2 satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.2.4. Moreover, also 
scalingg functions <f) for which {Tk<f> \ k 6 Z} is a Riesz basis may satisfy Conditions (3.35) 
andd (3.36). A classical example of such scaling functions (f> are the cardinal B-spline func-
tionss [12], which will be discussed briefly in Section 4.5. 
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Startingg with a discrete-time function, obtained from measurements, we would like to get 
aa decomposition at various discrete-time resolution levels instead of a DWT for L2(R). A 
naturall way to obtain such a decomposition is to identify a given a G i2(Z) with a sequence of 
coefficientss Cj for some j G Z. So, we construct a function in L2(Mt) with Uj : f2(Z) -+ V, 
by y 
WJM( « ) = 2 _ i / 22 £ «wtf2"'* - *)' 
JbGZ Z 
forr all xeR. Note that VjUj = W, and »<*) = («ƒ«, T»Tk<f>). 
AA decomposition of s at level m, denoted by «(m) should satisfy 
Wj« (m)) = Qj+mttjS. 
Itss approximation at level m, denoted by *iJJ should satisfy 
Thesee relations hold if and only if a(m) = ft+mj, «Ê? = a j +m t i and c, = a, with a and 
00 as in (3.33). Combining this result with (3.29) we arrive at the definition of the DWT for 
/2(Z). . 
Definitionn 3.2.5 Letp andq be the scale sequences as given in (3.19) and (3.20). Further-
more,more, letGu = C„(t 2) foru G /X(Z). Thel2-DWTofa sequences G /2(Z) af 5cafem G W 
/ss given by 
ssww = g?-1gqG*q{g;)m-ls. (3.37) 
/tee approximation at scale m G IV « given 6y 
4?? = ^ (^rs- (3-38) 
Inn the following lemma we come to some useful properties of the f2-DWT, which we already 
mett in the case of the DWT for L2 {H). 
Lemmaa 3.2.6 For s G J2(Z), let a<m) and aip} denote the l2-DWT at level m and its ap-
proximationproximation at level m respectively form G IV. Then 
M M 
Z Z 
m=l l 
1-1- \\s\\l = \\s{aM)\\l+ £ Ws^WlforallMZIN, 
2.2. lim ||a<ro)||2 = 0. 
m-+oo o 
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Proof f 
Firstt we observe that Uj is unitary for all j G Z, which yields 
11*1122 = IMB = IIW*iB 
MM M 
== \\(Pi+M + £ ö;+m)MI22 = WVJ+MUJBWI + £ ||Qi+mWi«ll 2 2 2 2 
m=ll
 m = 1 
Aff A/ 
== iMJPie + E iM-'nï = ii4J°Hi + E iis(m,ni-
m=ll
 m = l 
Usingg (3.25) we get 
ll«(m)llii = ms^\\l = \\Q^mUjs\\l 
== ll^i+m-iW^lg - \\Vj+mUjS\\22 -* 0 (m -• -oo), 
withh J € Z fixed. 
Chapterr 4 
AA Framework for Multiresolution 
Analysiss in Hubert Spaces 
Inn Section 3.2 we already introduced the DWT for functions in L2{Mt) by means of a mul-
tiresolutionn analysis. In this chapter we consider a functional analytical setting of an MRA 
forr separable Hubert spaces H. Using this framework necessary and sufficient conditions on 
operatorss on H and functions in H are derived such that they constitute wavelet bases in H. 
Meyerr already gave strong hints for a generalization of MRA in [62]. A more general con-
cept,, like we present here, was also investigated by Goodman, Lee and Tang in [36]. However 
theyy use a different approach to construct bases in H using MRA. 
Thiss chapter is based on [75]. 
4.11 Frames and Riesz Systems 
Inn the previous chapter we already mentioned the concept of frames and Riesz bases, related 
too the DWT in L2 (R). Here we introduce these concept for arbitrary separable Hubert spaces 
HH with inner product (•,•). Furthermore, we come to some results that relate these concepts. 
Inn the sequel we denote for a countable index set D, the Hilbert space of all square summable 
functionss from ID into € by I2 (Z?) and its inner product by (•, -)g>. The standard orthonormal 
basiss in 12{L>) is denoted by {e;};ei>> so ejii) = Sij fori,; G I>. The expression /g(D) 
indicatess the linear span of the set {ej | j G E)}. 
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Definitionn 4.1.1 A collection fi = {vj\j e L>} in H is called a frame with frame bounds 
mpmp andMF, 0 < mF < MF, if for all x € H the sequence {x,Vj)jeD belongs tol2(D) 
and and 
mF | | x | | 2<5 ] ; | ( x , V j ) | 2<M F | | x | | 2 .. (4.1) 
Notee that the wavelet frame (ip, oo, &o) as introduced in Section 3.2 also satisfies this condi-
tion.. Obviously, condition (3.16) equals (4.1) by taking 
DD = Z 2 and u„,m = Tnbaa™Va™\i), 
forr some wavelet ij> G L2{M). 
Forr {VJ\ j e L>} a frame in H, defineSF : H -> l2(E>) by 
SSFFx='*r(x,vx='*r(x,vjj)e)ejj,, VxeH. (4.2) 
jen jen 
Accordingg to Definition 4.1.1, 
mmFF\\xf\\xf < \\SFx\\2 < MF\\x\\2. (4.3) 
Soo SF is a bounded linear operator from H into I2{ID), such that SFSF has a bounded 
inverse.. The optimal constants mF and MF are given by 
mmFF = I K ^ ^ F ) " 1 ! ! - 1 and MF = ||S>$jr||. 
Thee operator SF is called the frame generator associated with the frame Q. 
AA straightforward computation shows that 
Hence,, the adjoint frame generator SF is given by 
SpCjSpCj = VJ. 
Thee following lemma presents some auxiliary results on bounded operators. Using this 
lemmaa we are able to derive relations between the frame generator and its adjoint. 
Lemmaa 4.1.2 Let A 6 B{Hi, H2), with B(Hi, H2) the space of all bounded linear opera-
torstors from the Hilbert space Hi to the Hilbert space H2. Then, the following are equivalent 
(i)(i) There exists an operator B € B(H2, # i ) such that BA = X, 
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(ii)(ii) There exists anm>0 such that \\Ax\\ > m\\x\\, for all x € Hi, 
(Hi)(Hi) The null space Ker(.4) = {0} and the range Ran(>t) is closed, 
(iv)(iv) There exists an operator C € B(Hi, H2) such that A*C = 1, 
(v)(v) The range Ran(.4*) = Hi. 
Proof f 
Assumee (i) holds. Then 
\\x\\\\x\\ = \\BAx\\<\\B\\\\M\-
So,, property (ii) holds for m = \\B\\. If property (ii) holds, then Ker(^) = {0}, since 
||^ 4ar||| = 0 implies ||x|| = 0 using property (i). For proving that Ran(.4) is closed, we take a 
sequencee (x„)n€jv in Hi and a vector y e H2, such that 
AxAxnn ->y (n-> oo). 
Thenn
 1 
\\x\\xkk - xn\\ < -\\Mk - Axn\\ -> 0 (n ^ oo). 
TO TO 
So,, (xn)nejv is a Cauchy sequence. For its limit x € Hi we have 
AxAx — lim Axn = y, 
n—>oo o 
whichh yields that Ran(.4) is closed. 
Obviously,, (i) and (iv) are equivalent. If (i) holds, then then also (iv) holds for C = B* and 
conversely.. Therefore, instead of proving property (iv), if property (iii) holds, we prove prop-
ertyy (i). To do this, we consider the mapping.4i from Hi into Ran(.4), given by Aix = Ax, 
forr all x e Hi. Since Ran(A) is closed, we have that Ai is a continuous linear bijection from 
thee Hubert space Hi onto the Hubert space Ran(.4). By the inverse mapping theorem, Ai 
iss invertible with bounded inverse A^1 : Ran(.4) -)• Hi. Now, define B by By = A11yu 
foryy = yi+y2, withj/i e Ran(.4) andj/2 GG Ran(-A)-1-. ThenB e B(H2lHi) andBA = I. 
Next,, we assume thatt (iv) holds. Then 
HiHi = Ran(.A*C) C Ran(X*) C Hi, 
andd therefore Ran(.A*) = Hi. The last thing we have to prove is that property (iv) holds, 
givenn property (v). This is shown as follows. Take S as A* restricted to ¥Jtx{A*)L. Then 
EE is a continuouss linear bijection from the Hubert space Ker^*)-1- onto Hi. As before, the 
inversee mapping theorem yields that E has a bounded inverse £ _ 1 from Hi onto Ker(^ 4*) . 
Byy defining an operator C by Cx = £_1x, for all x € Hi, property (iv) is established. D 
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Itt follows from the previous lemma, that SF is an injective bounded linear operator from 
/2(D)) into H with range, Ran(«SF), closed in H. This is equivalent with the fact that SFSF 
iss a boundedly invertible operator. AA<BOSF{SFSF)~1 is the right inverse of SF with minimal 
norm,, which can be shown as follows. Take V = Sp^Sjp^Sp, the orthoprojector from 
ll22(L>)(L>) onto Ran(SF-). Let further A be a right inverse of SF. Then 
IPFWSJP)-1!!! = I I ^ H ^ S F ) - 1 ) ! = ||TU|| < \\A\\. 
Inn addition to the frame elements Vj we define Vj, j e D, in Ran(5F) by 
vjvj = (S^SF^VJ = (5F5F)-15>e i . 
Thenn for all x € Ran(«SF) 
xx = SF(SF(SFSFr1)x=SFJ2(SF(SFSF)-1x,ej)ej 
== £ (*, (SpSFr^e^ej = £ (*. »>i 
and d 
xx = ({SFSF)-lSF)SFx = {SFSF)-1SFY<{SFX,ei)ej 
Followingg these derivations and the equivalent properties as desribed in Lemma 4.1.2 we 
arrivee at the following theorem. 
Theoremm 4.1.3 Let ft = {VJ | j e D} be a collection in H satisfying the rigt inequality in 
(4.1)(4.1) and let SF be defined by (4.2). Then ft is a frame if and only if the adjoint of the frame 
generatorgenerator SF associated with ft is surjective. If ft is a frame, the collection {VJ \j 6 ID}, 
defineddefined by Vj = {SpSir^Spej, is also a frame, which we call the frame dual to ft. 
Wee observe that since {VJ \j € JD} is a frame, there exists also an associated frame generator 
givenn by SpiSpSjr)'1. Special cases of frames are exact frames and tight frames, which are 
definedd as follows. 
Definitionn 4.1.4 An exact frame is a frame that is no longer a frame whenever any one of its 
elementselements is removed. A tight frame is a frame for which the frame bounds satisfy mF = MF. 
Itt can be shown in a rather straightforward way that if ft = {VJ \j e ID] is a tight frame 
forr which mF = 1 and ||VJ|| = 1 for all j G D , then ft is an orthonormal system in H and 
conversely.. A similar property also holds for Riesz systems, which are defined as follows. 
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Definitionn 4.1.5 The collection ft = {v, | j 6 L>} in H is called a Riesz system with Riesz 
boundsbounds 0 < TTIR < MR, if 
W*IMfi>> < II £ ( a ' e> i l | 2 ^ ^HIMB). Va€/g(l?)- (4-4) 
Obviously,, a Riesz system with Riesz bounds m.R = MR = 1 is an orthonormal system, 
whichh means that orthonormal systems constitute a special set of Riesz systems. Also to a 
Rieszz system we associate an operator in a similar way as we have done for frames. 
Forr {VJ\ j eD}a Riesz system, define «S^ : Zg(D) - • H by 
SS<<RR))<*=<*=,,5252aaU)U)vviiii v«etg(i>)-
jen jen 
Hence,, S^ej — Vj. The operator SR°' extends to a bounded linear opera tor^ from l2(E>) 
intoo H, called the Riesz systemIgenerator of ft. This Riesz generator satisfies 
mmRR\\a\\\\a\\22 < \\SRa\\2 < MR\\a\\\ (4.5) 
Inn the same manner as we concluded for the frame generator, we conclude that SRSR is a 
boundedlyy invertible operator on 12{D). Moreover, the left inverse of SR with minimal norm 
iss given by (SRSR)~1SR. This can be verified in the same manner as for the right inverse of 
Besidee the Riesz system {VJ \ j £ £)} we also define the elements Vj, j € E), in Ran(<Sn) 
byy Vj = <5«(«S^5ii)-1ej. Hence,SRVj = ej and consequently 
(VJ(VJ , vk) = {VJ , SRe k) = (ej, ek) = 6jtk. 
Furthermore,, for all x € Ran(«Sfl) and for a G 12{D) with x = SROC, we have 
xx = SRa = SR(SRSR)-1(SRSR)a 
== SRiShSR)-1^* = SRY< ((SkSar^x, e^ej 
jen jen 
== 53(*,5j i (^5i i ) - 1c i )5i ic i=5^(a: ,5 i ) i ; i , 
jenjen jen 
and d 
J€J5 5 
== ^ ( a r ^ n e ^ n C ^ ^ n ) - ^ = £ 0 * , ^ . 
jenjen jen 
Thesee results are summarized in the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 4.1.6 Let ft = {VJ\ j e D] be a collection in H. Then ft is a Riesz system if 
andand only if there is a bounded linear injection SR : 12{D) -¥ H with closed range such that 
SSRRejej = vjt j G t>. If so, the collection {u, | j G D), defined by Vj = S R ^ S * ) - 1 ^ , is 
thethe Riesz system dual to ft. 
Notee that by definition a Riesz system is a linearly independent set. A special set of Riesz 
systemss are Riesz bases, which are defined as follows. 
Definitionn 4.1.7 A Riesz system which is total is a Riesz basis. 
Obviously,, every Riesz system is a Riesz basis for the closure of its linear span. For a Riesz 
basis,, the corresponding Riesz generator SR is invertible. This yields immediately that the 
framee {VJ \ j e £>} is a Riesz basis if and only if Sj? is invertible. It can be proved, see [7], 
thatt the concepts of exact frame and of Riesz basis are equivalent. So, an exact frame can 
alsoo be seen as a frame for which S£ is invertible. Connections between frames and Riesz 
systemss are given in the following theorem, which results from the previous considerations. 
Theoremm 4.1.8 Let ft = {VJ\ j € E>] be any collection in H, and define the operator 
SS : l2(D) -+ H bySej =
 Vj, j e D . Then 
(i)(i) ft i5 a frame if and only ifSS* is a boundedly invertible operator on H, 
(ii)(ii) ft is a Riesz system if and only ifS*S is a boundedly invertible operator on 12{D), 
(Hi)(Hi) ft is a Riesz basis if and only ifS is a boundedly invertible operator on l2(D), i.e., if 
bothboth SS* andS*S are boundedly invertible operators. 
Thee relations between frames and Riesz systems as considered in this theorem are also de-
pictedd in Figure 4.1. 
AA characterization of Riesz systems which is used frequently in the sequel of this chapter is 
givenn in terms of a Gram matrix. For ft = {VJ | j € D) in H, we define its Gram matrix T n 
b y r n ( t , j )) = (vj,Vi)H, ij € D. Since r n ( i , j ) = (SRSRej,ei) we conclude T n is the 
matrixx of SRSR, yielding with (4.5) that ft is a Riesz system if and only if 
mmRRII < Tn < MRI. (4.6) 
4.22 Multiresolution Analysis in Hilbert Spaces 
Inn Section 3.2.1 we introduced the concept of an MRA for L2(R) following the ideas of 
Mallatt [60] and Meyer [62]. This definition can be extended in a canonical way to an MRA 
forr I»2(J?"), see e.g. [23, 62]. In this section we define an MRA for a separable Hilbert space 
HH using mutually dependent unitary operators on H. 
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SS*SS* boundedly 
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frame e 
S*SS*S boundedly 
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S*SS*S boundedly 
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Rieszz system 
SS boundedly 
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Exactt frame 
SS*SS* boundedly 
invertible e 
Figuree 4.1: Relations between frames and Riesz systems, with S the Riesz generator. 
Definitionn 4.2.1 Let A be an (n x n) matrix with integer entries and eigenvalues Aj, i = 
1 , . . . ,, n, such that |A;| > 1. Furthermore, let H be a separable Hilbert space, 4> € H and 
U\Mi,\iU\Mi,\i  U-2.,n unitary operators on H, such thatl(2,i,  Ui,n mutually commute. Then 
[(f),[(f), U\, U2,i,  %,n] is an MRAin H if 
(i)(i) {U$<t> I A; € Z"} is a Riesz system in H, 
(ii)(ii) <j> e clos span{Uil($<p\ it É Z "} , 
(Hi)(Hi) U$UX =Uill£k,forallk £ TLn, 
with with 
t<22 — W 2 i 2,n-2,n-
InIn the sequel (j> is called the MRA generator. 
Too compare this definition with Definition 3.2.2 we construct a nested sequence of closed 
subspacess for H by 
VjVj = clos span {Wf'Z/J^ | k e Z n } . 
Thenn we have 
Ui(Vj)Ui(Vj) = Vj-U UÏiVj) = Vj, k € Z n , and Vj C Vj-i. 
Forr n = 1, A = 2, Ui = D _ 1 , U2,i = T and H = L2{M), Definition 3.2.2 and Defini-
tionn 4.2.1 are nearly the same. However in Definition 3.2.2 an orthonormal basis for VQ was 
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constructed,, which is a special case of a Riesz basis, and in the definition above we also did 
nott introduce the conditions 
closs \JVj = H and f | V, = {0}, (4.7) 
j'ezz jeT 
whichh occur in Definition 3.2.2. Whether or not inserting these conditions will not change 
anyy of the further derivations. Therefore these conditions have been omitted. 
Thee concept of MRA in H is now used to construct Riesz systems in H of a special kind. 
Wee start this construction by defining a unique countable collection of closed subspaces Wj, 
jj € 2 , like we have done as well in Section 3.2.1, namely by writing 
wwjj = vj.1nVjL, 
forr all J ' G Z . Since U\ and IA2 are unitary operators on H, we have 
Ui{Wj)Ui{Wj) = u1(vj-1nvJ )=ul(vj-1)nu1(VjL) 
== u1(vj.1)n(ul(vj))J-=wj-1, 
andd similarly U2,i(Wj) = Wj,l = 1 , . . .,n. Obviously, since Wj = U^3(WQ)y each Riesz 
basiss Q for Wo yields the Riesz basis W1-J(fi) for Wj, j € Z , with the same Riesz bounds. 
Followingg the same orthogonal decomposition as in Section 3.2.1 and adding Condition 4.7 
wee arrive at 
00 0 
H=H= © Wj. 
j=—oo j=—oo 
Fromm this direct sum decomposition of H it follows immediately that \J U[ (£)) is a Riesz 
j e z z 
basiss for H, if H is a Riesz basis for Wo. 
Noww the idea is to construct Riesz systems in Wo of the form {£/*^ I ^ € 2 " } . It will turn 
outt that, for constructing a Riesz basis of this form in general more than one element ip will 
bee needed. Our aim here is to prove existence of an N 6 W and of a collection 
{V>i,...,i/>;v-i}} C Vi, 
suchh that 
(a)) {ipiMft = 0, Z = 1 , . . . , iV - 1, for all fc 6 Z n , i.e., ft G V / , 
(b)) {U^xpi \ I = 1 , . . . , N - 1, k e Z n} is a Riesz basis for W0. 
Sincee V_i = VQ © Wo Condition (b) can be also written as 
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(b')) {U% ipi \l = 0,...,N-l, ke Z n } is a Riesz basis for V_i, with Vo = 0. 
Sincee Vo C V_i and Wo C V_i and since {Z/iW*# | A; G Z"} is a Riesz basis in V_i, we 
comee to 
<f><f> = 5 3 J K * ) ^ ^ , (4.8) 
^^ = E * ( * W # * . I = 1 , . . - , JV - 1 , (4.9) 
wheree p 6 i 2 (Z n ) , known, and the ft G f2(Zn) , to be determined, are the generating se-
quences.. Fori/i = V~l and 16 = T, these sequences are called scaling sequences as we 
havee seen already in Section 3.2.1. In the sequel the term scaling sequence will only be used 
forr cases in which Wi = V~\ has been chosen. 
Soo the idea is to formulate constraints on the sequences qi, given the sequence p, such that 
thee Conditions (a) and (b') are satisfied. Therefore we reformulate these conditions in terms 
off the generating sequences. 
Conditionn (a) can be put in a rather straightforward way in terms of the generating sequences 
byy substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into this condition and using U$U\ = U\U*h. We get 
bl>iMÏ<t>)bl>iMÏ<t>) = fo * qi,nAkp)z*, 
withh T+(k) = {<f>,Uk<f>), A: G Z " , and Hm = K?1 • • -ft™» form G Z n , a composition of 
bilaterall shift operators on / 2 (Z") , each one acting along a standard basis vector of Z n . So 
Conditionn (a) is equivalent with 
( r ^ * « , ^ * p ) z - = 0 ,, VI
€{I , . . . ,JV_1} V*
€Z-. (4.10) 
Inn order to put Condition (b') in terms of the generating sequences we present the following 
lemma. . 
Lemmaa 4.2.2 Let [<f>, li\, 2/2,1 > • • • , ^ 2,n] be an MRA and let p be the generating sequence of 
<f>.<f>. Then 
{n{nAkAkpp 1 * G zn} 
isis a Riesz system in / 2 (Z n ) . Furthermore, let ipo = <j> and ^ i , I = 1 , . . . , JV — I, be in Wo 
withwith generating sequences qi. Then 
{U^\I{U^\I = O,...,N-I, feezn} 
isis a Riesz basis for V-\ if and only if 
{^A* f t | '' = 0 , . . . , i V - l , A rGZ n } , 
withwith qo = p, is a Riesz basis for Z2(Z"). 
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Proof f 
Wee introduce the boundedly invertible operators : V_i -t f2(Zn) by 
BfBf = a if and only if ƒ = ^ a(A)tfiZV2V 
*GZn n 
Sincee Bit} = UAkB, I feeZ" and B<f> = p, applying B on the Riesz system {U}(/) | k e Z"} 
yieldss {7£A*p | & € Z n } . This is also a Riesz system, since B is a boundedly invertible 
operator.. The second result follows immediately by observing that 
{^*»|// = o I . . . t iv- i , ib€r i} = B({i<8Vi|* = o, . . .> iv-i ,*ezB}) . 
D D 
Fromm this lemma it follows that if we can construct sequences qi G I2 (Z n ) , such that 
•• (r<i>*qi,1lAkp)z» = 0 , Vjefi^.jv-i} VfceZ", 
•• {KAkqi I * = 0 , . . -, N - 1, Jfc e Z n} is a Riesz basis for J 2(Z n) , with g0 = p, 
thenn elements ^>i, / = 1 , . . . , N — 1, in V_i can be constructed for which Conditions (a) and 
(b)) are satisfied. This naturally leads us to the next item. 
4.33 Riesz Systems Generated by Unitary Operators 
Inn Section 4.1 we already considered necessary and sufficient conditions on a set fï such that 
itt is a Riesz system. Now, we will deal with sets 17 of a special kind, namely those sets that 
aree generated by unitary operators acting on one or more elements in H. This is done, since 
suchh Riesz systems occurred in Lemma 4.2.2. 
Firstt we consider the case of a Riesz system generated by several unitary operators all acting 
onn one element in H. So, our aim is to derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the tuple 
[Z/i,...,Un*4>],, such that {U'<f>\ j € Z n } is a Riesz system, with W = Vl{1 •••£#•. Besides, 
wee compute its dual Riesz system. These derivations follow Section 4.1 with E) = Z n and 
withh the Riesz generator S given by Sej = W<j). 
Byy Section 4.1, {Uj<f> \ j € Z n } is a Riesz system if and only if its Gram matrix I \ given by 
r (* , i )) = {WhU**) = (*,Z/'-'0) = ^(i-j), 
satisfiess (4.6). Observing that 5**9 with matrix T acts by convolution on / 2 (Z n ) , 
S*SaS*Sa = T^ * a, 
wee arrive at the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 4.3.1 For commuting unitary operators 'Uit...,Un on H and <f> € H, the collec-
tiontion {W<f> |.;' G Z n } is a Riesz system if and only if the sequence T$ defined by 
r+(j)r+(j) = W4>), 3 e Z", 
yieldsyields a boundedly invertible convolution operator on / 2 (Z n ) , i.e., if and only if 
00 < ess inf T#(Z) < ess sup T^(Z) < oo, (4.11) 
wherewhere r$ denotes the discrete Fourier transform ofr^ 
withwith z* = z{1  -  zj?,,;" G Z n , and T" the n-fold product of the unit circle with normalized 
LebesgueLebesgue measure /i. 
Notee that from this theorem it follows that for T$ £ / 1 (Z n ) the collection 
nn = {uj<f>\jezn} 
iss a Riesz system if and only if f^  has no zeroes on T™. 
Byy definition, the dual Riesz system is given by S(S*S)~1€j, where Sej = W<j> and 
S*SaS*Sa = Tf * a, for all a G f2(Z). This yields immediately that the dual Riesz system 
ÖÖ of n is of the form 
QQ = {Wj> | j G Z n } 
withh ^ given by 
iez" " 
wheree f^  *T(p = eo. 
Nextt we replace the vector <j> G H by a finite collection { 0 i , . . . , 0JV} and pose the same 
problem,, namely under which conditions 
n** = {wtyi|i = i,...,Ar,j€ZB} 
iss a Riesz system. For this we take as index set D = { 1 , . . . , N} x Z " . Furthermore, 
wee define the unitary operator 6N from 12{D) into L2{TX,€N) = ^ ( T * ) (8) C * by 
(£ivej,j)(z)) = js'ej, with {e i , . . . ,£JV} the standard orthonormal basis in €N. We see that 
SNSN is a Riesz system if and only.if the Gram matrix T with entries (ltJ<f>i,lt%4>m)(mj),(k,i) 
representss a bounded invertible operator on / 2 (Z n ) . A straightforward computation shows 
{£{£NNreremmj)(z)j)(z) = ziT{z)emy 
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wheree f (z) € €NxN is defined a.e. by (f (z))k>m = £ (&n, U^k)z~j. Hence the Gram 
J'€Z" " 
matrixx T represents a boundedly invertible operator on I2 (D) if and only if the matrix valued 
functionn f from T*1 into (DNxtl satisfies 
3m,M>oo V,eT« mIN < T{z) < MIN a.e. (4.12) 
4.44 Riesz Bases in /2(Zn) 
Inn the previous section we derived necessary and sufficient conditions such that 
nJVV = { w ^ | i = i , . . . I J v , i € Z " } 
iss a Riesz system. According to Lemma 4.2.2 such conditions can also be derived in terms 
off the generating sequences. Therefore in this section we deal with the following problem. 
Lett the sequence 7 yield a boundedly invertible convolution operator on /2(Zn) and let 0o £ 
Z2(Zn).. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on sequences # , I = 1, . . . , N — 1, in 
/2(Zn) ,, and determine N such that 
(i)) (7 * Pi,nAk fa)* = 0, Vj
€{1)...)JV-i} Vfe6Z», 
(ii)) {nAk0t I / = 0 , . . . , N - 1, k e Zn} is a Riesz basis for Z2(Zn). 
Wee reformulate this into terms of the Hilbert space L2(T"). 
Sincee we deal with a rather arbitrary matrix A G Z n x n we introduce the so-called Smith 
normall form of a matrix with integer entries, which is given in the following theorem. In [56] 
onee can find a proof of this theorem for matrices over a ring of polynomials in one variable. 
Thiss result generalizes immediately to the case of matrices over the ring of integers. 
Theoremm 4.4.1 (Smith normal form) Let A e Znxn . Then there are unimodular matrices 
U,VU,V € Z n x n , Le., det(U) = det(F) = 1, and a diagonal matrix D e Z n x n , such that 
AA = UDV. (4.13) 
ThisThis factorization is not unique. 
Inn the sequel we use the notation L = | det(Z>) |. 
Itt can be proved by some straightforward computations that the problem posed in the be-
ginningg of this section is equivalent with the following one. Give necessary and sufficient 
conditionss on sequences /?/, / = 1 , . . . , N - 1, in /2(Zn) , and determine N such that 
(i)) (7 * A,fcD*jflb)z = 0, Vi6{1 N-1} V*ez-, 
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(ü)) {UDk0i | l = O, . . . , N - 1, k € Z n } is a Riesz basis for Z2(Zn), 
withh D e Z n x n a diagonal matrix involved in the Smith normal form of D. 
Lett now di = Z>(», t), * = 1, • • • , » . Define udi = e2*»/*, t = 1 , . . . , n, and Kn the n-fold 
segmentt of all z € T" such that 
BTg(zi)e[0,2ir/di),BTg(zi)e[0,2ir/di), » = l , . . . , n . 
Wee observe, that {zk\k£ Z n } is an orthonormal basis for L2(T") and 
{>/E«?ldl-"**-<l-- l * eZ n} 
iss an orthononnal basis for L2(Kn). So 
{>/LL Z*1*1 • • • 2!*"d-Ci | i = 1 , . . . , Nt k G Z n} 
iss an orthonormal basis for L2(Kn, €N), the Hubert space consisting of all (27^-valued Eu-
clideann square integrable functions on Kn. In dealing with the above stated problem, we 
presentt some auxiliary results. 
Thee proof of the following lemma is based on the fact, that the (n x n) Fourier matrix Fn 
withh entries 
FFnn(iJ)(iJ) = l/y/nu%, z ,j = 0 , . . . , n - l , 
iss unitary. Furthermore, we use the notation 
| d i | - ll | d n | - l 
P
*,A(*)== E "• E ^ ^ l . - - - > < 4 K 2 l r . y ^ n ) . (4.14) 
Lemmaa 4.4.2 Letg,h G f2(Zn) . r/ien 
1/L1/L fp - (z)z™ du (z) - i ( 5 ' ^ ^ ) ^ '/™ = ! ? * , * € Z " , V^^ y ^,fcl*J* 4M*J - | 0 ifm^Dk.ke Z". 
Proof f 
Wee consider the following computation 
l/Ll/L J Pèh{z)zmdtin{z) 
T T 
1*1-11 I*, l - i . 
jl=0jl=0 jn=0 JL 
ƒƒ s(z)h(*)z-m^„(z) if m = DA:, ifc € Z n , 
00 ifm#£>Jfe, fceZn. 
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Thee proof is completed by observing that the n-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of 
1l1lllhh is given by z~lh. a 
Fromm this lemma we deduce the following result. 
Lemmaa 4.4.3 Letg,he l2(Zn). Then for all k € Z n 
Proof f 
Obviously,, F. £(z)zfldl "•*£"d" remains unchanged if zt is replaced by u^Zi, i = 
1, . . . ,, n, for m 6 Z n and so 
with h 
-RT™™ = [miwdl,(mi + l jm j x . . . x [mnudn, (m„ + l)wdJ. 
Consequentlyy the result follows from Lemma 4.4.2. ü 
Byy Lemma 4.4.3, Condition (i) can be written as 
Sincee this relation must hold for every K Z " and since 
{VZz{VZzDkDk | Ar € Z n} 
iss an orthonormal basis for L2(Kn), we get that 
P
* A A = 00 ae' onKnJ = l,...,N-l. (4.15) 
So,, sequences # that should satisfy Condition (i) are given in terms of their Fourier trans-
formss that satisfy (4.15). Note, that for finite sequences fa and 7 Condition (4.15) only deals 
withh polynomial function on the n-dimensional unit sphere. 
Conditionn (ii) can also be reformulated in terms of function on T", using (4.12). Therefore 
wee introduce 
BBNN = {UDkfr 11 = 0,...,JV - 1, k e Zn} . 
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Sincee BN is generated by N vectors & , . . . , ftv-i and the unitary operators K\,..., ftn, 
wee may use result (4.12). This yields that BN is a Riesz system if and only if 
mImINN < f (z) < M/JV a.e. z e f , 
with h 
f ( 4 « == ECA»,^^)» -* - ' , *,m = 0,...,iV-l. (4.16) 
l€ZB B 
Thiss result can also be put in terms of the Fourier transforms of ft. Therefore we derive the 
relation n 
f t f , . . , ^ ) uu = l / i ^ A ( * k,m = 0 , . . . , JV - l , (4.17) 
usingg Lemma 4.4.3, and the fact that 
{>/L**ldll •••**"*'1*6 1"} 
iss an orthonormal basis for L2(Kn). 
Definee f „(*) = fd(zu ...,*») = f (z* , . . . , # ) . Then we arrive at the following theorem 
byy combining (4.12) and (4.17). 
Theoremm 4.4.4 LetNtlN be fixed and {ft, • • •, ftv-i} be a subset ofi2(Zn). Let further 
DD be an (n x n) diagonal matrix with integer entries. Then the collection 
BBNN = {KDkPi I / = 0, . . . , N - 1, k G Z"} 
iss a / ? to system i/ and only if the {N x N) matrix valued function z M> fd{z), z <E Kn, with 
entries entries 
rrdd(z)(z)kk,m,m = l/LP0mA(z)1k,m = O,...,N-l, 
admitsadmits real positive constants m and M, such that 
mImINN < fd(z) < MIN a.e. z e Kn. (4-18) 
So,, Theorem 4.4.4 presents necessary and sufficient conditions on &>,..., / ?N-I , SO that BN 
iss a Riesz system. We proceed by searching for similar conditions on the Fourier transforms 
off ft,..., PN-L such that BN is a Riesz basis for i2(Zn). As a starting point for deriving 
suchh conditions we present a corollary of the preceding theorem. 
Corollaryy 4.4.5 If Bpr is a Riesz system, then N < L. 
Prooff ^ 
Definee the [L x N) matrix valued function z >-> M(z), z € Kn, with entnes 
M{zUM{zU = L ^ f t ^ * 1 ^ , • ' • .«2(r)>W*»>. (4-19) 
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II — 0 , . . . , N - 1, r - 0 , . . . , L - 1, where ir is an arbitrary bijection from the collection 
{0,, l , . . . , £ - l } o n t o 
{ r 6 2 n | 0 < r j < | d i | - l , ii = l , . . . , n } . 
Since e 
TTdd{z){z) = M*{z)M{z), zeKn, 
TTdd is invertible a.e. if and only if M is injective a.e. If thereforef d satisfies (4.18), i.e., fd(z) 
iss invertible for almost all z e Kdi then N < L. ' O 
Forr deriving conditions on A ) , . . . , 0N_lt such that BN is a Riesz basis for f2(Zn) we con-
siderr the special case N = L and we assume that fd satisfies (4.18). Now the proof of 
Corollaryy 4.4.5 yields that f
 d is invertible a.e. if andj)nly if M, as introduced in the above 
proof,, is invertible a.e. So (4.18) is equivalent with M being invertible a.e. on Kn. Further-
more,, let Q and M denote bounded linear operators on L2{Kn\ €L) corresponding to Td and 
M,, respectively, i.e., 
(Gl)(*)(Gl)(*) = rd(z)r}(z) and (Mrj)(z) = M(Z)T}(Z) a.e. z e Knt (4.20) 
forr all-q <E L2(Kn;<UL). ThenS = M*M and A T 1 = G~lM\ ThusM is aboundedly 
invertiblee operator, since Q is a boundedly invertible operator and 
{M~{M~llrj){z)rj){z) = M{z)-lri{z). 
Thesee considerations are used to give conditions on A),• • -,&N-I, such that BN is a Riesz 
basiss for / 2 (Z n ) . 
Theoremm 4.4.6 Let N £ N be fixed and D = diag(di,.. . ,a\) with d{ e Z . Let further 
{#o , . . . ,, / fo - i} bea subset of I2 (Z n ) , such that the collection 
BBNN = {nDk0i | / = 0 , . . . , N - 1, k e Z n } 
isis a Riesz system. Then this collection is a Riesz basis if and only ifN = L. 
Proof f 
Takee N = L and let BL be a Riesz system in / 2 (Z^) . Besides, let M be defined as in (4.19) 
andd let M be associated with M by (4.20). Then M(z) is invertible for almost all z e Kn 
andMandM is invertible, since fd satisfies (4.18). Define^ * G L2(Kn: €L)forl = 0 L-l 
and** G Z n by ' ' 
ëëll,,kk{z){z) = yfLzDkeh z € Kn. 
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Furthermore,, introduce VD : Z2(Z") -* L2(Kn; €L) by 
(V(VDDh)(z)h)(z) = : 
wheree ir is an arbitrary bijection from the set {0,1, . . .
 t L - 1} onto the collection 
EE = {r € Z n | 0 < n < \di\ - 1, i = 1, . . . , n}. 
Withh this definition 
llVD*|lï.(jrmie*)) = / |I(VD/»)(*)II^**»(*) 
/ / 
PAA ^(z)d/*„(z) = -- II/.II2 Z " ) ) 
forr all /i € /2(Zn), so that VD is an isometry. Define hlik € J2by 
fti,*Wfti,*W - \ 0 otherwise, 
withh / € E, * € Z n . Then {/ij,* | / G Ê , fc € Z n} is an orthonormal basis for J2(Zn). 
Thiss yields VDK{i)tk = £/,k and so the operator VD is unitary. Applying VD on Hm ft now 
yields s 
// A(-r))(1)^—4:(o))(n)-n) \ 
vvDD{n{nDkDkfr){z)fr){z) = z-Dk\ ; 
V^,wL- l^U,...,«£ (L-1) ) (n)^)^ ^ 
== VL JTD*A?(*)CI = S?(«)êi,_*(«) = {Mii,-k)(z), 
forr all J = 0 , . . . , L - 1. So 7eD*# = (VD)mMet,-k. 
Sincee {êt,* \l = 0, . . . ,L - 1, fc € Z n} is an orthonormal basis for L2{Kn;C ) and 
(VD)*XX is boundedly invertible, it follows that BN is a Riesz basis for Z2(Zn). 
Forr proving the converse, we assume BL to be a Riesz basis for J2(Zn). Then M^ has to be 
invertible,, since HDkfa - V^Mëi,k. It follows that the matrix valued function M has to be 
invertiblee a.e. on Kn, and thus N = L. ü 
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Fromm the preceding theorem we conclude that for satisfying Condition (ii) we have to search 
forr sequences fa,..., 0\
 d e t A\_x, given ft, such that (4.18) holds. 
Althoughh we are not dealing with the concept of frames in / 2 (Z n ) in this section, similar 
resultss can now be given in rather straightforward way such that 
BBNN = {RPkft\l = 0 , . . . ,N - 1, k e Z n } 
iss a frame. We can write 
KKDkDkfafa = VDMëltk = VbMUe^, 
withh U : / 2 ({0 , . . . , AT- l}xZ") - • L2(Kn; €N) the unitary operator given by Uelik = ilik. 
So«SFF = U*M*VD is the frame generator of BN ifBN is a frame. Now Theorem 4.1.8 im-
mediatelyy yields the following theorem. 
Theoremm 4.4.7 Let N e N be fixed and {A), • • . , fliv-i} be a subset ofl2(Zn). Then the 
collection collection 
isis a frame if and only if for the (L x L) matrix valued function z i-> M(z)M*(z), z 6 Kn, 
withwith M defined as in (4.19) there exists real positive constants mF and Mp, such that 
mmFFIILL < M(z)M*{z) < MFIL a.e. z e Kn. (4.21) 
So,, we presented necessary and sufficient conditions on & , . . . , /3JV_I, so that BN is a frame 
inn a similar way as in Theorem 4.4.4. Finally, we also present a corollary of Theorem 4.4.7, 
analogouss to Corollary 4.4.5. 
Corollaryy 4.4.8 IfBN is a frame, then N > L. 
4.55 MRA and Riesz Bases in Hilbert Spaces 
Inn Section 4.2 we used the concept of MRA to construct Riesz bases of the form 
{U(U{U(Ukk^^ 11 = 1 , . . . , N - 1, j e Z , A; 6 Z n } 
forr the separable Hilbert space H. We showed that the vectors i>\ were uniquely determined 
byy (4.9) and that their generating sequences qi had to be determined such that 
•• {r+*qt,1lAkqo)z*=01 Vie{i,.,.,N-i} V*ez», 
•• {T^Akqi 11 = 0 , . . . , iV - 1 ,* e Zn} is a Riesz basis for / 2 (Z n ) , with ft = P, the 
generatingg sequence of the MRA generator <f>. 
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Byy taking7 = r 0 and 0i = qi,1 = O, . . . , N-1, in (4.15), Theorem 4.4.4 and Theorem 4.4.6, 
wee arrive at the following theorem on the construction of Riesz bases in Hilbert spaces using 
MRA. . 
Theoremm 4.5.1 Given a sequence q0 G *2(Zn) . Then the following two problems are equiv-
alent. alent. 
ProblemProblem 1: Construct sequences qh I = 1 , . . . , | det A\ - 1, in f2(Zn) such that 
LILI (T<t>*qi,HAkqo)z» = 0, V,e{ij...,|detJ4|-i} Vfcez», 
1.21.2 {UAkqi | f = 1 , . . •, | det A\ - 1, k G Z n } is a Riesz basis for f2(Zn) . 
ProblemProblem 2: Construct qt, t = 1 , . . . , | det A\ - 1, in L2(Tn) , the n-dimensional discrete 
FourierFourier transforms ofqi G J2(Zn), such that 
2.12.1 Pt+4i,q'o(z) = 0 o-e- onKn,l = ly...,\detA\-l, with P as defined in (4.14). 
2.22.2 The matrix-valued function z i-> M(z), z G Kn, with entries 
/,,
 r = 0 , . . . , | det A\ - 1, where n is an arbitrary enumeration from 
{ 0 , l , . . . , | d e t A | - l } } 
onto onto 
{m{m G Z n | 0 < nu < \di\ - 1, i - 1 , . . . , n} 
andand with d» = D(i, i) as in Theorem 4.4.1, is invertible for almost all z G Kn. 
Possiblee solutions to these problems are given in [37, 62] and [74]. 
Too illustrate how to deal with Theorem 4.5.1 we consider an example of an MRA, which 
wee already mentioned in Section 3.2.1, namely an MRA for L2{R) using Riesz systems. 
Itt will turn out that in this example, Problem 2 is not hard to solve. Moreover, for this 
examplee Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 will reduce to conditions, which are described thoroughly in 
thee literature [12, 23, 62]. 
Examplee 4.5.2 This example deals with an MRA for L2(K) as introduced in Section 3.2.1. 
However,, here we take an MRA generator <f> G L2{R), such that 
{ 7 * * || * € Z } 
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Figuree 4.2: Two cardinal B-splines: a) orderr 2, b) order 4. 
iss a Riesz system. So, according to Definition 4.2.1 we take H = L2(R), U\ = V and 
£6,ii = T. Obviously, Condition (iii) in Definition 4.2.1 holds for A = 2. As MRA generator 
wee take <f> = <f>m, the cardinal B-spIine of order m > 1, which is defined by 
\\ 4>l *4>m-l, 
Inn Figure 4.2, (j>2 and (j>4 have been depicted. 
mm = 1, 
mm > 2. (4.22) ) 
Forr cardinal B-splines we have the following properties 
1.. supp0m = [0,m], 
2.. £ * » ( * - * ) = ! V I 6 J R , 
3.. <f>m(m/2 -x) = <t>m{m/2 + x) Vx eR 
4.. {Tk(f>m | fc G 2 } is a Riesz system, 
5.. (j>m G clos span {VaTk4>m \ k G Z} Voe JV \{0}. 
Forr a proof of these and other properties of cardinal B-splines we refer to [12, 88]. 
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Forr solving Problem 2, i.e., to search for a sequence q\ whose Fourier transform satisfies 
Conditionss 2.1 and 2.2, we have to determine p and f^ . 
Byy pm we denote the generating sequence of 0m . To give an expression forpm, we derive 
== Y, PlWPm-l(l) (VTk<t>l * PTVm-l) 
== 1/V2 XI PI WPm-i(/)x>r*+/(^i * 0m_i) 
== l/y/2Y/(p1*Pm-i)(k)VTk<l>m-
kez. kez. 
Recursivelyy we getpTO(z) = 2l/2~m{p\(z))m. For 0i we find in a straightforward way 
pp11{z){z) = (l + z-1)/V2, 
whichh yields 
pm(z)) = 2i/2-m(i+z-1)™ = 2i'2-m f ; ( 7 ) *-*. 
So,, the generating sequence pm of #m is given by 
pp (k).f ^ - f f ) , fc = 0,...,m, 
PmWW - |
 0} otherwise. 
Usingg Property 3 of cardinal B-splines we derive 
^m(*00 = ƒ<f>m(x)<f>m(x - h) dx = I <j>m(x)<j>m(M + k-x)dx 
== {<t>m*<f>m)(m + k) = <fam{m + k). 
Itss Fourier transform is given by 
"»» zx~m 
**.(*)== S ^m(m + A)*-*=^- r j r ï^2m- i (2r) , 
* = -mm * }' 
withh £?2m-i the Euler-Frobenius polynomial of order 2m - 1, see [12]. We observe that 
f0m(l)) = 1, which follows from Property 2 of cardinal B-splines. Besides, as a property of 
Euler-Frobeniuss polynomials we have £2*1-1(2) # 0, z G T, for all m e iV\{0}. These 
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twoo considerations yield that f^ m satisfies (4.11). So, indeed {Tk<f>m \k e Z} is a Riesz 
systemm for all m G IV\{0}. 
Accordingg to Problem 2, we have to search for a qm € /2(Z), such that 
•• f4m(z)qm(z)pm{z) +T<t,m{-z)qm{-z)pm(-z) = 0 a.e. z G T, 
 M{z) = ( Pm^Z\ ?m,(Z\ ) is invertible for almost all zET. 
\\ Pm{-z) qm(-z) J 
Itt can be verified that the first condition holds for 
qqmm(z)(z) = z2k+1f<t>m(-z)pm(-z), 
kk G Z . With this choice for qm we compute 
|| det(M(z))\ = \pm{z)qm(-z) - pm{-z)qm{z)\ 
== (f4>m(z)\Pm(z)\2 +f<l>m(-z)\pTn(-z)\2) 
== ï<t>m(z)\Pm(z)\2 + ^ m ( - ^ ) | p m ( - z ) | 2 a.e. z G T. 
Wee already observed that 
esss inf f^m{z) > m r , 
forr a certain positive constant m r . Furthermore, we derive 
\Pm(z)\\Pm(z)\22 + \Pm(-z)\2 = £ ( 1 + ( - l ) W * ) f t » ( * " l)z~l 
k,l k,l 
== 2^Pm(k){n2lPm)(k)z-21 
k,l k,l 
== 2f(z2), 
withh T as in (4.16). So, 
|Pm(*)|22 + |Pm(z)|2 > Trip a.e. z G T, 
forr a certain positive constant m p . Together these results yield 
|| det(A?(z))| > mTmp > 0. 
Concluding,, qm and its corresponding wavelet function \pm can be obtained from the coeffi-
cientss of the polynomial 
(—2z\(—2z\ll~~m m 
qqmm{z)={z)= K £Z} (l + zrEt^i-z). V2(2mm - 1 ) ! 
Chapterr 5 
Thee FRFT and Affine 
Transformationss in the Wigner 
Plane e 
Thiss chapter provides a classification of all unitary operators that act as affine transformations 
inn the multi-dimensional Wigner plane. Moreover, a representation formula is given that en-
closess all these operators. 
Thee problem of finding these operators is inspired by studying the fractional Fourier trans-
form.. This operator, which is introduced in the first section of this chapter, turns out to be 
actingg as a rotation in the Wigner plane. Using a group theoretical approach we arrive at a 
classificationn of all linear transformations in the Wigner plane that correspond to unitary op-
erators.. This classification is used to come to a representation formula for the corresponding 
operatorss on L2(Rn). This is done in the second section of this chapter. 
Thiss chapter is mainly based on [63]. 
5.11 The Fractional Fourier Transform 
Thee fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) was introduced by Namias in [68] as a Fourier trans-
formm of fractional order. This was done starting from fractional powers of the eigenvalues of 
thee Fourier transform and their corresponding eigenvalues. With this formalism he derived in 
aa heuristic manner an integral representation of this operator. In [53, 61], McBride and Ken-
providedd a rigorous mathematical framework in which the formal work of Namias could be 
situated.. We discuss this mathematical framework and Namias formal work in the first part 
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off this section. 
Recently,, the FRFT turned out to be an interesting transformation for time-frequency signal 
processingg and optical engineering. The growing interest for the FRFT is the consequence of 
aa series of papers that deal with the relation of the FRFT to time-frequency representations 
off a signal, like the Wigner distribution, see e.g. [4, 67, 77, 78]. This relation is discussed in 
thee second part of this section. 
5.1.11 Definition and Properties 
Wee start with the definition of the FRFT for functions in L2(M). 
Definitionn 5.1.1 Take ƒ € L2(R). Its fractional Fourier transform of order a € (-7r,7r] is 
givengiven by 
FFaa[f\{x)[f\{x) = C " f nu)ei«u>+*H**a)/2-u.*ca)du ( M ) 
• /27r |s ina || J 
forfor 0 < |a | < 7T, with 
CCaa = e i<TSgn«-a/2) . ( 5 2 ) 
Furthermore,Furthermore, for a = 0 and a = ir the FRFT is defined by 
•W](s )) = ƒ(*) and JM/](s) = ƒ(-*)• 
ForFor a & (IT, TT] the FRFT is defined by periodicity Ta+2* = Ta. 
Particularly,, we have from this definition 
•^r/22 = F and Tnif/2 = T* V n 6Z , 
withh T the Fourier transform on L2(JR). 
Thee factor Ca in (5.2) is chosen to guarantee that Ta is continuous in a and that Ta is 
properlyy normalized. Indeed, it can be shown that 
l i m | | ^ / - ^ a / | | 2 = 0 ,, (5.3) 
forr all ƒ 6 L2{R) and for this particular choice of Ca. 
Thiss result is obtained by combining two properties of the FRFT. The first property of the 
FRFTT is known as the index law, i.e., 
T*T&fT*T&f = Fa+pf, (5.4) 
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forr all a,/3 € R and ƒ G L 2(U). A rigorous proof of this property for functions in the 
Schwartzz space S(R) is given in [61]. Consequently, this result can be extended to functions 
inn L2{R) since S(R) is dense in L2{R). 
Thee second property we need for proving the continuity of Ta is the continuity of the FRFT 
eitherr in a = 0 or a — w. In [53], it is proven that 
K m | | ^ a / - / l b = 0 ,, (5.5) 
a—M) ) 
forr all ƒ G L2(R), Result (5.3) can now be obtained in a straightforward way by combining 
(5.4)) and (5.5). We observe, that (5.3) also holds for other choices of Ca, see e.g. [4]. 
Consideringg again (5.4) we have in particular 
TaF-aTaF-a = I and T-aTa = I. 
Itt follows that the inverse of Ta is given by ƒ"-«, for all a e R. 
Forr t G R, we introduce the unitary operator C( on L2(R) by 
Ct[/](*)==e"*2/V(s).. (5-6) 
Obviously,, Ct multiplies a given function ƒ € L2(R) with a quadratic chirp, i.e., a Fourier 
modee with a quadratic argument. Using this chirp multiplication and the dilation operator V 
ass defined in (3.2), we can write !Fa, <* € (-TT, TT), also as 
 — C>a Ccota "sina-' t'cotar- (J./) 
Thee fact that all operators in the right-hand side of (5.7) are unitary operators on L2(R) and 
thatt \Ca\ = 1 yields that Ta is a unitary operator on L2(R), for all a € R. Note, that J b 
andd T* are also unitary, which follows immediately from Definition 5.1.1. As a consequence 
wee also have Parseval's formula for the FRFT 
ƒƒ f{x)gjx)dx = j ?a[f]{x)Ta\g){x)dx, (5.8) 
RR R 
forr all a € R and ƒ, p G L2(J2). Furthermore, as a result we have Plancherel's formula for 
thee FRFT 
J\f(x)\J\f(x)\22dxdx = J\Fa[f](x)\2dx, (5.9) 
RR R 
forr all a G # and ƒ G L2{R). 
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Fromm the preceding derivations and the definition OHFQ it follows that 
GGfrfr = {fQ\a€Ml} 
iss a strongly continuous subgroup of unitary operators on L2 (M). A cyclic subgroup of order 
44 is given by the integer powers of the Fourier transform 
{ . T>> = 0,1,2,3}. 
Consequently,, the discrete cyclic group with generating element T is embedded in the con-
tinuouss group Gfr. 
AA further relation with the classical Fourier transform on L2(St) can be observed by consid-
eringg the formal derivation of the FRFT by Namias in [68]. His starting point was to consider 
thee eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform. 
Itt is known, see e.g. [29], that the eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform are given by the 
Hermitee functions 
hhkk(x)(x) = (2kk\V^)~1/2e-'^2Hk(x), (5.10) 
wheree Hk are the Hermite polynomialss given by 
HHkk(x)(x) = (-l)V3 (J-} e-*\ (5.11) 
Thee Hermite functions form an orthonormal basis for I? (Si) and they satisfy 
ThThkk = eik*t2hk. 
Thee first idea for the construction of the FRFT was to define an operator^, satisfying 
F«hF«hhh = eikahk, (5.12) 
forr a e JR. For a = mn/2, with m G Z, we have Fmn/2 = T™'. Particularly, if 
mm mod 4 = 0, then J7171 = I. For a formal representation of Ta, with 0 < a < 7r/2, 
wee follow Namias in [68]. 
Wee write ƒ € L2(M) as ƒ = Yl (/> ^ 4)2^* • Consequently, we have 
fc=0 fc=0 
000 00 
* = 00 * = 0 
ii \*=o / 
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Thee latter expression can be rewritten using Mehler's formula, see [64], 
^^
 Zk
 VfMTt* 1 (2xuz-z2(x2 + u2)\ . . . . . 
Wee observe that the series converges in L2 with respect to u, for all x and z, see [29]. Using 
Mehler'ss formula in the previous result yields 
y/nëï*y/nëï*  \fe~~ 
71 1 
ee
 ^ = = ^ ƒ y(u)e*((«3+a;2)-(cota)/2-uxc8ca)du 
Ï7rsinaa 7 
Forr a rigorous framework in which this formal work of Namias can be studied we refer to 
[53,, 61]. 
5.1.22 The FRFT and the Wigner Plane 
Forr time-frequency analysis it is interesting to consider the relation of the FRFT with time-
frequencyy operators like the Wigner distribution. Therefore, we compute the Wigner distri-
butionn of the FRFT. This will give us insight in how the FRFT acts in phase space. 
Forr this computation we need the following lemma. 
Lemmaa 5.1.2 Let % andM^, b,v e JRt denote the shift operator and frequency modulation 
onon L2(Bl) as given in (2.12) and (2.13) respectively. Furthermore, let Ta, a e R, the 
fractionalfractional Fourier transform on L2(El) as given in Definition 5.1.1. Then 
TTaaTThh = eifr2<8in2a>/4 M-bBinaTbcosaFa, (5-14) 
FFaaM„M„ = e-^^^MvcosaTvsinafa- (5-15) 
Proof f 
Forr a = 0 both results are trivial, since To = 1. For a = n both results follow directly 
fromm Definition 5.1.1. Furthermore, equation (5.15) follows from (5.14) by observing that 
TMu,TMu, = TUF, with T the Fourier transform. Indeed, if (5.14) holds, this observation yields 
J-aMtjjJ-aMtjj = Ta!F*TwT = Fa-icfïTliT-xfi 
——
 t>-iu2(sin2a)/A LA T  T 
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usingg the index law for the FRFT. Consequently, the proof is established by showing that 
(5.14)) holds for 0 < |Q | < ir. We derive for ƒ € L2{R), b e Ml and 0 < \a\ < n 
FFaaTTbb[f](x)[f](x) = C* f f{u-b)ei«*+*M"**W — ~'*)êu V27rr s ina J vv
 « 
==
 Ca
 ƒ ƒ ( u ) e t ( ( « a+ ï a+6 2 d ^ i 
y^27rr I sin a\ J 
t(fcaa  (COB a) /2 - bx) (1 - cos 3 a) csc a „ C/™™ IIL2 /_-.._,% / < j _ f c » \ / i _ „ ~ _ 2 
•y/27rr | s ina | 
ƒƒ ƒ (li) e' (C^+C*-* CM <*)2)(cot a) /2 - (U(X-6COB a)) csc a) ^ 
1.2/ / 
== ei(b (8 in2a)/4-6sBina) ^ [ / ^ _ 6 c o g a ) 
== e»2<8in2«)/4 M_ f t 8 i n a Tbco>aT«[f]{x). 
a a 
Usingg this lemma, we can compute the action of the FRFT in phase space by means of the 
Wignerr distribution. For this we write 
WV[f](x,u)WV[f](x,u) = l-Jfix + tMfix-tMe-^dt 
Ml Ml 
== ~ff(t + x)f(x-t)e-2it»dt 
== (M-vT-iftMuTsKf)/*. 
Usingg Lemma 5.1.2 we compute 
'T'T \A T -,*(w2—z2)-(sin2a)/4 KA q~ KA T T 
<s—aJ<s—aJvlvlufxufx e ^viu;cosa /— u;sina J^lxtma 'xcosa-'—a 
__ i(w2- i2)-(s in2a)/4 ixu) ein ein22 a kj rj- -r-
cc c
 ^^latsina+wcosa ' i co sa -a / s ina - ' — a* 
Combiningg these two results yields 
WV[FWV[Faaf](x,u) f](x,u) 
== {M-jT-xTa^MJTxT^af)!^ 
== {T-aM-JT-x3:af,T-aM{1,TxT1<TOLf)l'R 
==
 \Jvl— 2 sin a—a; cos a '—icosa+ws ina / i ^ ï x s i na+wco sa / ïcosa—wsina^ir ƒ ) / " ' 
== WV[ f ](xcosa-u8m a, xsma + ucoa a) = WV[f]{Ra(x,u>)), (5.16) 
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wheree f£a(x, u>) represents the matrix vector product with matrix 
/ « « aa - * . a \
 ( 5 1 7 ) 
aa
 \ sin a cos a J 
Wee conclude from this derivation that the FRFT of order a acts like a rotation by a in the 
Wignerr plane. In particular, we have a rotation by 7r/2 in the Wigner plane for Tn/2. We 
observe,, that this result coincides with the action of the Fourier transform in the Wigner plane 
ass given in (2.32). 
Thee action of the FRFT in the Wigner plane leads us in a natural way to the question which 
operatorss on L2{R) act like a linear transformation in the Wigner plane. The sequel of this 
chapterr is devoted to this question. However, instead of operators on L2(R) we consider 
operatorss acting on L2(Hn). It will turn out that finding a solution for the multi-dimensional 
problemm does not follow straightforwardly from the solution for the one-dimensional case. 
Sincee we want to give an answer to our problem for operators on L2(JRn), we introduce the 
fractionall Fourier transform on L2{Rn) by 
?ai,...,a?ai,...,ann — T^ '' ^ a n , (5.18) 
forr ct\,..., a „ G M. Computing the multi-dimensional Wigner distribution of this FRFT 
yields s 
WV[;F0ll „„ƒ](*,«) = WVl/](fl . l t . . ,«u(*,«)), (5.19) 
with h 
// cosai 0 - s i n a i 0 \ 
R, R, 01,",t*n n 
0 0 
s inai i 
cosa n n 
0 0 
0 0 
COSQi i 
^^ 0 sinor„ 0 
Thiss result follows in a straightforward way from (5.16). 
—— sin an 
0 0 
COSQnn / 
(5.20) ) 
5.22 Affine TVansformations in the Wigner Plane 
Inspiredd by the fractional Fourier transform and its action in the Wigner plane, we search for 
linearr operators V on L2{JRn) such that there exist a matrix A € JT* x n and a vector b € Rn 
forr which 
WV[Vf)(x,u)WV[Vf)(x,u) = WV[f](A{x,u>) + b), (5.21) ) 
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holdss for all ƒ G L2(JT*). We observe, that De Bruijn already considered this problem in 
[9]] using a new class of generalized functions. Here we will follow an approach based on 
groupp theory, see [86, 87, 100]. These results will be placed within the concept of the FRFT 
inn order to embed this transform in a larger class of unitary transformations. Also new results 
willl be added. 
Wee restrict ourselves to matrices A for which det A = . For these matrices we have 
ƒƒ ƒ WV[f]{A[x,u] + b)dwdx= f f WV[f]{x,L>)cbjdx. 
Wee shall refer to such affine transformations in the Wigner plane as energy preserving affine 
transformations.. For these transformations the corresponding operators V on L2(Mn) satisfy 
(Vf,Vf)(Vf,Vf) = f f WV[Vf](x,uj)au)dx 
-- f f WV[f](A{x,Lj) + b)cL>dx 
RRnn Rn 
== ƒ ƒ WV[f](x,u)du>dx = (f,f), 
RRnn R" 
forr ƒ e V-{mn) n L2{Mn) or ƒ € Ll{Hn) n L 2 ^ " ) which follows from (2.41). We 
observee that Ll{Rn) n L2(JRn) is a dense subspace of L2{Etn). Concluding, an operator 
onn L2(Stn) that yields an energy preserving affine transformation in the Wigner plane has to 
bee an isometry on L2(Mn). On the other hand, Equation (5.21) follows directly from apply-
ingg (2.41) on both sides of the equation (V/, Vf) = (ƒ, ƒ), for ƒ € Ll(Rn) n L2{Rn) or 
ƒƒ eL1(mn)r\L2(Rn). 
Beforee dealing with a classification of all unitary operators that satisfy (5.21), we present 
somee well-known operators for which (5.21) holds. 
Multiplication n 
Wee start our set of unitary operators on L2(Rn) with a trivial one, namely multiplication 
byy a constant C with \C\ = 1. Result (2.51) already showed that WV[/] = WV[Cf], for 
alll \C\ = 1. Consequently, this multiplication operator satisfies (5.21) with A = I2n, the 
(2n(2n x 2n) identity matrix, and 6 = 0. 
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Complexx conjugation 
Besidess linear operators there also exists a non-linear operator for which (5.21) holds, namely 
thee operator ƒ *-*J. For the one-dimensional case we have already seen in (2.30) that 
>W0](*,w)) = >W[fl(x,-«). 
Forr ƒ € L2(Rn) this result also holds. This follows from a straightforward generalization of 
(2.30).. We conclude, that taking the complex conjugate also satisfies (5.21) with 
A
=( /oo - 1 ) -d» = a 
Wee observe that we have det A = (—l)n for the complex conjugation. Later in this section it 
willl turn out that a necessary condition on a linear operator V, such that (5.21) holds, is given 
bydetAA = l. 
Spacee andd frequency shift 
Forr xoi ^ o € ^ " we introduce the shift operator and the frequency shift operator on L2(JRn) 
by y 
TT9o9olf\(x)lf\(x) = f{x-xo) and A ^ [ƒ](*) = e*"0'*>/(x) 
respectively,, with ƒ e L2{R?). Remark, that these operators coincide with the shift and 
frequencyy shift operators (2.12) and (2.13) in the one-dimensional case. 
Wee combine the introduced unitary operators TXQ and Mwo into one unitary operator on 
LL22(M(Mnn),), given by 
JWo) [ / l ( s )) = TX0M„o[f\{x) = «*"•«>ƒ(* - *0) . (5.22) 
Computingg the Wigner transform of this operator yields 
>VV[AT(XO)WO)) f\(xtu) = WV[f](x - *o,w - wo), 
whichh is a result we have seen before in discussing the one-dimensional Wigner distribution. 
Fromm this result we conclude, that (5.21) holds for M"(Xo,u0), namely by taking A = 0 and 
b=b= (x0,o;o). 
Wee observe that all possible translations 6 6 Rn in (5.21) can be obtained from M- This 
means,, that if we are looking for a unitary operator V on L2( J2n) such that (5.21) holds, then 
wee only have to find a linear operator U on L2{lRn) such that 
WVpf]{zWVpf]{zttu)u) = WV[/](i4(x,«))f (5.23) 
forr all ƒ G -Kn. The operator V we are looking for is then given by V = MbU. Therefore, we 
willl restrict ourselves from now on to operators U that satisfy (5.23) with det A ~ . 
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Thee Fourier transform 
Inn Section 2.3 we already derived for the Fourier transform T on L2(R) 
WV[Ff](x,u>)WV[Ff](x,u>) = WV[/](-u,x). (5.24) 
Forr ƒ € L2(H^) and the n-dimensional Fourier transform T this relation remains the 
same,, which follows straightforwardly from a generalization of Relation (2.31) for the multi-
dimensionall Wigner distribution. Consequently, the Fourier transform on L2(Mn) satisfies 
(5.23)) with A = j j . Here Jn denotes the (2n x 2n) matrix given by 
J
"" = ( - l o)- (525) 
Inn the sequel of this section this matrix will play an important role in classifying all unitary 
operatorss U that satisfy (5.23). 
Thee dilation operator 
Forr B € Rnxn, with det B ^ 0, the dilation operator VB on L2{Rn) is defined by 
VVBB[f)(x)[f)(x) = JL—HB^X), (5.26) 
y/\detB\ y/\detB\ 
withh inverse 
V-V-BBll[f\{x)=[f\{x)= V\tetB\f{Bx). 
Wee use the definition of the Wigner distribution to derive the action of T>B in the Wigner 
plane.. We compute 
WV[VWV[VBBf](x,u) f](x,u) 
== ( f rWdr tB | ƒ n*-l(* + T/2)mB->(* - r/2))e-^
 dr 
== (2^T ƒ /(B~lx + r / 2 ) / ( ö - i x - r / 2 ) e - ' ( ^ T - ) dr 
== WV t /Kö - 1 ! , ^ ^ ) . (5.27) 
Concluding,, also T>B corresponds to a linear transformation in the Wigner plane. For T>B 
Relationn (5.23) holds with 
A = ( oo B r ) 
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Multiplicationn with a chirp 
Thee last example of a unitary operator that satisfies (5.23) is the operator that multiplies a 
functionn in L2(Jïn) with a quadratic chirp. This operator is given by 
Cs\f\{x)Cs\f\{x) = e«5*'*>/2/ (*), (5.28) 
withh S e J2"xn symmetric. Remark, that we have seen this operator already for the one-
dimensionall case in (5.6), which coincides with (5.28) for n = 1. Obviously its inverse is 
givenn by 
CsCs11[f](*)=e-[f](*)=e-i{Sxi{Sx''x)/2x)/2f(*y f(*y 
Wee use (2.52) to derive the action of Cs in the Wigner plane 
WV[Cs/](*,«)) = (2ir)~2n ƒ ƒ ((CStfp, g, 0)CS)/, ƒ)*-'<»«>«-«•"'> dpdq. 
Inn a direct way we get 
(C^/i(P l 9 ,0)Cs)[ / ] (x)) = e-*(^,x)/2e i(Plx) f i i(Pl ,) /2c i(5(*+,),x+,)/2y ( a . + g ) 
== ct<H-S,,«)ci(jH-S<M))/2 /(x + g ) 
== rfp + Sqtq,Q)\f\(x), 
whichh yields 
WV[CWV[Cssf](x,u>)f](x,u>) = (2n)~2n j fWp + Sq1q,Q)f,f)2e-i<'*)e-*li*>)dpdq 
== (27T)"2" ƒ JWptqt0)ftf)2e-«<r«h«*>»))dpdq 
Ml»Ml» K n 
== WV[f){A(x,u)), (5.29) 
withh A = ( n„
 T J. Consequently, also Cs satisfies (5.23) with A as given before. 
5.2.11 A Group Theoretical Approach 
Inn the last example of the previous subsection we have already seen that the relation between 
aa unitary operator on L2(I^) and its affine action in the Wigner plane can be given by using 
(2.52).. This relation can also be used to translate our problem in terms of group theory. This 
cann be done in the following way. 
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Givenn a unitary operator V on L2( JT1), we define a unitary representation p of the Heisenberg 
groupp Hn by p(g) = V*/i(p)V, for all g £ Hn and p. the Schrödinger representation. Then 
byy (2.52) we have for such p and V 
WV[V/](x,w)) = (2TT)-2" ƒ ƒ ( (VV(p , 9 , 0 )V )ƒ , ƒ ) 2 e - ^ • a : ) e - i^>dpd 9 . 
== (2?r)-2n ƒ fip&qMJhe-^e-^dpdq. 
Consequently,, if there exists a linear transformation A such that p(g, 0) = p(ATg, 0) for all 
pp e #;>, with 
H'H'nn = {ge&n\Vteii(gtt)eHn}, 
then n 
WVrv/](*,üi)) = ( 27 r ) - 2 - ƒ l(fi(A-T{p,q),Q)f,f)2e-^^e-^^dpdq. 
== |detA|-WV[/](A(ar,w)), (5.30) 
usingg the notation A~T = (A~l)T. 
Thiss derivation shows that the problem we are considering is equivalent to problem of finding 
operatorss V G U{L2{Btn)) for which there exist matrices A e Rnxn such that 
VVmml*{g,t)Vl*{g,t)V = ii{A-Tgtt)1 (5.31) 
forr all g € H'n and t € JR. 
Besidess the Lie groups that have been discussed in Example 2.4.2 we will use another Lie 
groupp for solving this problem, namely the symplectic group Sp(n). This group is defined 
by y 
Sp(n)Sp(n) = {Me GL(2n) | JnMTJ^ = M " 1 } , (5.32) 
withh J„ as given in (5.25). Note that by definition MT € Sp(n) and det M =  for any 
MM € Sp(n). Moreover, it can be shown that Sp(n) is connected, see [29]. This yields 
thatt det M = 1 if M € Sp(n). Furthermore, we observe, that Sp(n) C SL(2n), but 
Sp(l)Sp(l) = SL{2). It will turn out later in this section, that this property of the symplectic 
groupp causes the fact that solutions for the multi-dimensional problem do not follow straight-
forwardlyy from the solution for the one-dimensional case. 
Too solve our problem we start with the introduction of G, the subgroup of U(L2(fftn)) given 
by y 
GG = {V 6 U(L2(JRn)) | V ,
€
j p .V f e „ 3 , € f l* . : V*p(g,t)V = p(g\t)}. (5.33) 
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Obviously,, G is a semi-group. Later we will show that every g € G has an inverse element 
inn G, which yields that G is a group. This group can be equipped with the strong operator 
topologyy of U{L2(Rn)). Furthermore, it is clear from (2.45) that g' in (5.33) is uniquely 
determined.. So a mapping i>(V) : R2n —> H2n can be defined, which depends on V € G. 
Thiss v(V) is given by f(V)(p, q) = (p*, tf), with p,j/,q and a1 as in (5.33). Also u(V) is a 
homomorphismm for all V € G. This is shown in the following way. 
Fora,/?? 6 St andpi,p2,9i,42 € JR" we have 
V/ i ( ap i ,, aqx, 0) /i(0P2, fa, 0) V 
== V X a p ! + te, agi + /fy2, («9i, /?P2)/2 - (api, 0q2)/2)V 
== p{v(V)(api +0P2,aqi+Pq2),(aJn(p1,qi),P(p2iq2))/2). 
Onn the other hand we also have 
Vn(aVn(aPlPl,aq,aquu0)0) n(Pp2y0q2,O)V 
== M(<W(V)(PI , ft), 0) /i(/MV)(P2,92), 0) 
== M(<*"(V)(pi,gi) +/MV)(P2,g 2) , ( ! / i ,a ;2) /2- (xi ,y2) /2), 
withh (xi,yi) = ai/(V)(pi,gi) and (x2,y2) = /MV)(p2s92). Taking these results together 
yields s 
/i(i/(V)(apii + 0P2,otqi + M,(<xJn(pi,qi),0(j>2,q2))/2) 
== ,i(«"(V)(pi,ft) +MV) (P2 ,92 ) , ( j / i , x 2 ) / 2 - (x!,y2)/2). (5.34) 
AA necessary condition such that (5.34) holds for all a,/?,pi,p2,4i and 92 is given by the 
linearityy of f(V) for all V 6 G. Consequently, u(V) : St2n  JR2n is a homomorphism, that 
satisfies s 
V>(p,«, t)VV = /*(*(V)(p, «),*). (5.35) 
Usingg this relation we can show, that u(V) is also injective. To do this, we assume v{V)g = 0, 
orr equivalently //(<?, t)V = /i(0, £). Then 
/ i ^ , 00 = Vfi(0,*)V=/i(0 , t ) , 
whichh yields g = 0. 
Furthermore,, v satisfies 
Mi/(CV)(p,, 9), *) = ( ë v > ( p , g, t)(CV) = MMV)CP , q), t) 
and d 
/*MViVa)(p,«),t)) = VJ(V1*M(p.ff,*)Vi)% = V a>(KVi)(p lg) I t )% 
== MKV2)KVi)(p,g),<), 
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forr all Vi, V2 € U{L\MP*)) and \C\ = 1. In the following lemma we deal with some other 
propertiess of the mapping v. 
Lemmaa 5.2.1 Let G be the subgroup of t/(X2(JT)) as defined in (5.33) and let v be the 
mappingmapping as defined in (5.35). Then v is a continuous mapping from G onto Sp(n) in the 
subspacesubspace topology ofG C U(L2(IV*)). The kernel ofv is given byKerv= {CI \ \C\ = 1}. 
Proof f 
Sincee pf and g' are uniquely determined in (5.33) it follows that v{V) is a non-singular map-
pingg on M2nt or equivalently v(V) € GL(2n) for all V G G. To show that v(V) € Sp(n), 
wetakerr = i/(V)andpi,p2,gi,g2 e JT. Then by (5.34) we get for a = land/?= 1 
n(T(pin(T(pi + P2,9i + ft), (Jnipi ,qi),(P2, ft))/2) 
== n{T(pi + P2,9i +92),(./n(xi,i,i),(a:2Il/2))/2) 
== A*(r(p! +P2,qi + ft),(rTJ„r(p1,g1),(p2,g2))/2). 
Thiss result must hold for allpi,P2,qi, ft € -K". This implies that TTJnTJ% = I, which is 
equivalentt with the condition in (5.32). 
Too compute the kernel of v we take V such that v(V) = / . This yields V/zV* = /*. Since /i 
iss irreducible, we get from this equation V = CI, with \C\ = 1. 
Too complete this proof we show the continuity of the mapping. Let Vi, V2 € G and VV = 
V22 - Vi. Then for all p,q € JRn 
/x((i/(V2)-ï/(Vi))(p,?),t)) = tiv(V2)(p,q),0)KHVi)(-p,-q),0) 
== v^fo^oxw + vovM-p,-^)^ 
== I - V2*W + V2>(p, <?, 0)WVr//(-p, -g , 0)Vi, 
withtt = -(v{Vi)T Jnv(V2)(p,q), (p,q)). Consequently, 
Ve>o3j>oVp,,€Rnn : | |V2-HIU <S = • ||/*((W^)-i/(Vi))(pffl),0-A*(0,0,0)||2 < e. 
Itt can be shown, see e.g. [100], that \\n(p,q,t) - /i(0,0,0)||2 -• 0 implies (p,q,t) - • 
(0,0,0).. Since the latter result must hold for allp,g6 Mn, we get |KV2) - v(Vi)||2 -* 0. 
Thiss condition is not only necessary to obtain ||/x(x, y, <) - /z(0,0,0)||2 -* 0. It is also suf-
ficient,, since* -+ -{v{Vi)TJnu(Vx){p,q),(jp,q)) = -(J„(p,g),(p,g)) = 0, if i/(V2) - • 
WVi).. D 
Forr solving our original problem, namely to find unitary operators on L2(Rn) that act like 
affinee transformations in the Wigner plane, we combine (5.30), (5.31) and Lemma 5.2.1. This 
resultss into the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 5.2.2 Let V be a unitary operator on L2(Rn) and A a linear transformation on 
MM2n2n.. Then 
WV[V/](*,w)) = WV[/](A(z,w)). (5.36) 
ifif and only if 
(i)(i) VeG, with G as defined in (5.33), 
(ii)(ii) A e Sp(n), 
(Hi)(Hi) A = i/(V)_T , with v the continuous mapping from G onto Sp(n) as defined in (5.35). 
Theoremm 5.2.2 tells us under which conditions unitary operators on L2(JRn) act like affine 
transformationss in the Wigner plane, namely if they belong to G. However, Theorem 5.2.2 
doess not tell us explicitly which unitary operators satisfy (5.36), e.g. by means of a represen-
tationn formula for such operators. In the following examples we revisit three operators, that 
havee been considered in the beginning of this section. We show that these three operators are 
elementss of G and we compute v( V). These three operators will give us some insight in the 
typee of operators, that G consists of. In Section 5.3 we will present a representation formula 
thatt gives us an explicit formula for all operators in G. 
Examplee 5.2 J The first unitary operator we consider is the Fourier transform on L2(J2n) . 
Wee derive 
{Fpip,{Fpip, q, t)T)[f)(x) = f ƒ (u + g ^ t wW^+ tM ) / * * ) fa 
ft" ft" 
== f f (o^e^"'")^'^-^)/2-^1^) du 
ft» ft» 
== e»((-«>*)+(-«,p)/2+0 F /(w)c i(*+i».w) duj 
ft» ft» 
forr all ƒ e L2(Mn). Consequently, T G G and 
v{T)v{T) = J j . (5.37) 
Accordingg to Theorem 5.2.2 the symplectic transformation in the Wigner plane corresponding 
too the Fourier transform is given by 
AA = u(F)-T = ( J f ) - ' = J » , 
whichh corresponds with (5.24). 
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Examplee 5.2.4 The second unitary operator we consider is the dilation operator T>B on 
L2(JJn),, with B € K n x n and det B ^ 0. We derive 
{V%n{p^t)V{V%n{p^t)VBB)[f){x))[f){x) = eWW+^Mfix + B-iq) 
==
 ei(BTp,*)ei{t+(BTp,B-lq)/2) ƒ ( x + fi-lg) 
thiss shows that also VB E G for B € GL(n). Moreover, we have 
v(Dv(DBB)) = ( B* B ° x ) . (5.38) 
Now,, Theorem 5.2.2 states that the action of the dilation operator in the Wigner plane is given 
-^)-=(BoTBo-.r=(VB°o--
Wee observe that this result corresponds to the linear transformation that we derived in (5.27). 
Examplee 5.2.5 The last unitary operator we consider here is the operator Cs with 5 G Rnxn 
symmetric,, as defined in (5.28). We have already seen 
(C*(C*sfsfJL(p,q,t)CJL(p,q,t)CSS)[f](x))[f](x) = (i(p + Sq,q,t)[f}(x), 
forr t = 0. A straightforward computation shows that this result also holds for t ^ 0. This 
resultt yields thatCs € G for S € Rnxn symmetric. Furthermore, we have 
"
( c
*
)=(oo / )  <5-39) 
Theoremm 5.2.2 can also be applied to this operator. This yields 
whichh is the same result we derived in (5.29). 
Wee observe that the fractional Fourier transform on X/2(Jïn) is a combination of the three 
unitaryy operators discussed in the previous examples. We have for 0 < |at| < ir, i = 
l , . . . , n , , 
Fau...,anFau...,an = C<*i ' * * Gan Cs(a)^B(a)^S(a), (5.40) 
with h 
5(a)) = diag(cot Qi , . . . , cot an) and #(a) = diag(sin a i , . . . , sinan). 
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Startingg from (5.40) a limit process determines the FRFT with a< = 0 or a* = n, for some , 
forr some i = l,...,Af. 
Thee following theorem classifies all possible elements of Sp(n). A proof of this result can be 
foundd in [29, 99]. 
Theoremm 5.2.6 (Bruhat Decomposition) Let G be the group as defined in (533) and let v 
bebe the anti-homomorphism from G onto Spin) as defined in (5.35). Then v is surjective. 
Moreover,Moreover, let Jn, v{VB) and v(Cs) be the real valued (n x n) matrices as given in (5.25), 
(5.38)(5.38) and (5.39) and let 
GGxx = {u(Cs) | S G J T x n , ST = S] 
and and 
GG22 = MVB) I B e JRnxn, det B  0}, 
thenthen Sp{n) is generated by Gi U G* U {J„}. 
Thiss result is a corollary of the generalized Bruhat decomposition with respect to a suitable 
maximall parabolic subgroup [102]. 
Thee next corollary combines Theorem 5.2.2 and Theorem 5.2.6. It characterizes all unitary 
operatorss on L2(Rn) that correspond to linear transformations in the Wigner plane. 
Corollaryy 5.2.7 Let f,g e L2(BP). Then 
WV\g](x,u>)WV\g](x,u>) =WV[f)(T(x,u)), 
forfor some T € Sp(n) if and only if 
gg = CU1-UNf, 
withwith \C\ = 1 andUi = Cs, U{ = VB orUé = T, with S € **n*n symmetric andB € Rnxn 
non-singular,non-singular, for i = 1 , . . . , N, and N £ IN. 
Wee omit the proof of this corollary since it follows immediately from Theorem 5.2.2 and 
Theoremm 5.2.6 by observing that u{T)~T = v(T), v{VB)~T = V{VB-T) and v(Cs)'T = 
jTu{Cs)JjTu{Cs)Jnn = vpCsF). 
Thee classification presented in Corollary 5.2.7 also holds for the mixed Wigner distribution. 
Forr a unitary operator V on L2(Rn) that corresponds to a linear transformation A in the 
Wignerr plane we also have 
>VV[V/,, Vg]{xtu>) = WVI/.pKAfow)), (5-41) 
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withh A € Sp(n). This relation holds by polarization, i.e., 
WV[V/,V0](x,u,) ) 
== (WV[V/](x, u>) + WV[Vg]{x, u) - WV[V(ƒ + g)](xy u)) /2 
== (WV[/](i4(x,«)) + WVWA{xtu)) - >VV[/ + d(A(x,w))) /2 
forr real-valued f,g € L2(J2n) . For complex-valued functions we have to deal with the real 
andd complex part separately. 
Inn Section 5.3 this relation is used to come to a representation formula for the unitary opera-
torss as discussed in Corollary 5.2.7. 
5.2.22 The FRFT Generalized 
Ass we have seen in (5.40) the fractional Fourier transform on L2(Rn) can be decomposed 
intoo four unitary operators, namely a chirp multiplication, the Fourier transform, a dilation 
andd again a chirp multiplication. Both the chirp multiplications and the dilation depend on 
aa set of parameters o i , . . . , a n , that determine the FRFT. Therefore, a natural generalization 
off the FRFT is given by 
JJrrr,A=CCr,A=CCrrVVAATCrTCrii (5.42) 
forr some \C\ = 1, T, A e Bnxn, both symmetric and with A non-singular. We observe, that 
AA is not required to be symmetric in (5.26). Here we require the symmetry of A to obtain a 
symmetricall representation formula for the generalized FRFT. 
Wee observe, that (5.42) generalizes the multi-dimensional FRFT, which was introduced in 
Sectionn 5.1.2. Indeed, by taking 
TT = diag(cot a i , . . . , cot o„) and A = diag(sin ax,..., sin aB) (5.43) 
thee generalized FRFT with the definition of the multi-dimensional FRFT. 
Ass a consequence of Corollary 5.2.7, we have for all operators Fr,A 
WVpr,A / ] (*,ü/)) = WV[f](A(x,u)), 
forr some A G Sp(n). Using (5.37), (5.38) and (5.39) we compute straightforwardly 
** = W C r P A « W - ' - « ( _ r A £ A _ 1 - * ) . (5.44) 
Takingg T and A as in (5.43) we arrive at the matrix A as given in (5.20). 
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AA special property of the FRFT is that for its corresponding transformation in the Wigner 
planee we have A € Sp(n) C\ SO{2n), the orthonormal symplectic group . One may ask 
whetherr the generalized FRFT is also related to an orthogonal transformation in the Wigner 
plane.. The answer to this question is given in the following lemma. 
Lemmaa 5.2.8 Let ^T,A be the generalized FRFT as defined in (5.42), for certain symmetric 
realreal valued (n x n) matrices T and A. Then A as given by (5.44) is orthogonal if and only if 
(i)(i) A"2 - r2 = /, 
(ii)(ii) TA - 1 is symmetric. 
Proof f 
Wee compute 
AATTAA = \Y\YTT Zj> 
with h 
XX = TAT - rAr2Ar + A-2 - A_1rAr - TArA"1, 
YY = A-1rA-rA2-rAr2A, 
ZZ = A + Ar2A. 
Forr orthonormal A we should have X — Z = I and Y = 0. The condition Z - I yields 
A_1ZA~XX = A - 2 , which equals (i). Obviously, Condition (i) is also sufficient to guarantee 
ZZ = I. Substituting (i) into the matrix Y yields 
YY = 0 <$=» TA"1 = A _ 1 r <=• TA"1 = {TA-1)T. 
Afterr substituting Condition (i) and (ii) in the matrix X we get X = I. So for the equation 
XX = I no further conditions are required. n 
Wee observe that Conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 5.2.8 are equivalent with 
(A-11 + r)(A"1-r) = /. 
Itt follows from this relation, that we have n2/2 + n degrees of freedom for choosing symmet-
ricc matrices T and A, such that the matrix A corresponding to Jr,A is orthogonal. Therefore, 
forr higher dimensional function spaces we may expect more variety in the class of operators 
•TT.AA that yield orthogonal symplectic transformations in the Wigner plane. For the one-
dimensionall case the one-parameter family of the FRFT turns out to be the only transforma-
tionn up to a constant, that is in the class of generalized FRFT and that acts like an orthogonal 
transformm in the Wigner plane. 
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Lemmaa 5.2.9 LetFrtA be the unitary operator on L2(R) as given in (5.42), with Ty A e It. 
ThenThen A ~ ^ ( ^ T , A ) ~ T is orthonormal if and only if J T , A = C Ta, for some a G R and C 
withwith \C\ = 1. 
Proof f 
Inn the case that T and A are scalars, the conditions in Lemma 5.2.8 reduce to 
A- 22 = i + r2. 
Thiss equation can be parameterized by taking T = cot a and A = sin a, for some a € JR. 
Substitutingg this parameterization into (5.42) leaves the FRFT Ta up to a constant of absolute 
valuee 1, which does not affect A. D 
Ass we expected from the considerations before Lemma 5.2.9, this lemma cannot be extended 
inn a canonical way to higher dimensions. This is shown by the following example for n = 2. 
Moreover,, by extending the example to higher dimensions in a natural way it follows that the 
precedingg lemma can only hold for ^T ,A 6 U{L2{R)). 
Examplee 5.2.10 We consider .Fr.A on L2(M2), with 
p,, _ / r\ cos2 a + r\ sin2 a (ri - r2) cos a sin a \ i — 1 // \ 2 - 2 , 2 2 1 and 
\\ (7i — f2) cos a sin a T{ sin a -f r | cos^ a ) 
** _ ( p% cos2 a + p\ sin2 a (pi — P2) cos a sin a \ ~ 
\\ (Pi — P2) cos a sin a p\ sin2 a + p2, cos2 a J ' 
withh a e M and p2 = 1 + r2, i = 1,2. Then 
and d 
TA - 11 = ( r*P* cos2(* + r2p2 s i n 2 « ( riPi - r 2P2 ) cosas ina \ _ , . _ n T 
\\ {r 1 pi—r2p2) cosasina r\p\ s in 2a + r\p\ cos 2a / * ' 
Consequently,, the matrices T and A satisfy the conditions in Lemma 5.2.8. The orthogonal 
symplecticc transformation in the Wigner plane, that corresponds to T? A is now given by 
AA = U(a)TMU{a), with 
MM = 
ff - n / p i 0 - 1 / p i 0 
00 ~T2fp2 0 -1/P2 
l/pil/pi 0 - r i / f t 0 
\\ 0 I/pa 0 -r2/p2 
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and d 
coss a sin a cos a sin a 
,_..
 v . —sin a cos a —sin a cos a Ula)Ula) — I 
vv
 ' • cos a sin a cos a sin a 
—— sin a cos a — sin a cos a 
Resuming,, we have extended the FRFT to a unitary transformation on Z/2(1T1) given by 
•7T,A,, where I\ A G Rnxn, both symmetric and A non-singular. So the set of all general-
izationss of the FRFT on L2(Stn) of this kind are given by the set 
VVnn = {^T,A | T, A € Rnxn symmetric, det A ^ 0}. 
Furthermore,, a subset of Vn is defined consisting of all ^T,A € Vn that act like orthogonal 
transformationss in the Wigner plane. This subset is given by 
wwnn = { JTA e vn | A-2 - r2 = /, TA = (rA)T}. 
Forr the FRFT we have /^. . . . .a , € Wn C Vn. Moreover, for the one-dimensional case we 
have e 
WWxx = {CTa\aeR, |C| = 1} 
and d 
WWnn\{l&\{l&aiai an | a i , . . • ,an e M, \n\ = 1} £ 0, 
forn>2. . 
5.33 A Representation Formula 
Inn this section we present a representation formula for all unitary operators V on L2(Rn) for 
whichh there exists a transformation A on R2n such that 
WV[V/,, Vg](x,u>) = WV[f,g](A(x,u>)). (5.45) 
Wee observe, that for the particular choice ƒ = g, (5.45) coincides with (5.23). We have al-
readyy shown that (5.45) can only be realized for symplectic transformations A. Therefore, 
wee start with some properties of symplectic matrices. 
Givenn a matrix A € Sp{n), then we can represent A by its 2 x 2 block decomposition 
A=A= ( AAU I " V (5-46) 
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Sincee A is symplectic, it has to satisfy (5.32). This yields for the block decomposition 
orr equivalently 
AlAl22 Au - A[2 A2i = / , (5.48) 
AAuu A2i - A\x An = 0, (5.49) 
A%iA%i Mï - Aj2 A22 = 0. (5.50) 
Usingg these relation we prove the following less known properties of symplectic matrices. 
Lemmaa 5.3.1 Let A € Sp(n) be given by its 2 x 2 block decomposition (5.46). Then the 
followingfollowing relations hold 
(0(0 ( ^ ) r ( R a n ( i 4 5 ) ) = Ran(^ia), 
(ii)(ii) dimA22(Ker(Ai2)) = dimKer(i4i2), 
(Hi)(Hi) A22(Ker(Al2)) = (Ran(i4ia))\ 
withwith Ker(B) and Ran(B) denoting respectively the null space and range of a linear trans-
formationformation B and with B*~~ (W) denoting the inverse image of a subspace W under the linear 
transformationtransformation B. 
Proof f 
Lett v £ ( ^ ^ ( R a n f A j i ) ) . Then there exists a n u e l i " such that A%2 v + Aj2 u = 0. 
Hence, , 
^(:)-(4a)(:)-(^"J^)--
Sincee A is symplectic, we can apply (5.47). This yields 
(( u \ _( A22 -A2l \ f A\x v + An u \ 
\v\v ) \ -Al2 Au ) \ 0 J-
Consequently,!;; = -A12 (A^ v + An u) 6 Ran(Ai2). On the other hand, if v € Ran(^i2), 
thenn there exists a w G Hn such that v = A\2 w. Using (5.50) we derive 
^222 v = A22 A12w= Aj2 A22 W 6 RanfAja), 
whichh proves Property (i). 
Inn order to prove (ii), it is sufficient to show that, if A22 u = 0, for u e Ker(4i2), then u = 0. 
Usingg (5.48), this follows from 
uu ~ In u = Au A22 u - A21 Ai2 u = 0. 
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Inn [63] we have shown that, given a linear transformation B in tV1 and a linear subspace V 
inn .Rn, we have 
dim(BT(y-L))) = d i m ^ = > BT(F-L) = ( ^ (V ) ) - 1 . 
Now,, replacing B by A ^ and V by Ran (Ajj) yields 
(A(A2222(Ker(A(Ker(A1212))))))  = (A£ r (Ran ( j 4£ ) ) = Ran(A12), 
whichh proves Property (iii). n 
Forr deriving a representation formula we also need the following result. 
Lemmaa 53.2 Let W be a subspace ofïïf1 and let Bbea linear transformation on Rn, such 
thatd\m(B(W))thatd\m(B(W)) = dim(W) = d. Then 
jj f{Bx)dx=-^^ J f(x)dx, V / e S ( Rn) , (5.51) 
WW B(W) 
withwith qw(B) the d-dimensional volume of the simplex generated by Be\,. ..,Bed, with 
e\e\,...,... e<j an orthonormal basis in W. 
Thee proof of this lemma is omitted, since it is straightforward. We observe, that qw (B) 
iss positive. Furthermore, if W is the null space and B is non-singular, then by setting 
qw{B)qw{B) = 1 the definition of qw(B) is extended in a consistent way. 
Thee last lemma we need to derive our representation formula is as follows. 
Lemmaa 5.3.3 Let ƒ € S{Rn) and A € Sp(n) with block decomposition (5.46). Further-
more,more, let dim Ran(Ai2) = d > 0. Then, 
ff f f(u)ei(v>A"u)dudv= ( 2 ? r ) " v / f(v)dv. (5.52) 
JJ J 9Ker(A12)(^22J J 
Ker^ia)) « B Ran(ytia) 
Proof f 
Sincee dim A22(Ker(>li2)) = dim Ker(Ai2) = n - d, cf. Property (ii) of Lemma 5.3.1, we 
mayy apply Lemma 5.3.2. This yields 
ff I f ƒ (u) ei <*•*» u ) du ] dv = (2 7r)n/2 ƒ ƒ (A22 v) dv = 
Kfir(Ai2)) W / Ker(Aia) 
KK }
 I f{v)dv. (5.53) 
QKST{AQKST{A1212)()(AA™) ™) 
A32(Ker(^ia)) ) 
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forr all ƒ G 5(12*») and linear subspaces W of J T . By taking W = A22(Ker(i4i2)) this 
resultt becomes 
ff f(v)dv = (2n)»/*-d J f(v)dv. 
A„(KCT(AA„(KCT(A1212)))) A22(¥£TiAl2))x 
Sincee j422(Ker(Ai2))"L = Ran(Ai2), we have, cf. Property (iii) of Lemma 5.3.1, 
ƒƒ f(v)dv=(2n)n'2-<t J ƒ(„), dv. dv. 
AA2222(Kcr(A(Kcr(A1212)))) RanMia) 
Inn combination with (5.53) the latter result establishes the proof. ü 
Thee starting point for the derivation of our representation formula is the characteristic func-
tionn of the Wigner distribution (2.35). For the n-dimensional mixed Wigner distribution, we 
cann also define a characteristic function by 
M[f,g](6,t)M[f,g](6,t) = (2TT)-"/2 ƒ ƒ(« + t/2)g(u-t/2)e^^ At, 
orr equivalently 
M[f,M[f, g](9, t) = (27r)-"/2 J ƒ (u +1) gJÜ)ei(u+tM
 du , (5.54) 
withh ƒ, g € L2{Rn). By the inverse Fourier transform we have 
f(x)gjy)f(x)gjy) = (27T)-"/2 ƒ M[/)5](0,:r - y)c-^'+»>/a«tf. (5.55) 
Forr the n-dimensional mixed Wigner distribution we have 
WV[/](SP,Ü/)) = (27r)-3n/2 ƒ ƒ Mlffterfe-Wrte-W^dBdt. (5.56) 
ft»» Jt" 
Now,, let V be a unitary operator satisfying (5.45). It follows from (5.56) together with (5.45) 
that t 
M[Vf,M[Vf, Vg] = M[fyg) o (J4"1)T. (5.57) 
Combiningg (5.57) with (5.47) and (5.55) we arrive at 
VW(x)VWO)) = (27 r ) - " / 2 |M[ / , p ] ( (A- 1 ) r ( ö , x - ï / ) ) e - i^^ ) / 2dö 
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Combiningg (5.57) with (5.47) and (5.55) we arrive at 
V[f](x)V[f](x) VWS) = Wn/2 ƒ M[f,g){{A-')T{6,x - y^-*9'*^2 <W 
RRnn R» 
g{ug{u + Ai2e/2- Au{x - y)f2)Eo{u,0,x,y)dudB,a.e.. 
forr all ƒ and ff in L2{WT), with 
£«« (u, 0, x, y) = exp(i (A22 0 - A21 {x -y),u)-i (0, x + y)/2). 
Thiss last relation only holds formally for general f,g G L2(Rn), but it holds rigorously for 
f,gf,g € S(Rn). Therefore, we assume f,g 6 S(.fön) from now on. After this derivation, we 
willl show that the representation formula also hold for ƒ € I^-ffT1). 
Byy taking v — u — An(x + y)/2 in the previous result, we have 
V[/](*)Vfo](y)) = 
(27r)"nn ƒ ƒ f{v - A12 912 + Au x) g{v + Al2 6/2 + A n y) x 
exp(ii JE"I (U, 0, x, y)) dv dö, 
withh Ei(v,0fx,v) = (A22 0 - A2i (x - y),v + An (x + y)/2) - (0,x + y)/2. Using 
Relationss (5.48) - (5.50), we can write E\ as 
Ei{v,0,x,y)Ei{v,0,x,y) = (A22 0 -A 2 i ( x -y ) , i ; ) + (A12 0,A2i(x + y ) ) / 2 -
(A2ii a, An x)/2 + (A21 y, An y)/2. 
Hence,, V[/](x) V[</](y) can be rewritten as 
V[/](x)) VBIM = e " ' ^ 1 x 'An x)/2 ei(A21 *A» »)/2 W[/,d(x, y), (5.58) 
with h 
n[f,g]{x,y)n[f,g]{x,y) = (27r)-" ƒ ƒ / ( » - Ai2 */2 + A n x)y(» + A12 0/2 + A n y) 
«
nn
 R" 
xx e i (A 1 3 Ö,y43i (x+v))/2 e»(A22 0-A21 (x-y),v) foffl 
Ourr aim is now to write H in a possible degenerate form. If this is established, then the 
representationn formula for V ƒ can be read off from this form. To come to such a form we 
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Wee are now in the position to apply Lemma 5.3.3 with respect to thee function 
v^f{v-v^f{v- A12 0i/2 + An x)g(v + A12 9x/2 + An y) ei{A"ei~A*1 <«-»>••). 
Byy applying this lemma, we arrive at 
n[f,g](x,y)n[f,g](x,y) = 
(27r)-d d 
QKeT(Au){AQKeT(Au){A2222) ) 
Ran(v4f3)) Ran(,4ia) 
ƒƒ J f{v-Al20i/2 + Anx) x 
g(vg(v + Ai201/2 + Anv)x 
c»(( {An «i,A2i (x+y))/2+ {A„ 0!-A2i (x-y),v)) d v ^ 
withh d =dim Ran(Ai2). Since v € Ran(Ai2), we may substitute v = A12w with w € 
Ran(A^),, since Ai2 restricted to Ran(A{2) is a linear bijection onto Ran(Ai2). We obtain 
n[f,g](x,y)n[f,g](x,y) = 
CCAA f j f(A12w-A1291/2 + A11x) x 
Ran(j4£i)) RanfA^) 
g(Ag(Auu w + A12 0i/2 + An y) x 
e»(( (i4l2 «1,^21 (x+y))/2+(y422 Ö1-.421 (&-I/M12 w)) ^ ^0 
with h 
^-VW^Ker^)^)'' (5'59) 
Heree s(4i2) denotes the product of the nonzero singular values of A\2, or equivalently 
s(As(Ai2i2)) = qRm{AT2)(A12). 
Ourr next step is to substitute ti — w — B\j2 and t2 = w + 9\/2. Then, by using (5.48) -
(5.50)) one has 
(A122 öi,^2i (x + y))/2 + {A229i - A21 (x - y), A12 w) = 
(Ai(Ai22 (t2 - ti), J42I {X + y))/2+ (A22 (t2 - h),A12 (h +12))/2 -
(A(A2121(x-y),A(x-y),Al2l2(t(t11+t+t22))/2))/2 = 
-(A-(A2222 h,A12 h)/2 + (A22 t2,A1212)/2 - (A12 tuA21 x) + (A21 y,A12t2). 
Withh this result we can rewrite "%[ƒ, g](x, y) in the degenerate form 
n[f,g](x,y)n[f,g](x,y) = C\H0[f](x)HM(y), (5.60) 
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(A(A1212 (t2 - t i ) , A21 (x + y))/2 + (A22 (t2 - fc), A12 (h +12))/2 -
{A{A2121{x-y),A{x-y),Al2l2(h+t(h+t22))f2))f2 = 
-{A-{A2222 tuAi2 ti)/2 + (A22 t2i AX212)/2 - (A12 t i , A2i x) + (A2i y, A12*a)-
Withh this result we can rewrite "H[f, g](x, y) in the degenerate form 
W,W, g](x, y) = C\ -Ho[f](x) WMv), (5.60) 
with h 
Wo[/](»)) = ƒ /(^13 * + ^ n *) «'* ( { A " '*Aia ' ) / 2 + (A i a M a i x ) ) «ft. 
Ran(>lf3) ) 
Finally,, combining (5.58) and (5.60) yields the degenerate form for V[f](x) V\g](y) 
v[f](x)v[f](x) vEKi) = c\ no[f]{x)W9M- (5.6i) 
Inn a natural way this derivation results into the definition of an operator TA that satisfies 
(5.45).. We will define this operator on L2(Rn) and show that it indeed corresponds to the 
unitaryy operator we have been searching for. 
Definitionn 5.3.4 Let A € Sp(n) with block decomposition (5.46). Then the linear operator 
TTAA onL2(Rn) is defined as follows. //dim(Ran(Ai2)) > 0, then 
FFAA[f]{x)[f]{x) = CAe-i{A"MiX>x)/2x 
ff f(Al2t + Allx)e-i{A"A"t>i)/2-i{t'A» A*lXUtf (5.62) 
forfor all f € L2(STl) and with CA as given in (5.59). Furthermore, if dim(Ran(Ai2)) = 0 
then then 
TTAA{f]{x){f]{x) = V | det An | e~i <*» A" x>x"2 ƒ ( A u x), (5.63) 
forallf£Lforallf£L22(Rr). (Rr). 
Thee main theorem of this section can be stated as follows. 
Theoremm 53.5 Let A € Sp(n) and TA be given as in Definition 5.3.4. Then 
WV[TWV[TAAf^A9](x,u)f^A9](x,u) = W[f,g](A(x,u>)h 
forallf,g£Lforallf,g£L22{IT). {IT). 
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forr all ƒ e L 2 ( J t " ) . The proof for dim(Ran(Ai2)) > 0 is completed by assuming, that V 
satisfiess (5.45). 
Iff dim(Ran(Ai2)) = 0, we have Ai2 = 0. Then (5.48) and (5.49) yield, that An is non-
singularr and that A^1 = A22 . Moreover, Au A2\ is symmetric. Using these observations, 
wee compute the mixed Wigner distribution of F A ƒ and !FA9 as follows. 
W[?W[?AAf,Tf,TAA9\{x,u>)9\{x,u>) = l ^ l ) ƒ f {An x + All t/2) x 
g(Anx-Ant/2)g(Anx-Ant/2) e-{(A"Ml x'l)
 e -
i ( t
'
w )
 dt = 
(27r)-nn J f (An x + t/2) giAnx-tffle-* «A» Aa i *>A" t)+ { A " *.«)) <ft. 
Hence, , 
WV [ ^ / , ^A r i ( * ,W )) = WV[f,g](An x, A21 x + A22 w). 
Thiss establishes the proof for dim(Ran(Ai2)) = 0. D 
Att the end of this section, we present two well-known examples of unitary operators, that 
satisfyy (5.45). 
Examplee 53.6 We recall, that for a set of parameters a i , . . . , an € (0, TT) the n-dimensional 
fractionall Fourier transform is given by 
r*r* i(Bx,x)/2
 r 
*«...,*.. WW =
 / /0 ,.1 • . , / /(„Je""""")"-^.»» <b,(5.64) %/(22 7r)n sin ai • • • sm a n J vv
 VR™ 
withh B = diag(cot Q i , . . . , cot a n ) , C = diag(csca\, . . . , esca„) and CQ = C a i • • • C a„, 
wheree Cau is given by (5.2). The symplectic matrix, that corresponds to this transform in the 
Wignerr plane is given by the rotation matrix Rai,;an a s given in (5.20). We observe, that 
inn this particular case Ai2 is non-singular. This yields 9Ker(i4i2)(^22) = 1 and s(Ai2) = 
det(Aidet(Ai22).). Using these simplifications and the substitution u = Ai2t + Anx, Formula (5.62) 
simplifiess to 
fifi—i(AÏ2—i(AÏ2 Au x,x)/2 f _, , 
TTAA[f\{x)[f\{x) = e / /(U)c- '«*»A» ».«>/»-(»Mr,u))du (27r)n/22 \Z |de tAi 2 | J RRn n 
Takingg An = A22 = diag(cosai , . . . ,cos an) and A%2 — diag(— sinot\ ,-- . , — sina„), 
thee latter representation formula turns into the n-dimensional FRFT as given in (5.64). 
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det(Ai2).. Using these simplifications and the substitution u = A\2t + Aux, Formula (5.62) 
simplifiess to 
(22 7r)n/2 J det A^A J 
MV MV 
Takingg An — A22 = diag(cosai,.. . , cosa n ) and A i 2 = d i ag (—s ina i , . . . , - s i n a n ) , 
thee latter representation formula turns into the n-dimensional FRFT as given in (5.64). 
Examplee 53.7 The second example is the unitary operator on L2(M2), which corresponds 
inn the Wigner plane to the symplectic matrix 
AA = 
(( 1 0 0 0 \ 
00 0 0 - 1 
00 0 1 0 
VV 0 1 0 0 / 
Remark,, that all matrices in the block decomposition of A are singular. 
Itt can be verified in a straightforward way, that <ZKer(j4i2) (A22) = 1 and s{A\2) = 1. By 
substitutingg the block matrices of A into (5.62), the unitary operator, we are dealing with, 
reads s 
FFAA[f](xi,x[f](xi,x22)) =  JfixuQe-'f'dt, 
JR JR 
whichh is the one-dimensional Fourier-transform of ƒ (xi, •). We observe, that this operator 
cann also be derived from (5.64) by taking oi\ -> 0 and «2 -> f /2 . 
Wee observe that in [29] and [33] also a representation formula is presented for unitary op-
eratorss that correspond to symplectic transformations in the Wigner plane. However, both 
referencess do not give a formula that can also handle symplectic transformations with a block 
decomposition,, that consists of four singular block matrices, which is the case in the second 
example. . 
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Chapterr 6 
Localizationn Problems in Phase 
Space e 
AA celebrated problem in signall processing is the problem of maximizing energy in both time 
andd frequency. This problem already has received much attention in the literature, see e.g. 
[20,, 28,41, 58]. This chapter consists of two parts that are also devoted to this problem. 
Inn the first part we discuss two classical problems. The first problem concerns the maxi-
mizationn of energy of time-limited signals within a frequency band, i.e. finite interval in the 
Fourierr domain. For this problem we revisit a series of papers by Slepian and co-workers, 
[57,, 80,93]. Furthermore, we give a rigorous proof of a conjecture by Slepian [92]. The sec-
ondd problem concerns the maximization of energy within a disk in the Wigner plane, i.e. the 
phasee space related to the Wigner distribution. Although this problem is discussed in several 
paperss [20,28,29,46], we also present alternative proofs and additional results in this section. 
Thee second part of this chapter is devoted to the FRFT, which we generalized in the previous 
chapter.. Using this generalization we are able to relate several classes of energy maximiza-
tionn problems in phase space to the two classical problems as discussed in the first part of this 
chapter.. For this, we discuss the Weyl correspondence, see e.g. [29,107]. 
Thiss chapter is based on [73,75]. 
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6.11 Slepian's Energy Problem 
Thee first problem to be considered in this part of the chapter is the concentration of energy in 
aa certain frequency band of a time-limited signal. So we consider for time limited signals ƒ 
thee ratio 
ƒƒ l/M|2dL; 
ƒƒ \f(u))\2du 
R R 
withh [—uo, o>o] the frequency band we are looking at in this problem. Obviously, Ef(uo) > 0, 
forr all ƒ e L2(R). Moreover, Corollary 2.1.13 yields Ef (WQ) < 1. 
Sincee Ef(u0) < 1 for all ƒ G L2(M), the problem arises of maximizing this energy ratio 
overr all ƒ € L2([—x0, XQ]), for some fixed x0 > 0. 
Forr solving this problem we introduce two operators. The first operator we discuss is the 
integrall operator B{UJO) : L2(M) -+ L2(R). Forego > 0 fixed, this operator is given by 
ö(wto)[/](*)=y^yy V - u ) /(n)du' (6-2) 
ft ft 
forr all ƒ € La(12). We observe that 
^^ [Xï-«o^,]](ar) = y - • 
Accordingg to Lemma 2.1.8 the latter result yields 
^B(wb)) ƒ = X[-WO,WO] • ^ / °-e- on U . (6-3) 
Hencee B(UJQ) is a Hermitian projection operator; in fact it is an orthoprojector. 
Thee second operator we introduce in relation to the energy localization problem is the pro-
jectionn V{x0) : L2(R) -> L2(M). For x0 > 0 fixed, this operator is definedd by 
P(*o)[/](*)={'«'' u f i ^ : (M) 
Byy combining the introduced operators we arrive at 
ii—— x ° 
V(xV(x00)B(u;)B(u;00)PMlf](x))PMlf](x) = yj\j Sin(^_u")U))/(")(i"' tx| * X ° ' (6-5) 
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forr all ƒ € L2(R). Since the integral kernel in (6.5) is in L2([-x0,x0]2), we have that 
V(XO)B((JJO)V(XQ)V(XO)B((JJO)V(XQ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Hence, V(x0)B(uo)V(xo) is a compact 
operator.. Also P(XO)JB(WO)P(X0) is a positive definite operator on L2([—XQ, XQ]), which is 
shownn as follows. Using (6.3) we derive 
(V(x(V(x00)B(uo)V(xo)f,f)2)B(uo)V(xo)f,f)2 = (BMV(xo)ftV(xo)f)2 
== (TBMV(x0)f^V(x0)f)2 
== (X[-uo*»\ ' FP(x0)f, rp(x0)fh 
== (X[-o;o,u>o] ' FP{XQ) ƒ, X[-u>0,vo] ' FPiXoïfh-
Wee assume 
(T(xo)B(u(T(xo)B(u00)V(xo)fJh=0, )V(xo)fJh=0, 
forr some ƒ G L2{R). Then ^T(x0)[/](u;) = 0, for almost all u G [-u^,wo]. However, 
TV{xo)fTV{xo)f is holomorphicby Theorem 2.1.12. This yields in combination with the latter result 
FVMfFVMf = 0, or equivalent^ ƒ ƒ (x) = 0 for almost all |x| < x0. For ƒ 6 L2([-x0, x0]) this 
yields s 
(7>(x0)ö(o;o)P(xo)ƒ,, ƒ)2 = 0 =*- ƒ = 0 o.e. on 12. 
Followingg Pollack and Slepian [79, 91], we consider possible solutions V{xo)/max, with 
/maxx G £2(.K), that maximize (6.1). Then 
^(x 0 ) /m„(^o)-(^'^(a:o) /max,^ , (a;o) /max)22 = (X[-Wo.«o] ^^(^o)/max,^T{a?o)/max)2 . 
Equivalently,, using Parseval's theorem and (6.3), 
^ ( x 0 ) /m „ ( ^ o ))  (^(a:o)/max,^(xo)/max)2 = (B(UQ)V{xo)fmttXiV(xo)fmax)2. 
Sincee /max is a stationary solution of this equation, it must satisfy 
£(cjö)P(x0)/maxx = A7>(x0)/max, (6.6) 
aa homogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind. 
Wee recall that V(XO)B(UJO)'P(XO) is compact. Furthermore, it is a positive definite operator 
onn L2([-xo,x0]). These considerations yield that solutions V(xo)f for equation (6.6) only 
existt for a discrete set of real positive values of A, with the properties that 
11 > Ao > Ai > A2 > . . . 
andd Umi-toe A* = 0. In general, the eigenvalues of a compact Hermitian operator are not 
necessarilyy distinct However, for this particular Fredholm operator, Pollack and Slepian have 
shownn in [79], that its eigenvalues are distinct. Also Slepian showed, see [91], that the kernel 
off the integral operator B(WQ) commutes with the second order differential operator 
V(xV(x00uu00)) = ^-(1 -x2)^-- (x0u;0)2x2. (6.7) 
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Sincee both operators have the same spectrum, they must have the same eigenvectors. 
Differentiall operator (6.7) is a well-known operator. It arises on separating the 3-dimensional 
scalarr wave equation in a prolate spheroidal coordinate system. Its real-valued eigenfunc-
tionss 0o, ^ i , ^2 , • • • are known as prolate spheroidal wave functions (PSWF), see [27]. We 
observe,, that the concentration of energy problem is solved by V(x0)ipo. 
Somee useful properties of the PSWF have been derived in the past. We present some of them 
inn the following lemma. For a proof of these properties we refer to [57, 80, 93]. 
Lemmaa 6.1.1 Let ip0, ^ , V>2, • • • be the eigenfunctions ofV(x0)*B(u;o)P(xo) and let their 
correspondingcorresponding eigenvalues be given by \o,\i,\2, Then 
(i)(i) 0A e L2([-UJ0,UQ]) Viteiv, 
(ii)(ii) ƒ \(>k(x)\l)n(x)dx = \k6k,n, 
-Xo -Xo 
(Hi)(Hi) ƒ ipk(x)ij>n(x) dx = 6ktn. 
Ml Ml 
Otherr properties for the PSWF follow from this lemma, e.g. Theorem 2.1.12 and (i) yield 
thatt j^fe is holomorphic. However, this lemma does not provide us with an explicit expression 
forr ij)k and consequently for A*. More insight in the behaviour of the eigenvalues A* is given 
byy a conjecture of Slepian, which can be proven rigorously by using the following classical 
result,, that is due to Landau and Widom, see [58]. 
Lemmaa 6.1.2 LetH(x0uo) : L2(M) -»• L2(M) be given by 
H{xH{x00u>u>00)) = V(x0u;Q)B(l)V(xoUo). 
Furthermore,Furthermore, let N(7i(x0u0),p), 0 < p < 1, denote the number of eigenvalues ofM(x0u)o) 
whichwhich are greater than or equal to p. Then 
N{H(xN{H(x00ww00),p)),p) = - ^ ^ + — log( —^?) log(x0u;o) + R(x0Wo), (6.8) 
7TT IT p 
withh R(x) of order o(log(x)) asx -> oo. Using this result we prove Slepian's conjecture in 
aa rigorous way. 
Theoremm 6.1 J (Slepian's conjecture) LetV(x0)B(u;o)V{xo) be as defined in (6.5) and let 
XkXk,, he IN, be its eigenvalues. Then for all <5, e G (0,1) there exists anM G IV such that 
(i)(i) \k < e, ifk > (1 +* )?*** , forx0u)o > M, 
(ii)(ii) 1-Xk<e,ifl<k< (1-S)2^, for XQUJQ > M. 
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Moreover,Moreover, for alle > O and 6 6 R, there exist 6>Q and M e IV such that 
(Ui)(Ui) JA* - ( l + e**)"1! < e, for\k- ^ ^ - J log(s0w0)| < 6log(x0wo) andxou>0 > M. 
Proof f 
Wee define <f>k(x) = ipk{x/vo)- Then, for |x| < X0CJ0, we derive 
Xo o 
xx . / N / 2 /" w0sin(a:-uüJo) , f * , 
A»*(»)) = V^ 7 («-tM») ^("^)<fa 
,, XoWo 
22 f s i n ( x - u ) , . 
\\ ir J [x - v) 
—— XQtJo 
orr equivalently 
H(xH(x00va)<i>kva)<i>k = A*0jfe Vfc€jv\{o}. 
Consequently,, Lemma 6.1.2 can also be applied on the eigenvalues of V(XQ)B(U>O)V(X0). 
Lett 0 < e < 1 and 0 < S < 1. We take M > 0 such that 
lng(l=s)kg«« «gM 
27TXX 2z 
forr a; > M. Then 
N(H(xN(H(x00L>o),e)L>o),e) = 2 ^ U ^ + ^ l o g ( i— - ) Iog(afoWto) + fl(*oWö) 
<< ( i+ * )** !* , 
forr x0o;o > Af. Consequently, if fc > (1 + S)^3-, then iV(7^(x0u;o),e) < k. This result 
yieldss A* < e. 
Forr proving Property (ii) we also take M > 0 such that (6.9) holds. Then 
N(H{xN(H{x00u;u;00),), 1-e) = ^ ^ - - ^ l o g (— - ) logfowo) + R{x0u0) 
>> ( l - * ) ^ , 
7T T 
forr xowo > M. Therefore, if 1 < k < (1 - <5 )^&, then N{H{x0Uo), I - e) > k, which 
leadss to 1 — A* < e. 
Finally,, let e > 0 and 0 € R. Furthermore, take S > 0 and M 6 IV such that 
.. 1 , / l + e + ee"e \ R(x) 
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forxforx > M. Then we have 
NlH(xavNlH(xav00))JJ(l(l + é")-1+e) = 
c0o;oo 1 , ( -9 \-£-ee~*e\y . , 
ITIT + ^ l o g {e ' l+e + ee*° ) lo^x°^ + W***) = 
2XQU)Q 2XQU)Q 
++ - logfsowo) -
TTTT 7T 
11 / 1 + g 4. ge™ \ 
^^
 loS ^ . g . g e - x g j log(*ou>o) + R(xoUo) < 
++ - log(x0oj0) - S log(xo^o) 
7TT 7T 
fora?o^oo > M. Consequently, if 
** > 1- -log(xo^o) - 6\og(x0ujo), 
7TT 7T 
orr equivalently, if 
—— 4- -log(io^o) -k < ö\og(x0u>o), 
thenn A* - (1 + é*6)'1 < e. 
Inn the same way, we derive 
iV(K(x0u;o),(ll + e ^ ) - 1 - £ ) = 
2x2x00uu00 , 9 . 
7TT 7T 
,TT9 ,TT9 11 / 1+ g + +£C™ \ 
^22 l o6 ( 1 _
 e - ee-*e J los(xo^o) + R{x0u>0) 
++ - log(x0w0) + 6\og(x0u0) TTTT W 
forr xou>o > -W- Therefore, if 
2xotL>oo ^ 
** < 1- -log(xo^o) + S\og(x0u}0), 
TTT 7T 
orr equivalently, if 
fcfc log(a:o^o) < <Hog(xou;o), 
7TT 7T 
thenn A* — (1 + e**)-1 > —e. Combining these two results establishes the proof of Prop-
ertyy (iii). D 
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Figuree 6.1: Eigenvalues corresponding to the PSWF for a) xo^o = 25, b) XQUJQ = 50. 
Fromm this theorem it follows, that for large x0a->o approximately the first 2x0u;o/7r eigenval-
uess that correspond to the PSWF attain a value close to unity. For index numbers in a region 
aroundd 2XOU>O/<T the eigenvalues plunge to zero and attain values close to zero afterwards. 
Thee number of eigenvalues in the region where the eigenvalues decrease from close to one to 
closee to zero is proportional to logxowo. Remark, that the eigenvalues depend on the product 
Xo^O--
Inn Figure 6.1 the eigenvalues of 7i(x0LJo) are depicted for a) xoo>o = 25 and b) xo^o = 50 
respectively.. We observe that in both figures the number of eigenvalues close to unity is 
givenn by 2XQUJQ/-K. For xo^o = 25, approximately the first 16 eigenvalues are close to unity. 
Forr xo^o = 50, this number is approximately 32. The number of eigenvalues in the plunge 
regionn in Figure 6.1.b is approximately 1.25 times the number of eigenvalues in this region 
inn Figure 6.1.a. This corresponds with the observation we have made after Theorem 6.1.3, 
namelyy that the multiplication factor is approximately given by log 32/ log 16 = 5/4. 
6.22 Energy Concentration on a Circle in the Wigner Plane 
Thee second problem to be considered is the concentration of energy in a circular region in the 
Wignerr plane. So we consider a region 
CCRR = {(x,uj)e ]R2\x2+u2 <R} (6.10) 
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andd search for functions ƒ G L2(R) for which 
EEff(R)(R) = ƒ WV[/](*ta;)«Éttlw/1|/||1 (6.11) 
CCR R 
iss maximized. An upperbound for Ef(R) follows from an upperbound for WV[/] which can 
bee derived from (5.15) in the following way 
\WV[f](x,u)\\WV[f](x,u)\ = \(M-„T-xf,Mu%Ff)\/* < | | / |g /*. 
Thiss result yields 
EEff(R)(R) < R2. 
Off course a better and more natural upperbound for Ej{R) would be given by 1, i.e., if 
Ef(R)Ef(R) is the total amount of energy off. A conjecture of Flandrin states that such an upper-
boundd indeed exists, not only for integrals over circular regions, but in general for integrals 
overr convex regions, see [28]. As far as we know, a proof of this conjecture has not been 
givenn yet. For non-convex regions this conjecture does not hold, which follows from various 
exampless in [81]. 
Wee observe that from (2.41) it follows that 
EEff(R)->(R)-> 1 (R-too), 
iff also ƒ G Ll(R) or ƒ G Ll(R). Since the Wigner distribution can attain both positive and 
negativee values, this result is not sufficient to prove Flandrin's conjecture. 
Inn order to solve this energy localization problem, we introduce the localization operator 
C(o)C(o) on L2(R), associated with a bounded symbol on R2, by 
(C{°)f,9h(C{°)f,9h = j fa(x,u;)W[f,g}{x,u)dxdu, (6.12) 
RR R 
forr all ƒ, g e L2{R) and with WV[/, g] the mixed Wigner distribution of ƒ and g. Then 
EEff(R)(R) = (C(*)f,fh/(f,f)2, 
withh a = xcR- Furthermore, we observe that C(a) is a Weyl transform with symbol 
aa G L2(R?)t see [107]. 
Itt can be proved, see e.g. [107], that jC(a) is compact fora G Z^f-R2), 1 < p < 2. Moreover, 
Flandrinn showed in [28] that C(o) is self-adjoint for a real-valued. This means that C(a) is 
aa compact Hermitian operator on L2(R) for real-valued a G Lf(R2), 1 < p < 2. Conse-
quently,, the eigenvectors of C{a) can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis for L2(R), the 
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sett of real-valued eigenvalues is countable and the only possible accumulation point is 0. 
Thesee considerations yield that the function /max, that maximizes E/{R) is given by the 
eigenvectorr fa oiC(xcR) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue AO of C(xcR)- Moreover, 
E/E/mmxmmx(R)(R) is given by V 
Thee eigenvectors of £(xcR) are given by the Hermite functions hk, k e JV, as introduced in 
(5.10).. This result was already given by Janssen in [46]. In the following lemma we come to 
thee same result using a proof based on a property of the fractional Fourier transform. 
Lemmaa 6.2.1 Let CR = {{x,u)) 6 R2 | x2 + w2 < R] and C{xcR) as defined in (6.12). 
ThenThen the eigenvectors of£(xcR) are given by 
{h{hkk\k£\k£ JV} 
withwith hk the Hermite functions as defined in (5.10). 
Proof f 
Sincee xcR is rotation invariant, we have for all a e [0,2ir) 
{Cixcn)7*f>7*9)2{Cixcn)7*f>7*9)2 = ƒ WV[Faf,Fa9](x,u)dxdw 
CR CR 
== ƒ WV[f,g)(Ra(x,u;))(lxdw 
CCR R 
== j WV[f,g](x,u)dxdu = (£(xcR)f,9h, 
ccR R 
withh Ra the rotation matrix as given in (5.17). Consequently, we have for all a £ [0,2n) 
FFaaC(xcC(xcRR)) = C(xcR)Fc 
Lett now fa be an eigenvector of £(xcR) and A* its corresponding eigenvalue. Then 
C{C{XXccRR)T)Taafafa = Fa£(xcR)fa = A* Tafa. 
Thiss shows, that if fa is an eigenvector of C(xcR), then also Fafa is an eigenvector of 
C(xcC(xcRR)) for all a G [0,2ir). Since C(xcR)is compact, the set of eigenvectors 
{T{TQQfa\a£[0,2*)} fa\a£[0,2*)} 
shouldd be finite or countable. This can only be realized if fa is an eigenvector of .Fa for all 
aa € [0,2n), i.e., fa is a Hermite function following (5.12). O 
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Thee eigenvalues A* of C{xcH) can be expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials L* given 
by y 
Inn the following lemma we present a recurrence relation involving Laguerre polynomials that 
wee shall use to compute the eigenvalues A*. 
y y 
Lemmaa 6.2.2 Define In(y) = / e~x/2Ln(x)dx. Then 
o o 
/n+i(y)) = ~In(v) + 2e~^2 (Ln(y) - Ln+1(y)). (6.14) 
Proof f 
Firstt we observe that L'n(x) = L'n+l (x)+Ln(x), which follows from the recurrence relations 
forr Laguerre polynomials, and Ln(0) = 1, see e.g. [96]. Integration by parts yields 
v v 
IInn{y){y) = 2-2Ln{y)e-»t2 + 2 f e-*/2L'n{x)dx 
o o 
y y 
== 2 - 2Ln(y)e-"'2 + 2In{y) + 2 ƒ e~xf2Vn+l (x) dx. 
o o 
v v 
Wee conclude 2 f e~x/2L'n+l {x) dx = -In(y) + 2Ln{y)e~v^ - 2. 
o o 
Applyingg the same procedure on In+i yields 
v v 
Jn+iGOO = 2-2Ln+1{y)e-*!2 + 2 f e-*l2L'n^{x)dx, 
o o 
orr equivalently 
v v 
22 j e-*'2L'n+l{x)dx = / n+1( j , )+2L n+1(y)e-»/ 2-2. 
o o 
Combiningg these two results completes the proof. D 
Usingg this lemma we come to the following recurrence relation for the eigenvalues of £(xcR)
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Theoremm 6.2 3 Let {Xk | k e JV} denote the set of eigenvalues ofC(xcR), with 
CCRR = {(x,u) e R2 | x2 + J2 < R], 
withwith R>0. Then 
•• Ao= ( l - e - * 2 ) , 
•• A*+1 = A* - (-1)* e-# (Lk(2R?) - Lk+1(2R2)), k € JV\{0}. 
Proof f 
Thee Wigner distribution WV[/ijk](ar,üj) can be expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials, 
seee e.g. [106]. This relation with Laguerre polynomials is given by 
WV[fc*l(*,w)) = 2(- l)* (27T)"1 Lk{2(x2 +u>2))e-<x3+»2K 
Usingg polar coordinates we get 
A** = (C(xcR)hk,hkh 
ccR R 
R R 
== 2(-l)* JpLk(2p2)e-'2dp 
o o 
2R2R2 2 
== t ^ - ƒ e-/aL*(x) dx = (-1)* Ik{2R2)/2. 
o o 
Consequently,, we have 
Aoo = Io(2R2)/2 = 1/2 ƒ e~*'2dx = ( l - e"*2) . 
o o 
Moreover,, Lemma 6.2.2 yields 
A*+11 = (-1)*+1 Ik+i(2R2)/2 
== (-1)* h(2R2)/2 + (- l)*+1e-" a (Lk(2R2) - Lk+l(2R2)) 
== Xk - (-1)* e"*' (L*(2i22) - Z*+i(2fl2)). 
Thiss gives the recurrence relation for the eigenvalues. O 
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Figuree 6.2: Eigenvalue behavior of the energy localization problem on a disk with radius 
RR = V3. 
Inn Figure 6.2 the first 30 eigenvalues as given in Theorem 6.2.3 are depicted for R = \ / 3 . To 
emphasizee the eigenvalue behavior a spline interpolation function is used in this figure. As we 
havee seen before for the eigenvalues Theorem 6.1.3, the first eigenvalues are close to A0. Later 
thee values plunge down towards zero and remain close to zero for larger index numbers. For 
thee Wigner distribution, the eigenvalues can be negative, which can be observed in Figure 6.2 
ass well. Moreover, starting from a certain index number the eigenvalues alternate around 
zero. . 
6.33 Localization Problems and the Generalized FRFT 
Inn this section we return to the fractional Fourier transform as introduced in Section 5.2.2. 
Thiss generalized FRFT is used to solve two classes of energy localization problems that are 
relatedd to the two problems, which we discussed in the previous sections. These two classes 
off localization problems are related to the discussed problems via the Weyl correspondence. 
Althoughh the problems we discuss concern signals in L2 (M) we consider first localization 
problemss for signals in L2(Mn). For this we generalize the Weyl correspondence (6.12) to 
higherr dimensions. Then a bounded symbol a on M2n is associated with the localization 
operatorr £ (a) onZ,2(.fön) by 
(C(a)f,g)(C(a)f,g)22 = J J <r(x,u)W[f,g]{x,u)dxdu, (6.15) 
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forr all ƒ, g € L2(JT*). Consequently, if a = xn, with Q C R2n, then 
n n 
representss the energy of ƒ in the Wigner plane within the region fi. 
Usingg the generalized FRFT ^T,A as introduced in (5.42) we compute 
== f f a(x,u)W[FtAf,F?Ag]{x,tj)dxcbj 
ƒƒ ƒ' <T(x,u)W\f,g](A-\x,u>))dxdu 
<j{A{x,u))W[f,g]{x,u)dx<L> <j{A{x,u))W[f,g]{x,u)dx<L> 
RRnn Rn 
== (C{aA)f,9)2, 
II II 
withh <TA{X, W) = &{A(x, u)) and A as given in (5.44). Now, assume {<f>k\ke IN} is the set 
off eigenvectors of C{a) and {A* | k G iV} the set of corresponding eigenvectors. Then 
== ?TA£{v)<t>k = xk?:rA<t>k- (6.16) 
Consequently,, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of £(tM) are given by 
{FrMk{FrMk \keN} and {A* | k <E W} 
respectively.. If C{u) is a compact operator, both the eigenvectors (f>t and ^T ,A0* form an 
orthonormall set in L 2 (ü n ) . 
6.3.11 The Rectangle/Parallelogram Case and the Rihaczek Distribution 
Thee first problem we consider is to maximize 
(C(a)f,f)(C(a)f,f)22/(f,f)2/(f,f)2 (6.17) 
forr ƒ € L2{M), with a - X[-*0,*o]xt-wo^i0]-
Thiss problem may seem to be similar to Slepian's energy problem in Section 6.1. However, 
resultss presented for Slepian's energy problem cannot be related to the problem of localizing 
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thee energy on a rectangle in the Wigner plane. 
Thee two problems can only be related to each other if (6.17) is maximized over absolutely 
integrablee ƒ € Ljomp(.R), with supp(/) = [-x0,x0]. Using these constraints (6.17) is equal 
too (6.1), which follows straightforwardly from Theorem 2.3.4. If we do not require these con-
straintss on the maximizing function ƒ, we are only provided with some asymptotical results 
onn the eigenvalues of C(a), see [41, 81]. 
AA less trivial relation with Slepian's energy problem is given for 
°° = X[-*o,*o]x[-u;o.*io] * V> (6 .18) 
forr some XQ,ÜJQ e R+ and where <p is given by 
V>(*,a;)=e-W*w. . 
Usingg Young's inequality we have 
Ikllooo = IIX[-«o,»o]x[-«o,u»o] *¥>lloo < ^XQUQ/TT, 
andd so a € L°°(R2). 
Thee following lemma shows that the localization operator C(a), with a as in (6.18), can be 
rewrittenn as an energy density operator related to the Rihaczek distribution, see [82]. 
Lemmaa 6.3.1 Let C(a) be the localization operator as defined in (6.15), with a the symbol 
asas given in (6.18). Then for all f,g € L2(R) 
(£{<r)f,9h(£{<r)f,9h = I J X[-*0,xoM-uo,Uo)(':1u)7l[ftg](x1uj)t 
RR Ft 
withwith H[f, g] the mixed Rihaczek distribution given by 
K[f,g](x,u)K[f,g](x,u) = / ( i J p e ^ V v ^ . (6.19) 
Proof f 
Wee observe that 
{C(<r)f,g)2{C(<r)f,g)2 = (<70 *V,WV[f,g])2 = (o0,<P* WV[/,p])2, 
withh OQ = X[-XOl«0]x[-«o,wo]- ^ * s expression can be rewritten by 
== ^ 2 ƒ / ƒ <P(P>Mi* -P+ *)*(* -P- t)e-2it(»-*ï dtdpdq 
RR R R 
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"" F » / / / C~***^(«)^(«)e"*t,(u'"*)e*va' <*u *> dg 
RR « fi 
== f(x)g(u)e-^x/V2^. 
Thiss yields (£(*) ƒ, gh =-fc J J *o(s, w) /(*)d(«)«"4u '* <& dw D 
vv
 «Jt 
Usingg this lemma we prove the following theorem, that relates C(a), with a as in (6.18), with 
thee localization operator of Slepian's energy problem. 
Theoremm 63.2 Let C(a) be the operator as in (6.15), with a the symbol as in (6.18). Then 
C(a)*C{<T)C(a)*C{<T) = V(XO)B(LJ0)V(X0), 
withwith B(u>o) and V(XQ) as defined in (6.2) and (6.4) respectively. 
Proof f 
Fromm the preceding lemma it follows immediately that 
wo wo 
CWMx)CWMx) = X l - . c o ] ( * ) - ^ ƒ §(u)e*"du, 
—— Wo 
== P{X0)B{WQ). 
Sincee both B(u>o) is a projection operators, we have 
C(ayC{a)C(ayC{a) = V(x0)B(u>o)V(x0). 
Remark,, that although a e L°°(Si), C(o) is compact fora as in (6.18). This follows from 
thee fact that C(a)*C(a) is compact. Furthermore, we observe that the result of Theorem 6.3.2 
wass already given in [28]. However, our aim is not to investigate existing time-frequency dis-
tributions,, but to consider the generalized FRFT acting on these distributions. In this context, 
wee return to the first part of this section. 
Wee have seen that the eigenvalues of C(a) and £(<TA) coincide. In a direct way, we can also 
showw that the eigenvalues of C(&)*C{&) and £(OA)*C(0A) coincide. This yields that the 
singularr values of C(a) and C{<TA) are the same. These singular values are given by 
Sk Sk == \fa, 
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Figuree 6.3: Localisation on a rectangle/parallelogram: fig. a) a = 1 on [0,1] x [0,1] and fig. 
b,, c, d) aA with A = - 1 / I \ A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 respectively. 
wheree A/,, denote the eigenvalues of the operator V(xo)B(uo)V{xo). Since these Xk satisfy 
Theoremm 6.1.3, a similar result holds for the singular values. Moreover, the asymptotical be-
haviorr of Sk and A^  is similar. 
Thee eigenvectors of C{a) do not follow from Theorem 6.3.2. The eigenvectors of £(<j)*£(a) 
aree known, namely the prolate spheroidal wave functions ipk- As before we can also show 
thatt the eigenvectors of C{OA)*£{VA) are then given by •Tr^V'fc- They can be computed as 
thee eigenvectors of the operator 
V'{xV'{x00u!u!00)) =Jrr^V{x0Lj0)J:Y^, 
whichh is also a second order differential operator that commutes with C(aA)*
Inn Figure 6.3.b,c and d the domain of ÜA is depicted instead of a, with the substitutions 
AA = - 1 / r , A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 and with T = 3 in (5.44). We observe that with 
thesee substitutions JC-(OA) represents the energy of the Rihaczek distribution within differ-
entlyy orientated parallelograms in phase space. The singular values of C{UA) f° r all A related 
too these parallelograms are the same and are given by \f\~u, with A^ . as in Theorem 6.1.3. 
6.3.22 The Circle/Ellipse Case 
Inn Section 6.2 we already discussed the energy localization problem on a circle. Moreover, 
wee studied the operator C(xcR), with CR a circle in the Wigner plane concentrated around 
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Figuree 6.4: Localisation on a circle/ellipse: fig. a) a = 1 on {(x, w) € JR2 \ x2 + io2 < 1}, 
fig.fig. b, c, d) a A with A = - 1 / r , A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 respectively. 
thee origin and with radius R > 0. It turned out that its eigenvectors are given by the Hermite 
functionss hk, defined by (5.11), and that the corresponding eigenvalues are given by Theo-
remm 6.2.3. 
Itt follows from (6.16), that the eigenvectors of C(CTA), with A as given in (5.44), are given 
byy Tr,Ahk, k e IN. The eigenvalues of C{(TA) are given by the recurrence relation in Theo-
remm 6.2.3. 
Inn Figure 6.4.b,c and d the domain of o A is depicted with a the characteristic function of CR, 
withh the substitutions A = - 1 / r , A = - 2 / r and A = - 1 / r 2 and with T = 3. With these 
substitutionss C(CTA) represents the energy in the Wigner plane within differently orientated 
ellipses.. The energy localization problem for each of these ellipsoidal areas is now solved by 
thee eigenvectors JT.A^/C. using the corresponding substitutions, and the eigenvalues A .^ 
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Chapterr 7 
AA Seismic Problem: Automatic 
S-Phasee Detection with the DWT 
Inn this chapter we consider a seismic problem, which has been dealt with while the author 
wass seconded to the seismic department of the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI). 
Forr this problem an algorithm based on the DWT has been derived. Implementation and test 
resultss of the algorithm are also included in this chapter. These were establishedd at KNMI by 
R.. Sleeman and T. van Eck. This chapter is mainly based on [70]. 
7.11 Introduction and Approach of the Seismic Problem 
AA seismic earthquake signal recorded by a seismic station (seismogram) is built up by several 
differentt seismic waves (phases), which characterize the type of the signal. Amongst oth-
ers,, significant phases that appear in a seismogram are the P-phase (primary phase) and the 
S-phasee (secondary or shear phase), which we consider here. The problem we are dealing 
with,, is to detect automatically the S-phase and to determine its arrival time, once the P-phase 
arrivall time is known with high accuracy as in [3, 6, 90]. This arrival time is defined as the 
timee sample in the seismogram at which the P-phase appears for the first time. An accurate 
estimatee of these arrival times is important for determining the type and location of the seis-
micc event. 
Thee S-phase arrival time is determined in a three-component seismogram, representing mo-
tionn on a ground detector in three mutually orthogonal directions, two in the horizontal plane 
(x-yy plane) and one vertical direction (z-axis). An example of a three-component seismogram 
iss depicted in Figure 7.1. 
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2200 0 
2200 0 
Figuree 7.1: A three-component seismogram, with P- and S-phase arrival times picked by an 
analystt at iP = 1120 and is = 1275 respectively. 
Thee detection of the S-phase arrival time is mostly based on some physical differences be-
tweenn the P-phase and the S-phase, as described thoroughly in [2, 13]. For our problem the 
mostt obvious property is the difference in arrival times. The S-phase is always delayed as 
comparedd to the P-phase arrival at the seismic station. A more fundamental property is the 
factt that P-phases compress volumes and S-waves deform volumes. Furthermore, the S parti-
clee motion, i.e. the direction of the S-phase when it arrives at the earth's surface, is contained 
inn a plane perpendicular to the direction of the P particle motion, called the S-plane. This 
propertyy only holds if reflections at the earth's surface may be ignored or when the phases 
arrivee in a direction almost perpendicular to the earth's surface. In our problem the latter 
assumptionn is justified. The P-phase travels along the travel direction of the seismic event, 
unlesss the medium is anisotropic. Finally, comparing the frequency spectra of both phases, 
thee P-phase appears at higher frequencies than the S-phase. 
Thee automatic S-phase detection algorithm that we present in this chapter is a combination of 
traditionall methods to detect S-phases as described before and the discrete wavelet transform 
forr J2(Z) as introduced in Section 3.2.3. The idea to analyse the three components of a seis-
mogramm at several scales has been described already in the literature, e.g. [5, 69]. However 
inn these papers only the wavelet transform itself has been used as a phase detector in seis-
mograms,, whereas in our method the wavelet transform has been used in combination with 
traditionall approaches, which are very well known in seismology and have been discussed in 
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thee past in various papers, e.g. [13, 48, 84]. In Section 7.5 we compare results of this new 
algorithmm with results based on ideas of Cichowicz [13]. 
7.22 Seismic methods for S-Phase Picking 
AA common strategy to detect phase arrival times is to construct one or more so-called charac-
teristicc functions. These are discrete-time functions, with some specific properties at the time 
sample,, at which a phase appears in the seismogram. In this section we discuss some of them 
forr detecting S-phase arrival times. 
7.2.11 Characteristic functions based on a cross-power matrix 
Wee consider a (real valued) three-component seismic signal u G Z2(Z, J23). The time-
dependentt N -point cross-power matrix for such signal u is then defined as follows. 
Definitionn 7.2.1 Let N € IN andu e /2(Z, R3). Then the N-point cross-power matrix of 
uu at i € Z is given by 
( < l i l , U i > ii < U l , U 2 > i < U i , U 3 > i \ <u 2 , u i > tt <u2,u2>i < u 2 ju 3> i J , (7.1) 
< U 3 ) « i > ii <U3fU2>i <U3,U3>i J 
forifori G Z, with 
i+N-l i+N-l 
<< un,um >i= l/N ^2 un(k)um(k), 
k=i k=i 
forfor alt i E Z. 
Wee observe that < •, • >j in this definition depends also on JV. The window length N itself 
iss chosen depending on the (non)-stationary character of the signal u. Generally we take 
NN ~ l/oJo, with u>o the dominating frequency of u. Furthermore, before computing the 
cross-powerr matrix of a signal at a certain time sample, we first create a signal u, with zero 
meann at each component. This is done by subtracting the means of the components from the 
seismicc signal. The reason for doing this is to neglect possible offsets without seismic cause. . 
Thesee can be generated by the measurement equipment. 
Startingg with Af^)tl(t) we can analyse the signal using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
A*AU(0-- N o t e t n a t Mrf,u{i) is the Gram matrix of the set {X[i,i+JV-i]Ui»X[t,t+JV-i]«2, 
X[i,i+N-i]X[i,i+N-i]uua},a}, with xx the characteristic function on Z of a discrete set X. So Mjv,u(0 is 
aa positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore the eigenvalues of Mjv,u(i) are real and positive, 
Ai(i)>Aa(0>As(i)>0, , 
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andd the eigenvectors v\ {%), va (i) and v$ (i) can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis in R3. 
Thee following two characteristic functions are based on these eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
Herebyy we assume Af j^U(») ^ O, for any i E Z, which is quite a realistic assumption. 
Wee observe that Afjv,u(i) = O is equivalent with «i(fc) = u2(k) = u3(A:) = 0, for k = 
i,...,ii,...,i + N-l. 
Deflectionn angle: 
Lett v\ (*) denote the eigenvector of Mjv|ti(i) corresponding to Ai (i). This eigenvector v\ (i) 
representss the direction of the particle motion at time i with most seismic energy. Let ip be 
thee P-phase arrival time. Then t>i (ip) is the direction of the P particle motion. The deflection 
anglee is defined by 
« ,W - , «o«^ h ( 0 | | > | M W | |J .. (7.2) 
Notee that Ki{ip) = 0. Furthermore, since the direction of the S-phase particle motion v\ (is) 
iss perpendicular to ui (ip), K\ attains its maximum 1 at the S-phase arrival time is. 
Degreee of polarization: 
Followingg [85], the degree of polarization is denned by 
KK ,« = (Ai(Q - A2(»))2 + (Mi) - A3(i))2 + (A8(t) - A3(i))2 n 
2K)2K)
 2-(A1(i) + A2(i) + A3(i))2 {L3) 
Thiss characteristic function can be used both for detecting P-phase arrival times and S-phase 
arrivall times, since all types of seismic polarization, i.e. at all different phase arrival times 
seismicc energy is concentrated along one single direction. In practice such an arrival yields 
Ai(t)) » Aafi), which means that we may expect maxima for K2 at both ip and is, the S-
phasee arrival time. 
Remarkk that K\ and «2 depend on AfjviU, and so they depend on the window length N. In 
Sectionn 7.4.2 we will also discuss window lengths that depend on the frequency behaviour of 
thee signal u. Furthermore, we observe that for all characteristic functions K introduced in this 
sectionn we have 
00 < «(t) < 1 ViGZ (7.4) 
Inn the sequel we will use a combination of three characteristic functions «i, «2, «3 such that 
33 3 
I II *ï»W = mN I I *m(") <^>i = is. (7.5) 
m= ll m= l 
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Thee square product of the characteristic functions will be used to emphasize the maximum 
valuess attained in each function at is and to reduce other (local) maxima, related to features 
inn the signal other than the S-phase arrival. We have already met two candidates to be used 
inn this product of functions. In the following subsection we introduce the third function that 
cann be used in (7.5). 
7.2.22 Rotation and the Energy Ratio 
Wee transform the three-component seismic signal representing motion on a ground detector 
intoo a three-component signal representing motion in the longitudinal direction and in two 
transversall directions. The longitudinal direction is the direction of the P particle motion 
(ui(tp)).. The transversal directions are mutually orthogonal and are chosen in the plane 
perpendicularr to the longitudinal direction (span{v2(ip)> vz{ip)}). This transversal plane is 
alsoo called the S-plane, since the direction of the S particle motion is in the S-plane. 
Thee seismic signal is transformed into the basis {t>i ( t » , t>2(«p), *>3(*p)} by 
«i(»)) \ / «i(0 
«Q ( 00 = V(iP) iiaCt) | , (7.6) 
uuTT(i)(i) I V u3(») 
with h 
V(ip)V(ip) = ( ui(ip) | v2(ip) | v3(iP) ) T . (7.7) 
Thee third characteristic function we use in (7.5) is the fraction of energy in the S-plane to the 
totall amount of energy in the signal, given by 
i+N-l i+N-l 
EE (uQ{n)2 + uT(n)2) 
«•(00 = iPTTT^ • <7'8) 
EE (i*L(n)2+ug(n)2+ur(n)2) 
n=i n=i 
forr some N £ IN. This definition can also be rewritten as 
i+JV-l l 
EE WipUin))2 
«3(00 = 1 - -g^zi , (7.9) 
EE (u{n),u(n)) 
whichh shows how K3 depends on ip. Note that we may expect a minimum Kz(ip) — 0 and a 
maximumm «3 (is) = 1. Furthermore, «3 satisfies (7.4). 
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1313 On the Use of Characteristic Functions 
Inn this section we discuss the stability of the characteristic functions that we considered in 
thee previous section. Also we discuss problems we have to deal with when using the charac-
teristicc functions in practice. 
7.3.11 Error Analysis of the Characteristic Functions 
Wee consider three kind of errors that can appear in the characteristic functions «. Amongst 
others,, an incorrect K can be the result of computational and truncation errors in the matrices 
MNMN)U)U,, measurement errors in the signal u, and the determination of an incorrect P-phase 
arrivall time i'p. We will show that K depends continuously on the errors as described above. 
Firstt we consider stability with respect to computational and truncation errors in MN,U and 
measurementt errors in u. To prove the stability of the characteristic functions we present 
somee auxiliary results from linear algebra. 
Theoremm 7.3.1 Let M = A + A, with M,A and A (n x n) matrices with ||A||2 < 1. 
Furthermore,Furthermore, let a i , • • •, an be the eigenvalues of A and let u i , . . . , un be their correspond-
inging eigenvectors. Finally, we assume A* ^ Xj, k ^ j , with j fixed. Then a first order 
approximationapproximation of the eigenvector Vj is given by 
5 j ( a i - o i ) ( « i .w i ) ) 
withwith w\,..., wn the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues off,..., a^" of AH. 
Proof f 
Cf.. [32]. • 
Withh this theorem we can prove the following corollary. 
Corollaryy 73.2 Let H be a Hermitian (n x n) matrix, n > 1, with eigenvectors u\, • • •, un, 
||ufc||| = 1, fc = 1 , . . . , n. Furthermore, we assume A* ^ A;, k ^ j , with j fixed. Then the 
functionfunction Qj, given by 
9j9j{H){H) = uj 
isis continuous. 
Proof f 
Lett 0 < e <S 1 and let A be a (n x n) matrix, n > 1, with ||A||2 < e • ct/(n — 1) with 
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aa = min \a* — a* |. Here ot\,  • •, a n are the eigenvalues of H. Then by (7.10) Mi i 
<< ( n - l ) | | A | | 2 / a < e . 
D D 
Wee follow the definitions of «i and «3 in (7.2) and (7.9) respectively. Now, Corollary 7.3.2 
immediatelyy shows that errors in K\ and «3 depend continuously on errors in Afjvjtl(») un-
derr the condition that \\(ip) > ^(ip)- This condition will be satisfied in practice, since 
Aii (t) ;§> A2(i) for all phase arrival times i. 
Fromm [32] we take the following result to prove the stability of «2-
Theoremm 733 Let M = A + A, with M, A and A Hermitian (n x n) matrices. Let further 
A*ii > •' • > /*n, <*i >  > an and <$i > • * • > 6n be the eigenvalues of M, A and A 
respectively.respectively. Then 
a*+<y„<A**<a*+<5i-- (7.11) 
Usingg this theorem we arrive at the following corollary. 
Corollaryy 73.4 Let Kn denote the set of all Hermitian (n x n) matrices and let the mapping 
AA : Kn -> IV1 be given by X(H) — (Ai , . . . , An), with Ai > • • • > An > 0 the eigenvalues 
ofHofH € Kn. Then A is continuous on Kn. 
Proof f 
Lett e > 0 and let A be a Hermitian (n x n) matrix, with eigenvalues <Si > • • • > Sn and such 
thatt ||A||2 < £. Furthermore, let Ai > • • • > A^ denote the eigenvalues of H 4- A. Then by 
(7.11) ) 
|All - \k\ < maxd^ l , \6n\) < ||A||2 < e. 
Thereforee \\X(H + A) - \{H)\\2 <e. D 
Corollaryy 7.3.4 yields immediately 
Corollaryy 73.S Let f : Rn -> [0,1] be continuous and let Kn denote the set of all Her-
mitianmitian (n x n) matrices. Then K = f o A is continuous on Kn, with A as defined in Corol-
larylary 7.3.4. 
Sincee «2 can be written as in Corollary 7.3.5, also errors in «2 depend continuously on errors 
inn Afjv.t». Resuming, we have proved 
Ve>03*>oo \\MN,u(i) - Mi,tU{i)\\3 < 6 = * I Kn(i) - < ( i ) | < e, n = 1,2, (7.12) 
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forr any fixed t G 2 and with /cj, the characteristic function associated with the perturbated 
matricess M'N u . The only restriction we have to make is that A i ( t » > A2(tp), which is 
alwayss the case when the signal is polarized. We will now show that matrices Ms,u depend 
continuouslyy on u in the following sense: 
Lemmaa 73.6 Let u,w € 12{S, J23) and let MN,U and MN,W be the cross-power matrices 
associatedassociated with u andw respectively. Then 
Ve>o3*>0ViGzz : ||« - Hloo < «5 = • \\MN,u{i) - MNfW(i)\\2 < e. (7.13) 
Proof f 
Lett 7 G 12{S, SI3) be defined as 7(n) = u{n) - w{n) and let A(«) G JR3x3 be defined by 
A(i)) = Afjv]tx(0 _ MtttW(i). With a straightforward calculation we get 
|A*,/(«)II = | < uk,ut >i - < wklwt >i I 
== I <uk,ut >i - <uk -7 f t i«1-71 >i I 
== I < 7*1 ul >i + < «*, It >i - < 7*, Jl >i I 
<< 2iV||7||oo-Nloc + iVil7llL 
Soo HAfOHoo -¥ 0 if ||u - IÜ||OO  0. The proof is completed by the equivalence of matrix 
norms.. n 
Resuming,, for all characteristic functions of Section 7.2 we proved stability with respect to 
computationall and truncation errors in MJV,U and measurement errors in u. 
Thee last kind of error in the characteristic functions we discuss here is the error due to an 
incorrectlyy determined P-phase arrival time i'P. 
Withh a straightforward calculation we getMjv,vu(*) = VMN,u(i)VT for all (3 x 3) matrices 
V.V. For orthonormal matrices V this relation yields <r(Mjv,ytt(i)) = a(Afjvitt(*)), with a(A) 
denotingg the spectrum of an (n x n) matrix A. In particular we have o-(Afjv,v(ip)«(*)) = 
a(Ma(MNtVNtV(i'(i' )«(*)) yielding that K2 is invariant under any orthogonal transformation of u. So 
ann incorrect P-phase arrival time i'P will not affect «2. 
Thee deflection angle «i is affected by an incorrect ip. An expression for the error in «1 due 
too an incorrect ip is given in the following lemma. 
Lemmaa 7.3.7 Let u e l2{'S., St3) and letU denote the shift on l2{'S., St3) given by 
(ny)(k)(ny)(k) = y_{k - 1). 
Furthermore,Furthermore, let MN,U be the cross-power matrix associated with u and assume Ai (ip) > 
A2(ip).. Then 
Ve>03a>oo = ||u - ^ " i p « | | o o < * => ||«i - « i lU < e, (7.14) 
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withwith K\ as given in (7.2) and with 
K[K[ = 2arccos(|(i;i(»),t>i(tp))|)/7r. 
Proof f 
Wee define<5(t) = |(ui(»),ui(ii>))j - |(tfi(t), t>i(»p))l- Assume \\u -TV'^^uW^ - • 0, then 
Lemmaa 7.3.6 yields with w = IV'p-^u, 
\\M\\MNN,,uu(i(iPP)-M)-MNtUNtU(i'(i'PP)\\)\\22^0. ^0. 
Now,, by Corollary 7.3.2 and the assumption A i ( i » > A2(tp) we get 
l |vi(*p)-vi(«p)H2-^0. . 
Thiss yields 
<S(»)) = | ( « i ( i ) , « i ( t F ) ) | - | ( ü i ( « ) ,w i ( i p ) ) | 
<< | U I ( 0 » U I ( * P ) - U I ( « P ) | - ^ 0 » 
forr all i 6 Z . For ]«i — K[ | we derive an expression using a trigonometric formula. 
JJ arccosa — arccos 6| = | arccos (ab + yl — a2y\ — fr2 J | 
== | arccos (a2+ad+ yj\ - a?y/l - {a + d)2) I 
== | arccos (a? + ad+ ^ ( 1 - a2 - ad)2 - d2) |, 
w i t h d = 6 - o .. After substituting a = \(vi(i),vi(ip))\,b = |(ui(i)>ui(ip))l andd = «5(i) 
wee obtain 
l«i(00 " *i(0l = 2| arccos (x(i) + >/(l - *(*))2 - *(»)2) I/», 
withx(i)) = |(V(ip)ui(x))i|2 + * ( 0 I ( V ( » P ) V I ( 0 ) I | . for all i € Z . So we get 
M * ) - « i ( 0 ll ->• 2| arccos (ar(t) + y/{l - x(i))2) |/ir 
== 2arccos(l)/7r = 0, 
whichh completes the proof, since this result holds for all i € Z . • 
Wee conclude from Lemma 7.3.7, that not only i'P - ip has to be small in order to get small 
errorss in #ci, but also Ai (ip) > A2(»p) and u has to be a signal of bounded variation, i.e., 
uu should satisfy the sufficient condition in (7.14). Note that only the last condition holds 
automaticallyy due to the constraints within the problem. 
Finallyy we derive an expression for the error in «3 due to an incorrectly determined P-phase 
arrivall time. 
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Lemmaa 7.3.8 Let K'^ be as defined in (7.8) with u'Li U'Q and u'T substituted for UL, UQ and 
UTUT respectively. Furthermore, we define7 = t>i(*p) - vi(i'p). Then 
11*33 - «iflao < \hMip)T + Viiip)
 7
r
 + 7 7 T | | 2 . (7.15) 
Proof f 
Followingg (7.9) we write 
i+N-1i+N-1 i+N-1 
« 3 ( 0 == £ (V(iP)TQV(ip)u,u)/ £ (u,u), 
n=in=i n=i 
withh Q the orthogonal projection onto span {§2,63}. Using this notation we derive in a 
straightt forward way 
MO - 44 (01 
i+N-li+N-l i+N-1 
££ (V(iPfQV(iP) -V{ïP)TQV(i'P)u(n)Mn))/ £ ) 
<< | |V («» TQy( ip ) - V(iP)TQV(i'P)\\2 
== \\V(ip)TVV(ip) - V(?P)TVVi?P)\\2 
== \\vi{iP)vi(iP)T - vi{ip)vi(iP)T\\2, 
usingg V = X — Q. Since this upper bound holds for any i € Z , we can take the supremum of 
|«3(00 — K3 (i)| overall» € Z . The proof is completed by substituting vi(i'P} = v\(iP)— 7. D 
Wee observe that the upper bound in (7.15) is sharp, so that (7.15) is a good estimation for the 
errorr in the ratio of transversal to total energy, due to an incorrect P arrival time determination. 
7.3.22 Problems in Analysing Seismic Data 
Whenn analysing a three-component signal with K = «1 • «2 • «3 we have to deal with several 
problems.. First of all the window length N for the matrices MNtU and that in /C3 has to be 
determined.. Obviously N is related to the frequency spectrum of the signal. By fixing N 
wee do not take into account that a signal can consist of a broad range of frequency contents. 
Moreover,, the window lengths N that are not related to the frequency contents of the signal 
willl introduce undesired spikes in the graph of «, which has been depicted in Figure 7.2. In 
thiss figure we see the seismic signal of Figure 7.1 (iP = 1120, is = 1275) analysed by 
KK using two different window lengths, namely N — 15 and N = 30. Due to an incorrect 
windoww length we see in the upper graph a lot of local maxima that are not related to any 
featuress of interest in the signal. 
Anotherr problem we have to deal with is the following. Ideally K should attain its global 
maximumm at is- Moreover, this maximal value should be close to 1. However in practice 
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Figuree 7.2: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.1 (ip 
1120,, is = 1275) for N = 15 (top) and N = 30 (bottom). 
aa seismic signal does not only consist of a P-phase and an S-phase, but also other waves, 
whichh we did not consider here, appear in the seismogram. Besides, the signal is generally 
measuredd with both background noise and signal generated noise. Due to these facts K will 
generallyy not reach a value close to 1 at is and even the maximum of K at is can turn out to 
bee a local maximum instead of a global maximum. Therefore we take a threshold value that 
hass to be attained by K at the S-phase arrival time is- In practice it turns out that choosing 
thiss threshold value is very difficult. To illustrate this phenomenonn we may have another look 
att Figure 7.2. In both pictures we notice that the global maximum of K is much less than its 
ideall value 1. Furthermore, we see that in the second picture K attains its global maximum at 
ii = 1540 while t s = 1290. 
7.44 The Wavelet Method 
Thee reliable method Cichowicz introduced in his paper [13] to determine S-phase arrival 
timess uses the product function K as given in (7.5) to determine is as described in Section 7.2. 
Thee problems he has to deal with in his paper are exactly the same problems as described in 
thee previous section. To overcome these problems we introduce an algorithm based on both 
Cichowicz'ss traditional method and the discrete wavelet transform for ?2(Z). 
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Figuree 7.3: A three-component seismogram of a local event containing micro seismic noise. 
7.4.11 Characteristic Functions and the DWT 
Thee idea to detect S-phase arrival times using the DWT is as follows. By making a decom-
positionn of the three-component seismic signal u 6 Z2(Z, M3) into signals at several scales, 
itt can be possible to separate the S-phase from other phases, that appear at other scales. This 
decompositionn is made by taking the Z2-DWT of each component of u after rotating the signal 
intoo longitudinal and transverse directions, i.e. 
„(m)) _
 u£»)Vl(ip) + u{™)V2(iP) + U§7°t*(»P)-
Wee already know that the frequency spectrum of the P-phase appears at higher frequencies 
thann the S-phase. Therefore generally the S-phase will appear at higher scales than the P-
phase.. Our aim is now to find a set Js, representing the collection of scaling levels at which 
mostt of the S-phase appears. To make this choice more explicit, we compute the energy in 
thee Z2-DWT of a segment u+ of u just after ip. This will yield information about Js- The 
measuredd seismic signal can also consist of background noise and micro seismic noise, which 
hass been depicted in Figure 7.3. Therefore we have to subtract the energy of the noise. This 
iss done by using a wavelet soft thresholding method similar to Donoho's method [24]. 
Forr denoising we assume u — s + r (s : signal consisting of several phase, r : several types 
off noise). By definition s(i) = 0, i < ip. We construct 
u + ( i )) = u(iP + i), i = 0,...,T-l, 
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«-(t)) = u ( i p - i - l ) , t = 0 , . . . , T - l , 
withh T such that T/fB = 20, for the sampling frequency ƒ». Also we take «£(*) = 0 and 
u~(i)u~(i) = 0 for 0 < i and i > T. So w+ and u - are two segments with a duration of 20 
secondss before and after the P-phase arrival time. Following [24], the wavelet coefficients 
0J(£p)m-1«nn of un c a n b e u s e d a s sof t thresholds for Gq{Gp)m~1u+. In this method we 
assumee that the noise r is present both before and after ip. To make this more explicit we 
definee the soft threshold operator 0 on I2 (Z) by 
e„[a](k)e„[a](k) = sgn (a(*)) • max(0, |a(*)| - rj), (7.16) 
forr all a G /2(Z) and some T\ € IV~. Note that the wavelet filters p and g have not been 
chosenn yet. In Section 7.4.2 we will deal with the question of choosing appropriate wavelet 
filters. . 
Wee compute t{m) = ||oJ(0J)m-1ti-||oo for m € IV and use this as soft threshold for 
GqiGp)"GqiGp)"11''11^.^. This yields the sequences 
«£">> = (?,^~1e«(m)ö;(ö;)m-1«+, » = 1,2,3, m e JV, 
representingg the denoised segment«+ at scaling level m. Experiments showed that with this 
denoisingg method the sequences w„ can become free of micro seismic noise. 
Afterr this denoising procedure we can estimate Js by using the energy distribution of w over 
alll scales 
£7(m)) = £ll«£m)H5- (7.17) 
n= l l 
Remarkk that E tends to zero once a certain scaling level has been reached, cf. Lemma 3.2.6. 
Soo we can stop computing the /2-DWT for higher scales at such a scaling level. In Figure 7.4 
thee relative energy distribution as a function of the scaling level has been depicted for both a 
locall event, i.e. an event for which the distance from the source to the measurement equip-
mentt is less than 100 km, and a non-local event. In this analysis the Daubechies-4 (Db4) 
wavelett filter and its corresponding scaling filter have been used, see [23]. Our method also 
holdss for wavelet filters that do not come from orthonormal wavelets, which we showed rig-
orouslyy in [72]. 
Thee estimation of Js is based on the following physical properties of local and non-local 
events.. Experiments showed that for local events the S-phase arrival time can be noticed 
withinn the time period of 20 seconds. For non-local events the difference is-ip will be larger 
thann 20 seconds in general, due to the fact that for these events the traveling distance of the 
phases,, i.e. the distance between the seismic station and the source of the event, is much 
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Figuree 7.4: Energy distributions as functions of the scale for a) a local event, b) a non-local 
event. . 
larger.. Another difference between local and non-local events is the frequency behaviour of 
thee phases. Both the P-phase and the S-phase for local events are high frequency signals 
comparedd to the P-phase and S-phase of non-local events. Therefore most of the energy of w 
iss found at low scaling levels for local events and at higher scaling levels for non-local events. 
Forr local events is is contained in u+, however in general is-ip > T for non-local events. 
Soo only the P-phase can be found in u+ for non-local events 
Too analyse the energy distribution we consider the scale mmax for which the maximum of 
EE is attained. In case of a local event this maximum will be related to the S-phase, which 
containss most of the energy in w. For non-local events mmax is related to the P-phase. Let 
uss now assume that we know that most of the energy of local events can be found gener-
allyy at the first m/oc scales. Then in general an event can be characterized as a local event 
iff mmax < ™>ioc and as a non-local event if mmax > m/oc. The parameter mjoc is deter-
minedd experimentally and depends on the wavelet filters. Experiments with the Daubechies-4 
waveletss yielded m;oc = 4. 
AfterAfter looking at the energy distribution £ of a seismic event we know with which type of 
eventt we are dealing with. Once we have this knowledge, we take 
Js Js {{ {m m m f^max f^max 
axmax i f^max ++ 1}, if mmax < rnioc, 
++ 1, nimax + 2}, if mmax > mio (7.18) ) 
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Figuree 7.5: Energy distributions as functions of the scale for the local event in Figure 7.3 a) 
withoutt wavelet denoising, b) with wavelet denoising. 
Thee latter choice is justified by observing that the S-phase will appear at higher scales than the 
P-phase.. Experiments showed that these choices for Js only lead to scales at which most of 
thee S-phase appears for signals free of micro seismic noise. Micro seismic noise that contains 
aa substantial part of the total amount of the signal's energy may appear at other scales than the 
S-phase.. This phenomenon has been depicted in Figure 7.5.a. Here we see the relative energy 
distributionn of the signal in Figure 7.3 during a 20 second period after ip. In Figure 7.5.b we 
seee the relative energy distribution of the same signal during the same time period, but now 
usingg the wavelet thresholding procedure. The effect of our wavelet thresholding procedure 
iss obvious. 
Oncee Js has been determined K can be applied to u^m' for m € Js and the S-phase arrival 
timee is then given by 
Y[Y[ (K(u (m)))2(i) = max Yl (/c(u(m)))2(n) <=> i = is. (7.19) 
m£jm£jss m£Js 
Inn practice we have to work with a threshold value that has to be attained at is- However by 
separatingg the S-phase from the P-phase it will be less difficult to find an appropriate thresh-
oldd value than in the situation we discussed in Subsection 7.3.2. 
Anotherr problem discussed in Subsection 7.3.2 is the window length N which was not related 
too the frequency behaviour of u in Cichowicz's method. Now that we use a decomposition 
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off u at several scales, we can use window lengths N(m)y i.e. a monotone ascending function 
off the scaling level m. So the characteristic function « to analyse u ^ will use the window 
lengthh N(m) in its definition. In this manner the window length is adapted automatically to 
thee frequency behaviour of the signal. Amongst others, in the next subsection we will discuss 
thee choice we made for N(m). 
7.4.22 A Set-Up for the DWT Analysis 
Inn the previous section we discussed our approach to analyse three-component seismic data 
usingg characteristic functions and the DWT. Here we will present some choices we made for 
thee parameters in our algorithm after testing the method on seismic data. Note that also other 
choicess for the parameters can be made as long as they fit in the mathematical framework of 
ourr algorithm. 
Wavelett filters: 
Thee first parameter we discuss is the wavelet function and the associated wavelet filters. Gen-
erally,, in order to come to an appropriate choice for these filters we induce some constraints 
onn the corresponding wavelet functions related to the physical problem. In our problem the 
mostt important constraint is that the wavelet function should match with the seismic data, in 
suchh a way that the dilated and translated wavelets generate a good approximation of the sev-
erall phases at the particular scaling levels. In experiments we minimized for a set of seismic 
dataa (also synthetic data) for which is is known the error in the determined is for a collection 
off candidate wavelet filters. The experimental results led to the choice of the Daubechies-4 
(D4)) wavelet filters. 
Wee observe that also other filters associated to wavelets within the Daubechies family (e.g. 
D%,D%, D20) performed very well in this test. These wavelets are much smoother than D4, see 
[23],, however in our problem smoothness of the wavelet does not play an important role. 
Thee most important property of the chosen wavelet is its matching property with the seismic 
signals,, which are not smooth at all. Furthermore, the wavelet filters of Dg and D20 contain 
respectivelyy two and five times as many filter coefficients as the D4 wavelet filters. Using 
moree filter coefficients will increase the computing time of our algorithm slightly. 
Windoww length N(m): 
Inn the previous section we already mentioned a way to adapt the window length N used in 
thee characteristic functions. This adaptation can be related to the frequency behaviour of 
thee seismic signals. Obviously, to analyse u at several scales m € iV the window length 
N(m)N(m) has to be a monotone ascending function of the scaling level m. In order to come to 
ann appropriate function for N(m) one has to consider two facts. The signal is scaled at each 
levell by the factor 2. Furthermore, for low and high scaling levels N(m) should not become 
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tooo small or too big, since N(m) is used to obtain information out of the signal in a certain 
neighbourhood.. These considerations led to the choice 
N{m)N{m) = T30 • 2max<°'<m-4>/2>l, (7.20) 
withh [• * «I the entier function. So for the first four levels we take N = 30 (= 0.75 seconds at 
aa 40 Hz sampling rate) and thereafter N is multiplied by powers of y/2. 
Thresholdd value: 
Too declare an S-phase arrival time we can use (7.19). However, as we discussed already in 
practicee K will not attain its maximum value «max at is- Therefore we replace «max by a 
thresholdd value r\ for which 0 < rj < «max- Since «max will vary for a set of seismic data we 
alsoo want to make 17 adaptive. This can be done by putting 
rjrj = c  Kmax- C7-21) 
Noww the problem is left to choose c Experiments with a substantial number of seismic events 
showedd that the algorithm performed most successfully for c = 0.2. 
7.55 Examples and Results 
Inn this section we demonstrate our algorithm by means of two examples. To illustrate the 
differencee of our approach compared to Cichowicz's approach, we have plotted both the 
characteristicc function in (7.5) and the characteristic function in (7.19) for two events. For 
thesee examples we used the set-up as discussed in the previous section. 
Afterr these two examples we present the results of a test done at KNMI. We used both ap-
proachess on a set of 313 local events to come to some conclusions. 
Examplee 7.5.1 For the local event in Figure 7.1, we computed the energy distribution along 
scaless (7.17) to obtain Js = {2,3}. For these scales we computed K using the window 
lengthh N = 30. Also « was computed without the wavelet method using the window length 
NN = 30. Both functions have been depicted in Figure 7.6. 
Obviously,, in our method we have more freedom to choose the threshold parameter c than in 
Cichowicz'ss method. Note, that for automatic phase detection we have to choose a value for 
cc before analysing a seismic event. 
Forr this particular event an analyst at KNMI determined manually ip = 1120 and is — 1275. 
Inn our approach we get 1*5 = 1280 and for Cichowicz's approach we have is = 1295. Using 
aa 40 Hz sampling rate these results differ 0.125 and 0.5 seconds respectively. Both results are 
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Figuree 7.6: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.1 (ip = 
1120,, is = 1275) using Cichowicz's method (top) and the DWT method (bottom). 
acceptablee in an automatic procedure. 
Finally,, we observe that for this event is - ip = 1275 - 1120 = 155 (= 
isis — ip < 20 seconds which we assumed for local events. 
3.8755 seconds). So 
Examplee 7.5.2 Also for the non-local event in Figure 7.7, we computed the energy distri-
butionn along scales (7.17) to obtain Js = {8,9}. We computed K using the window length 
TV(8)) and N(9) at scale j — 8 and j = 9 respectively. For this event K was also computed 
withoutt the wavelet method using the window lengths TV = 60 and N = 120. All three 
functionss have been depicted in Figure 7.8. 
Wee see that in the upper picture the S-phase arrival will not be detected unless we put 
0.966 < c < 1, which is not a very realistic choice for this parameter. With a larger win-
doww N = 120, the S-phase arrival can be detected if we take 0.55 < c < 1, however in our 
approachh we do not have to be that precise with choosing c, since for all 0.15 < c < 1 the 
S-phasee arrival will be detected. Obviously, also here we have more freedom to choose the 
thresholdd parameter c than in Cichowicz's method. 
Forr this non-local event an analyst at KNMI determined manually ip = 1810 and is = 
11900.. We get is = 11960 in our wavelet approach and is = 11990 in Cichowicz's ap-
proach.. Since also this signal has been sampled at a 40 Hz sampling rate, these results differ 
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Figuree 7.7: A three-component seismogram of a teleseismic event, with P and S arrival time 
pickedd by an analyst at iP = 1810 and is = 11900 respectively. 
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Figuree 7.8: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.7 (iP = 
1810,, is = 11900) using Cichowicz's method for N = 60 (top) and ./V = 120 (middle) 
andd the DWT method (bottom) respectively. 
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Figuree 7.9: Test result for 313 local events (number of S-phase arrival picks within time 
deviationn intervals w.r.t. ip.) 
1.55 and 2.25 seconds respectively. Also in this example our approach improves the automatic 
pickk as compared to the traditional approach. 
Finallyy we observe that for this event is - ip = 11900 - 1810 = 10090 (= 
Soo is — ip > 20 seconds which we assumed for non-local events. 
252.255 seconds). 
Results: : 
Ourr method has been implemented at the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and 
testedd for set of 313 local events, using a set-up as described in Section 7.4.2. For each event 
aa manual P-phase arrival pick by an analyst has been used within the algorithm. Furthermore, 
aa manual S-phase arrival pick by an analyst has been used to judge the result of the test. 
Alsoo the performance of Cichowicz's method has been tested. For this test we did not use the 
raww seismic data, but we pre-filtered the data with a 0.6 - 6 Hz Butterworth bandpass filter, 
seesee e.g. [79]. The threshold parameter c for this method has been taken to be 0.6, which 
turnedd out to be the optimal value for c. 
Forr each event we measured for both methods the difference in is determined automatically 
byy the two algorithms compared to the manual picked is- The results of this test have been 
depictedd in Figure 7.9. In this figure the number of S-phase arrival picks have been plotted 
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Method Method 
BPF F 
DWT T 
Deviationn is : [-0.5,0.5] 
38.33 % 
46.66 % 
Deviationn is  [—1.5,1.5] 
52.22 % 
68.22 % 
Tablee 7.1: Number of determined S-phases (for 313 local events) for the traditional method 
andd the wavelet based method. 
versuss the difference in time with respect to the manual picks. This has been done for both 
Cichowicz'ss method (light colored bars) and for our new wavelet based method (dark colored 
bars).. Except for the first and last, all bars represent a 0.5 second time interval. The firstt and 
thee last bars represent the number of picks that differ more than 5 seconds from the manual 
pickedd is- For both methods these barss represent % of all tested events. 
Thesee differences are grouped into intervals of 0.5 seconds. 
Tablee 7.1 shows the percentage of S-phase picks within an 0.5 and 1.5 second time difference 
fromm the manual picked is- We see that for a physically acceptable difference of 1.5 seconds 
ourr new wavelet based method substantially improved Cichowicz's method (68.2 % versus 
52.22 %). 
Note,, that we did not compare our method with other wavelet based methods like [5]. The 
reasonn for not comparing our method with these other methods is that the results established 
inn these methods do not show substantial improvements of traditional methods in seismics. 
Moreover,, the wavelet based methods that appear in the literature have been tested for at most 
233 events. Such test results can not be used to draw serious conclusion. 
Withh some technical adaptations the wavelet based S-phase picking algorithm is expected 
too become operational for picking S-phases automatically using only one seismic station of 
KNMI.. For this the algorithm will also be tested on a set of non-local events. 
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Samenvattingg / Dutch Summary 
Fourieranalysee is een beproefde methode om een indruk te krijgen van de aanwezige fre-
kwentiess in een tijdsafhankelijk signaal. Echter deze methode faalt bij het simultaan analy-
serenn van een signaal in tijd en frekwentie, hetgeen voor steeds meer toepassingen wenselijk 
is.. Het falen van de Fourieranalyse is te wijten aan het ontbreken van localizatie-eigen-
schappen.. Zo zullen veranderingen van het signaal in een specifiek tijdsinterval uitgesmeerd 
wordenn over het totale spectrum van frekwenties. 
Diversee methoden zijn in het verleden reeds aangedragen om met deze onvolkomenheid om 
tee gaan. Een natuurlijke oplossing voor dit probleem is het gebruik van Fourieranalyse op een 
doorr een windowfunctie uitgesneden stukje signaal. Door het verschuiven van deze window-
functiee wordt er steeds op een ander stukje signaal naar de aanwezige frekwenties gekeken. 
Eenn probleem bij deze methode, de windowed Fouriertransformatie (WFT), is echter dat de 
windowfunctiee vast gekozen dient te worden, terwijl het signaal zich wellicht beter zou lenen 
voorr een analyse middels een combinatie van kleinere en grotere stukken van het signaal. 
Eenn tweede veelgebruikte methode om signalen simultaan in tijd en frekwentie te kunnen 
bestuderenn is de zogenaamde Wignerdistributie. Dit is een bi-lineaire transformatie, die 
bestaatt uit een Fourieranalyse van een auto-correlatie function van het te bestuderen signaal 
rondomm een aan te geven tijdstip. Een nadeel van deze methode is de bi-lineariteit, waardoor 
dee analyse van een superpositie van signalen bemoeilijkt wordt. Zowel de Wignerdistributie 
alss de WFT zijn rechtstreeks te relateren aan de Heisenberggroep. Deze en andere eigen-
schappenn van de WFT en de Wignerdistributie worden besproken in Hoofdstuk 2. 
Recentelijkk is een transformatie aangedragen die een signaal in tijd en schalingsgedrag ana-
lyseert,, de continue wavelettransformatie (CWT). Het principe van deze transformatie lijkt 
opp de WFT, echter de Fouriertransformatie die optreedt bij de WFT is bij de CWT vervangen 
doorr een dilatatie van de windowfunctie, wavelet genaamd. Zo kan deze wavelet geschaald 
worden,, waardoor de transformatie zich met name locaal beter aan het signaal kan aanpassen. 
Eenn andere kijk op deze transformatie leert ons dat de CWT een signaal ontbindt in ge-
transleerdee en gedilateerde wavelets. Een discretisatie van de CWT resulteert in de discrete 
wavelettransformatiee (DWT). Voor het berekenen van deze DWT bestaat een snel algoritme, 
dee pyramide-algoritme. De wavelettransformatie en bijbehorende algoritmen komen aan bod 
inn Hoofdstuk 3. 
Hoofdstukk 4 borduurt voort op de DWT. Het concept multiresolutie-analyse dat leidt tot de 
pyramide-algoritmee wordt in dit hoofdstuk functionaalanalytisch beschreven voor 'signalen' 
inn een algemene Hilbertruimte. Hierbij wordt het probleem van het vinden van geschikte 
waveletfunctiess vertaald naar het vinden van basisvectoren in de ruimte /2(Z") en in een 
laterr stadium naar het vinden van functies op de n-dimensionale eenheidscirkel. 
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Inn Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een zeer recentelijk populair geworden tijd-frekwentie operator ingevo-
erd,, de fractionele Fouriertransformatie (FRFT). De kracht van deze FRFT blijkt uit het effect 
inn het fasevlak. Het blijkt namelijk, dat het uitvoeren van de FRFT op een signaal, gevolgd 
doorr het bepalen van de Wignerdistributie identiek is aan het bepalen van de Wignerdistribu-
tiee van een signaal, gevolgd door een rotatie in het fasevlak. Dit heeft geleid tot de vraag 
welkee transformaties leiden tot affiene transformaties in het fasevlak door uitvoering van de 
Wignerdistributie.. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een volledige klassifikatie van dergelijke transfor-
matiess gepresenteerd. 
Eenn deelklasse van de transformaties zoals deze beschreven zijn in Hoofdstuk 5 kunnen 
gezienn worden als generalizaties van de FRFT. Deze worden gebruikt om een tweetal con-
vexee geometrieën in het fasevlak, rechthoek en cirkel, d.m.v. een lineaire transformatie om 
tee vormen. Een toepassing van deze techniek wordt gegeven door het probleem van het con-
centrerenn van energie binnen een bepaalde geometrie in het fasevlak. In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt 
voorr beide geometrieën het klassieke probleem van energielocalizatie besproken, waarna de 
koppelingg met andere geometrieën gemaakt wordt d.m.v. de gegeneralizeerde FRFT. 
Hoofdstukk 7 bevat een praktisch probleem, waarbij de DWT gebruikt is. Het betreft het 
automatischh detecteren van zogenaamde S golven in seimische data. Deze S golven zijn 
normaliterr in een seismogram vermengd met andere significante golven gecombineerd met 
diversee typen ruis. Een op de DWT gebaseerd algoritme wordt ter oplossing van dit prob-
leemm gepresenteerd en op stabiliteit onderzocht. Verder worden testresultaten van de nieuwe 
algoritmee gepresenteerd. Het werk beschreven in dit hoofdstuk is uitgevoerd in nauwe samen-
werkingg met de afdeling Seismologie van het KNMI. 
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-VII--
Alss het mogelijk aanwezige aardgas in de Waddenzee net zo brandbaar is als het nu 
explosieff is voor het kabinet Kok-II, dan zit Nederland na winning van dit gas er nog 
velee jaren warm bij. 
-- VIII -
Dee oudste niet-commerciêle activiteit in een 24-uurs economie is de zorg van een 
moederr voor haar pasgeboren kind. 
- IX--
Hoee groter een wetenschappelijk congres is opgezet, hoe kleiner is het wetenschappe-
lijkk rendement voor de individuele deelnemer. 
- X --
Hett leven is geen wiskunde. 
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- I --
Gegevenn de fractionele Fourier operatoren Ta en Fp, met a, (3 6 [—7r, 7r], dan geldt 
dee onzekerheidsrelatie 
Ju*\FJu*\Faa[f](u)\*du[f](u)\*du fv*\F0[f\(v)\*dv> lSÏn{a~^\\f\\l V / € L 2 ( R ) . 
- I I --
Zijj D de diagonaalmatrix D = d iag(di , . . . , dn), di e TL, met det D — N, waarbij 
NN > 0. Zij verder {/?0, • • •, 0N-I } een verzameling rijen in l2(7Ln), zodanig dat de 
verzameling g 
BBNN = {nDkfr \i = o,...,N-i,kez.n} 
eenn tight frame met frame bound M is. Dan is de verzameling 
B'B'NN = {KD'kfr 11 = 0 , . . . , N - 1, k e Z n } , 
mett D' = d iag(di , . . . , d'n), dj e Z , en d\ een deler van di, ook een tight frame met 
framee bound M. 
Hoofdstukk 4 van dit proefschrift. 
-- III -
Zijj A een lineaire transformatie in ïïin en V een lineaire deelruimte van ïïtn. Dan 
geldtt dim AT (F J - ) = dim V-1, dan en slechts dan als dim A^{V) = dim V. 
Hoofdstukk 5 van dit proefschrift. 
- IV--
Gegevenn de operatoren 
*-,// \ r , i , x /2 ƒ" sinfoWx - w)) .. , , 
B (WÖ ) / ( X )) = J - ƒ \ o v . " f(u)du, 
VV TT 7 (X — U) 
P(x0)[/](x)) = /(arJ-xc-so.solO*)» 
voorr alle ƒ € L2(1R) en voor vaste xo, ^ o > 0. dan geldt 
Ker(A-P(x0)H(o;o)P(xo))) = 
L2([-x0 ,xo])) H | ^ - ö ( u ; o ) + i ( X - ö ( ü ; o ) ) | L 2 ( [ - x o , x o ] ) x , 
voorr A e (0,1). 
Hoofdstukk 6 van dit proefschrift. 
-V --
Dee wavelettransformatie maakt het mogelijk de algorithme van Cichowicz uit te brei-
denn van een methode voor het automatisch bepalen van S-golven in locale events tot 
eenn methode voor het automatisch bepalen van S-golven in zowel locale als niet-locale 
events. . 
A.. CICHOWICZ, "An automatic S-phase pieker", Bull. Seism. Soc. Am., 83, 
180-189,, 1993. 
Hoofdstukk 7 van dit proefschrift. 
-V I --
Reedss jaren voordat Candes de Ridgelettransformatie introduceerde, gebruikten Facqi, 
Kabirr en Verschuur deze met succes als filteroperatie in de geofysica. 
E.J.. CANDES, "Ridgelets: Theory and Applications", PhD Thesis, Stanford Uni-
versity,, 1998. 
L.. FACQI, M.M.N. KABIR EN D.J. VERSCHUUR, "Seismic processing using the 
wavelett transform and the Radon transform", J. Seism. Expl., 4, 375-390, 1995. 
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